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Abstract

Herbig Ae/Be (HAeBe) stars are the pre-main sequence progenitors of main sequence

A and B stars, and are characterized observationally by strong emission in spectral

lines and significant infra-red excess that results from their presence in dust-obscured

regions. These stars are usually surrounded by a complex environment composed

of gas and dust and often a significant stellar wind and a circumstellar disc. This

complex circumstellar environment can have a significant affect on their spectral

energy distributions, leading to large systematic uncertainties in determinations of

their effective temperatures from photometric methods.

In an attempt to improve temperature determinations for HAeBe stars, we have

conducted an experiment to evaluate the potential of high-resolution spectra to con-

strain their atmospheric parameters. To this end, high-resolution (R∼68 000) and

low-resolution (R∼1500) spectra obtained using the ESPaDOnS spectropolarimeter

(at the Canada-France-Hawaii telescope) and the FORS1 spectropolarimeter (at the

Very Large Telescope) have been used with an automatic spectrum fitting proce-

dure. This procedure compares spectroscopic data to a grid of synthetic LTE, solar

abundance spectra, spanning a range in effective temperature, surface gravity, and

micro-turbulence.
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This analysis was applied to the spectra of a sample of twelve previously well-

studied HAeBe stars. Our temperatures were found to be consistent with previously

published values, while providing much lower uncertainties - in some cases about 5

times smaller. Numerous methods were investigated to obtain these quantitative un-

certainties (chi-squared statistics, Bayesian analysis, Monte Carlo bootstrap method,

individual temperature sensitive line region analysis). We conclude that our method

can be used to efficiently and effectively obtain temperatures of HAeBe stars in addi-

tion to providing us with a characterization of the degree of departure of the spectrum

from solar abundance, LTE photospheric models.
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Table of Acronyms

Acronym Meaning
HR Diagram Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram.
HAeBe Stars Herbig Ae/Be stars.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A great deal of time and energy has been devoted to the study of the evolution

of stars, from their formation to their final demise. However, the early stages of a

star’s life are still poorly understood, in particular the phase of star formation: the

generation of a proto-star out of interstellar gas, and the subsequent contraction of

the proto-star under gravity, ultimately producing a star whose luminosity is almost

entirely generated by the fusion of hydrogen in its core.

The best-accepted theory of the formation and early evolution of stars was first

summarized by Shu et al. (1987), as illustrated in Fig 1.1. In this theory, the process

of star formation is initiated in regions of interstellar molecular clouds once a critical

density is surpassed. These regions are unstable to gravitational collapse, leading the

cloud to contract and form one or more rapidly rotating, gravitationally bound proto-

stars. At this evolutionary phase, the proto-star accretes matter from its surrounding

medium, typically an “accretion disc” composed of dust and gas, leading the star

to grow in mass as it continues to contract. Eventually, strong outflows of matter

(stellar winds and jets) clear away the remaining diffuse matter in the surrounding

1
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Figure 1.1: Cartoon illustration of star formation (top) and an image of the Rosette
star forming region (bottom). In frame (a), there is the first formation of molec-
ular cores. By frame (b), the proto-star is fully formed and surrounded by a
nebular disc. In frame (c), the stellar winds are driving away most of the sur-
rounding material. By frame (d), only the circumstellar disc has survived and
the star has now reached the pre-main sequence stage. The image of the Rosette
nebula shows many young hot stars in the central region surrounded by a par-
tial clearing of the dust and gas. This is further surrounded by a denser nebula
where other proto-stars are forming and becoming visible in optical light. Im-
age: Shu et al. (1987) (top); http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/News/MegaPrime/

MegaPrime-PR-AstroImage-Rosette.html (bottom).
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area. When most of the material is accreted onto the star and the remaining cocoon

is blown away by the wind, the optical starlight is able to escape from the region,

and the star becomes visible in optical telescopes. After this point, the accretion

and the rate of contraction of the young star slow considerably (Carroll & Ostlie

1996; Shore 2003). At this phase, the star is known as a pre-main sequence1 (PMS)

star, and is now in quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium, contracting slowly, with its main

source of nuclear energy coming from deuterium-burning occurring in the core but

still deriving the large majority of its luminosity from gravitational potential energy

due to contraction.

While Shu et al. (1987) reviewed the theoretical groundwork for the formation of

stars, a great deal of attention has also been focused on the observational properties

of stars during the early stages of their evolution, when very complex qualitative

changes in stellar structure and other properties occur over a relatively short period

of time. The detailed evolution of young stars is very sensitive to the initial mass

of the star. For instance, while a star with a mass below 2.5 solar masses (M⊙) is

predicted to be fully convective2 at the onset of the PMS stage, higher-mass stars

are expected to be primarily radiative3 (Shore 2003). Stars with masses greater than

about 8 M⊙ do not experience any visible PMS stage at all, as hydrogen-burning is

already occurring in the core when these stars become visible in optical telescopes

(Palla & Stahler 1993).

A Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram (a graph of stellar effective temperature

1Main sequence stars are stars in hydrostatic equilibrium that derive their luminosity from the
fusion of hydrogen into helium. The pre-main sequence is the evolutionary phase immediately prior
to the main sequence.

2A “convective” star or region of a star in one in which the bulk energy transport from the interior
to the surface occurs by the mechanism of convection.

3A “radiative” star, or region of a star is one in which the bulk of energy transport from the
interior to the surface occurs by the net flow of photons.
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Figure 1.2: PMS evolutionary diagram of a 4 M⊙ star. At point (a), the formation
of an almost fully convective proto-star begins. The star contracts rapidly towards
point (b), when it becomes detectable at optical wavelengths. As the star continues
to contract, and heat up, a critical core temperature is reached at point (c), at which
point the core is fully radiative, allowing for an increase in the total luminosity.
Weak hydrogen-burning has already begun deep in the core (deuterium-burning still
dominates) via the proton-proton chain. The star evolves from point (c) to point
(d), slowly contracting and heating up. By point (d), the proton-proton process is no
longer the most efficient process for hydrogen-burning, and the ignition of the carbon-
nitrogen-oxygen process begins. This results in a dip in the total luminosity as the star
continues to evolve towards the zero-age main sequence at point (f). Also included
in this diagram is the birthline (a locus of points on the HR diagram where stars
of different masses become optically visible) for an assumed 10−5 M⊙ yr−1 accretion
rate (dashed) and the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS; green), a locus of points that
indicate the position for stars of differing masses when they first arrive on the main
sequence. The evolution from point (a) to point (f) takes about 10 million years for
a 4 M⊙ star. The PMS track was computed using the CESAM code (Morel 1997).
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versus stellar luminosity) provides the best way of illustrating the evolution of a PMS

star, as shown in Fig 1.2. As described above, a 4 M⊙ star enters the PMS stage

almost fully radiative, with deuterium-burning occurring in the core but with the

major source of luminosity resulting from the release of gravitational potential energy

(Fig 1.2, point (b); Carroll & Ostlie 1996). As the proto-star continues to contract,

its luminosity decreases, while its temperature increases, driven by the continued

contraction of the proto-star. After a critical core temperature is reached (point

(c)), the core becomes radiative allowing more energy to escape and resulting in an

increase in the total luminosity. Soon after, hydrogen-burning (via the proton-proton

chain process) begins to take place deep in the core of the star, causing a further

increase in the luminosity as the star continues to evolve towards the main sequence.

As the temperature in the core continues to increase, the proton-proton chain is no

longer the most efficient mechanism for the consumption of hydrogen (point(d)). At

this point, due to its higher sensitivity to temperature, the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen

(CNO) cycle becomes the dominant process for the production of helium. At the

same time, convection develops in the core, resulting in a second drop in the total

luminosity. After some time, the core becomes fully convective as it stabilizes and

becomes a fully hydrogen-burning core (point (e)), able to withstand gravitational

contraction before reaching the main sequence (point (f)). This whole process occurs

relatively quickly on astronomical timescales, resulting in a PMS lifetime (the time

taken to reach the main sequence after passing the birthline)) of about 10 million

years (Myrs), compared to its main sequence lifetime of ∼ 200 Myrs (Shore 2003).

Between the birthline and main sequence, a 4 M⊙ star will undergo a significant

change in temperature, increasing by over 9000 K, or by a factor of 2.7. This is
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accompanied by a similar change in the radius of the star, which shrinks by more

than a factor of 3 times its original radius at the onset of the PMS stage.

Evidently, the investigation of these complex and dynamic evolutionary phases

requires the knowledge of both the stellar mass and age. These fundamental proper-

ties can typically only be indirectly inferred and are usually obtained by comparing

inferred temperatures and measured luminosities with the predictions of theoretical

models on an evolutionary HR diagram, as in Fig 1.2. Typically, these properties are

more difficult to determine in young stars when using the same techniques that are

used for main sequence stars as a result of the complex circumstellar environment

encompassing these stars. The circumstellar environment leads to systematic uncer-

tainties in these fundamental measurements due to the significant contributions of

the circumstellar material, composed of the gas and dust surrounding the star. In

light of this difficulty, this thesis attempts to provide a potentially new way to obtain

the temperatures of PMS stars, using high-resolution spectroscopy.

1.1 Stellar Temperatures

The effective temperature (Teff) of a uniform, spherical star is defined as the tem-

perature of black body emitting the same surface flux. It is defined by the Stefan-

Boltzmann equation:
∫

∞

0

ℑνdν = σT 4
eff , (1.1)

where ℑν is the radiative (i.e. electro-magnetic) flux per unit frequency ν and σ is

the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67×10−5 erg−1 cm−2 deg4; Gray 2005). The Teff is

characteristic of the observed electro-magnetic (EM) radiation emitted from the star

(into space) and typically corresponds to the temperature of the gas within ∼1000
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km of the stellar surface (∼ 0.001% of stellar radius), a general region known as the

atmosphere of the star.

Stars are typically classified according to different spectral characteristics that are

observed in the visible region of the EM spectrum (between 400-700 nm) (Carroll

& Ostlie 1996; Gray 2005). These characteristics are used to define a spectroscopic

nomenclature, which reflects a non-linear sequence in effective temperature and that

has historically been used as a diagnostic of stellar temperatures. The most common

spectroscopic nomenclature was first developed by Morgan and Keenan (MK), and

groups stars of similar spectral characteristics together, varying from the hottest O-

type stars to B, A, F, G, K, and the coolest M-type stars. Each spectral class is

further divided into sub-classes ranging from 0 to 9, decreasing with temperature.

An additional luminosity classification is defined by Roman numerals ranging from I

to V, decreasing with luminosity. The luminosity (L) of a spherical star is related to

its radius R and effective temperature according to:

L = 4πR2

∫

∞

0

ℑνdν = 4πR2σT4
eff . (1.2)

Therefore, the luminosity classification is also a radius classification. The largest stars

(which are the brightest) are referred to as hyper-giants with a luminosity classifica-

tion of I. This is followed by the super-giants (II), the giants (III), the sub-giants (IV)

and finally the main sequence dwarfs (V). Properties of the MK classification system

are summarized in Table 1.1. As an example, our sun is classified as G2V star, with an

effective temperature of about 5780 K (= T⊙,eff), a radius of 1 R⊙ (6.955× 1010 cm),

a luminosity of 1 L⊙ (3.89 × 1033 erg s−1), and a mass of 1 M⊙ (1.989 × 1030 g)).
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Spectral Type Teff (K) Log (L/L⊙) Mass (M⊙) Radius (R⊙)
O 30 000 - 60 000 6.14 60 15
B 10 000 - 30 000 4.30 18 7
A 7 500 - 10 000 1.90 3.1 2.1
F 6 000 - 7 500 0.77 1.7 1.3
G 5 000 - 6 000 0.07 1.1 1.1
K 3 500 - 5 000 -0.39 0.8 0.9
M 2 000 - 3 500 -1.39 0.3 0.4

Table 1.1: Summary of MK classification scheme for main sequence stars. The log-
arithmic luminosity, the mass, and the radius are given in solar units (adapted from
Carroll & Ostlie 1996).

1.1.1 Quantitatively Measuring the Effective Temperature

The spectral energy distribution (SED) emitted by a star reflects its effective temper-

ature, both in the overall shape, and in the details associated with individual spectral

lines (see §1.2.2). The use of broadband photometry to characterize the overall shape

of the SED is the most common way of inferring the Teff . This is accomplished by

measuring the total amount of light received in several different broad spectral re-

gions, selected through the use of broadband transmission filters “colour” filters; Gray

2005). An example of the response functions of the commonly used Johnson UBV RI

filter system is illustrated in Fig 1.3.

By determining the ratios of the integrated fluxes (the “colours”) measured using

different filters, the effective temperature can be inferred by comparison with colours

of stars of known temperature (standard stars) or computer models (Flower 1996;

Carroll & Ostlie 1996; Gray 2005). In fact, standard stars and numerical models

can be used to calibrate a “colour curve” (a graph of the observed colour versus the

Teff) for any given combination of filters, allowing, in principle, the easy derivation of

the Teff from measured colours (e.g. Cramer 1984; Lester et al. 1986; Balona 1994;
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Figure 1.3: The transmission response functions for different standard Johnson-
Cousin UBV RI filters (Ultraviolet, Blue, Violet, Red, Infrared; Landolt & Uomoto
2007), shown in comparison with a typical spectral energy distribution emitted by a
main sequence star with an effective temperature of 12500 K.
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Flower 1996). Examples of such curves are given in Fig 1.4. This calibration scheme

works well for main sequence and post-main sequence stars, but becomes increasingly

difficult for PMS stars, due to contributions to the flux by circumstellar material and

the general lack of PMS standard stars or adapted models.

A more sophisticated approach involving a combination of multiple photometric

filters (as opposed to only two filters), or low-resolution spectrophotometry covering

very large wavelength regions, has allowed astronomers to sample a larger region of the

SED of stars. The increased spectral sampling of the stellar SED improves estimates

of stellar properties due to the ability to observe and model smaller changes in, and

more of, the SED.

These photometric techniques used to obtain the Teff from the overall shape of the

SED essentially measure the broadband continuum emission (see §1.2.1). However,

the contamination of the stellar light by the complex circumstellar environment of

PMS stars contributes significantly to this broadband emission (e.g. Dominik et

al. 2003). Although plenty of work has been done in an attempt to model the

circumstellar environment to correctly account for the observed differences in the

SED, the simple models used in most studies still leave significant deviations between

the observations and the models (e.g. Dominik et al. 2003; Elia et al. 2004).

Due to the inherent difficulties associated with inferring the Teff of young stars

from continuum flux measurements, other methods, such as using spectral absorption

lines formed in the stellar atmosphere, must be investigated. The profiles of spectral

absorption lines show a strong dependence on temperature, mainly due to variations

in the number of absorbers (atoms or ions) in the specific energy states that give rise

to individual spectral absorption lines. Typically, the temperature dependence results
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Figure 1.4: Example colour calibration curves for the conversion from the B−V colour
index (B − V = −2.5 log{FB

FV

}) to effective temperature (Flower 1996). Different
curves exist for stars of different luminosity classes, as indicated. Image: Flower
(1996).
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in a large sensitivity of the depth (or strength) of these lines to effective tempera-

ture changes, with different lines behaving differently depending on the temperature.

By observing lines formed by different chemical elements in different excitation and

ionization states, the precision to which the temperature can be inferred is greatly

enhanced. As well, spectral lines often show substantially weaker contamination from

the circumstellar material than the broadband flux. This is especially true for lines

of metals4. For example, different photometric analyses of the PMS star HD 36112

(Teff∼ 7800 K) have led to inferred photometric temperatures differing by more than

1000 K, while spectroscopically there is only a 100 K difference (see §6.1.5). This ex-

ample clearly demonstrates the systematic uncertainties that arise from circumstellar

contamination that mainly affect photometric as opposed to spectroscopic methods.

Therefore, spectral absorption lines provide an ideal observational domain from which

to infer the Teff of young stars. In contrast, spectrophotometry of main sequence stars

typically yields temperatures with uncertainties on the order of ∼ 200 K, which are

also consistent with their spectroscopically-measured temperatures (e.g. Adelman et

al. 2002).

1.2 Spectrum Formation in Stellar Atmospheres

In order to infer the Teff from spectral absorption lines, a comparison must be made

between an observed stellar spectrum and either model spectra or standard star spec-

tra. In this thesis, the comparison was made between model spectra and our observed

4In astrophysics,“metals” are all elements with atomic numbers greater than that of helium
(Z = 2).
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spectra. This section provides the basic recipe for the computation of a typical spec-

trum emitted from a stellar atmosphere in order to convey the imprint of the effective

temperature.

The spectrum emitted at the surface of a star is described by the radiation transfer

equation:

Iν =

∫

∞

0

Sνe
−τνdτν , (1.3)

for the specific intensity (Iν) per unit frequency ν, transmitted through an optical

depth dτν (τν =
∫ L

0
κνρds, for a mass density ρ), mass absorption coefficient κν in units

of cross-sectional area per unit mass, and source function Sν (the specific intensity

emitted by the local gas and added to the intensity) (Gray 2005). This equation

simply states that the emitted intensity (Iν) is the sum of the emission at every point

along the path, reduced by the amount of absorption along the way (Gray 2003). The

computation of the observed surface intensity is calculated by integrating Eq. 1.3 from

the bottom to the top of the stellar atmosphere to obtain the emergent intensity, at

an optical depth of zero. Typically, this is accomplished by numerically integrating

Eq. 1.3 through a pre-computed model atmosphere, which provides a tabulation of

the temperature, density, and reference optical depth as a function of height in the

atmosphere (e.g. Kurucz 1993; Kochukhov 2007). Both the source function and mass

absorption coefficient are strongly dependent on the atmospheric temperature, as will

be further discussed.

When the transfer of energy between particles is dominated by collisions between

particles, thermodynamic equilibrium is reached (Carroll & Ostlie 1996). Although,

stars are not in perfect thermodynamic equilibrium, when the distance that matter or

radiation can travel is much smaller than the characteristic distance over which the
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temperature changes, the condition of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is met.

When a system is in LTE, the source function (Sν) is given by the Planck function:

Sν = Bν =
2hν3

c2

1

ehν/kT − 1
, (1.4)

where h is Planck’s constant (6.626 × 10−27 erg s), c is the speed of light (2.9975 ×

1010 cm s−1), k is Boltzmann’s constant (∼ 1.38 × 10−16 erg K−1) and T is the

temperature of the gas in Kelvins (Gray 2005). It should be noted that the Planck

function is only dependent on T .

In LTE, the computation of the total relative population of the number of ab-

sorbers (atoms or ions) with electrons in a given energy state is given by the Boltz-

mann and Saha equations. Boltzmann’s equation relates the ratio of the population

of the number of absorbers Nn in a specific excited energy state n to the total number

of absorbers N (Carroll & Ostlie 1996). For an energy difference between the ground

state and the specific excited energy state (known as the excitation potential χn),

Boltzmann’s equation is:

Nn

N
=

gn

u(T )
e−χn/kT, (1.5)

where u(T ) =
∑

gne
−χn/kT (known as the partition function) is the sum of all states

weighted by their multiplicities gn (Gray 2005).

The Saha equation is used to determine the ratio of the populations of two adjacent

ionization states (i and i + 1), where:

Ni+1

Ni
=

(2πm)3/2 (kT )5/2

h3Pe

2ui+1(T )

ui(T )
e−I/kT , (1.6)

where I is the ionization potential of state i, h is Planck’s constant and Pe is the

electron pressure (gas pressure due to free electrons; Gray 2005).
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In a typical stellar atmosphere, the total population of a given absorber is de-

termined by contributions from both excitation and ionization, computed from the

product of the Boltzmann and Saha equations (Gray 2005). For a typical absorber

in a given excitation and ionization state, the total population of this absorber may

increase with temperature, as more electrons are excited into that particular state.

However, the entire population will peak at a well-defined temperature due to the

increasing number of atoms that will be ionized as the temperature continues to

increase. Therefore, this temperature dependence results in a sharp peak in the pop-

ulation of a given absorber, as illustrated in Fig 1.5 for the n = 2 state of neutral

hydrogen.

In LTE, the source function in Eq. 1.3 is given by the Planck function. The mass

absorption coefficient can be computed from the ionization and excitation populations

given by the Boltzmann and Saha equations. The mass absorption coefficient (units of

cross-sectional area per unit mass) takes into account any and all absorbing material

present in the atmosphere and as such is usually split into a continuous component,

κcont (that occurs over a broad continuous region of frequency or wavelength), and a

line component, lν (which gives rise to discrete regions of absorption and the formation

of spectral absorption lines), such that the total absorption coefficient κν = lν + κcont

(Gray 2005).

1.2.1 Continuous Opacity

Continuous opacity is due to two main physical processes: the photoionization of an

atom, and the Coulomb acceleration of an electron when passing close to another
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Figure 1.5: Relative LTE population of the n = 2 hydrogen atom versus temperature.
Shown are the contributions from excitation (black) and ionization (red) to the total
population of neutral hydrogen in the n = 2 state (blue). Neutral hydrogen in the
n = 2 state is responsible for the formation of Balmer lines. At cooler temperatures,
all the hydrogen atoms are neutral and the increase in the number of absorbers is due
more electrons being excited into the higher energy state. However, a quick change
occurs around 9000 K, where most of the atoms are now ionized. This results in a
sharp peak in the number of hydrogen atoms able to produce the Balmer lines.
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charge. Photoionization occurs when a photon is absorbed by a bound atomic elec-

tron, increasing the energy of the electron such that it is no longer bound to the atom

(Gray 2005). The acceleration of an unbound electron occurs when a loosely orbiting,

un-bound electron scatters a photon, increasing its orbit (Carroll & Ostlie 1996). As

photoionization results from a transition from a bound state to an unbound (or free)

state, it is known as a bound-free (bf) transition while the latter process is known as

a free-free (ff) transition. While these two processes constitute the major sources of

continuous opacity, other mechanisms, such as the scattering of photons by electrons

(Thomson scattering), also contribute to the continuous opacity (Gray 2005). The to-

tal continuous opacity (which is a slowly-varying function of frequency or wavelength)

is obtained through the calculation and addition of all continuous opacity sources:

κtot = κ(Hff)+κ(Hbf)+κ(H−

bf)+κ(H−

ff )+κ(Hebf)+κ(Heff)+κ(He−ff )+κ(metals)+κ(e−)....

(1.7)

Eq. 1.7 includes the most important contributors to the total continuous opacity

in the optical spectral regions, which result from neutral hydrogen, helium, metals,

and scattering of photons by electrons or by neutral atoms (Rayleigh scattering)

(Gray 2005). Most atoms and ions contribute both a bound-free (bf) component

and a free-free (ff) component, which is implicitly included in κ(metals). In hotter

stars (Teff> 10000 K), the total continuous opacity is dominated by neutral hydrogen

and neutral and singly-ionized helium. For stars hotter than Teff∼ 18000 K, electron

scattering begins to dominate the opacity due to the increased number of free electrons

from ionized hydrogen, helium, and metals. In cooler stars (Teff< 10000 K), the lower

temperature of the atmosphere increases the contributions from metals as well as

ions with weakly bound electrons (such as He− and H−), due to the increase in the
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number of bound electrons (Gray 2005). These sources show a strong temperature

dependence and as such, the total predicted continuous opacity varies greatly with

temperature, as shown in Fig 1.6. This variation of the continuous opacity with Teff ,

in combination with the variation of the Planck source function, provides the physical

basis for photometric Teff measurements.

1.2.2 Line Opacity

Line opacity corresponds to absorption of photons by transitions between bound

electron states of atoms and ions. These ”bound-bound” (bb) transitions give rise

to narrow absorption features known as spectral (absorption) lines. Similarly to the

continuous opacity, the total line opacity (lν) is actually an aggregate of different

individual processes responsible for modifying the frequency (or wavelength) range

over which line opacity is important. The most fundamental interactions influencing

the local stellar spectrum include natural atomic absorption, pressure broadening,

thermal broadening, and broadening due to small-scale mass motions. It is necessary

to understand how these different processes affect the shape and strength of a line

profile in order to properly model any spectral absorption line.

In general, there are two main types of interactions that modify the shape of the

line profile. The first (“pressure broadening”) results from distortions to the energy

levels of individual atoms due to the interaction of the absorber with other atoms

or ions, and to inherent quantum mechanical uncertainties. The net result for the

ensemble of atoms (the distribution of distorted energies) is a dispersion profile (also

known as a damping or Lorentzian profile).

The most fundamental cause of pressure broadening results from natural atomic
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Figure 1.6: Examples of the absorption coefficient (normalized by the electron pres-
sure (Pe)) for the total continuous opacity for varying temperatures as a function of
wavelength. In panel (a), for a temperature of 5143 K (somewhat cooler than the
Sun), the continuous opacity is dominated by H−

bf , while in panel (b), for a tempera-
ture of 6429 K (somewhat hotter than the Sun), there is an increasing contribution due
to H−

ff in the infrared. At a hotter temperature of 7715 K (panel (c)), the continuous
opacity is well balanced between neutral hydrogen and negatively ionized hydrogen.
By 11572 K (7715-11572 K, typical of the Teff of stars studied in this work), the con-
tinuous opacity is dominated by neutral hydrogen, with very little contribution from
other species. Image: Gray (2005).
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absorption, caused by the interaction of a photon with the EM field generated by an

atom. The distortions in the energy levels are related to the small uncertainties in

each energy state due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle (Gray 2005).

In addition to natural atomic broadening, collisional interactions between photon-

absorbing atoms and other surrounding particles generate pressure broadening (these

can be ions, electrons, neutral atoms, or even molecules). Different types of interac-

tions between the absorber and the perturber result in different broadening charac-

teristics. The two most common types of interactions are quadratic Stark broadening

and van der Waals broadening (Shore 2003). Quadratic Stark broadening affects most

lines in the stellar atmosphere and results from the interaction of the absorber with

charged particles, such as ions or electrons (Gray 2005). van der Waals broadening

also affects most lines, but is caused by the interaction of the absorber with neutral

particles, in particular hydrogen (Shore 2003).

The second main type of interaction that modifies the shape of the line profile

is associated with the thermal, and therefore Maxwellian (in LTE), distribution of

velocities of the individual atoms. The ensemble results in a Gaussian distribution of

radial speeds, hence a Gaussian distribution of Doppler shifts of absorbed frequencies

(Gray 2005). In a similar manner, small-scale mass motions (often attributed to

turbulence in the atmosphere) produce a quasi-Gaussian velocity field that results in

Doppler shifts that are analogous to thermal motions (Gray 2005). These small-scale

mass motions are referred to as micro-turbulence.

The total line profile shape (α(total)) is the convolution of these different contri-

butions:

α(total) = α(natural) ∗ α(Stark) ∗ α(v.d.Waals) ∗ α(thermal) ∗ α(micro), (1.8)
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Figure 1.7: Comparison of the different components of a line profile. Comparison of
a Voigt profile (dashed-blue) to a model line profile of Mg II (5183 Å; solid-black).
Shown for comparison are the dispersion (or Lorentzian) profile wings (dashed-red)
and the Gaussian profile core (dashed-green).

where α is the line absorption coefficient per atom (αν = lνρ/N , for a mass-density

ρ and N atoms). The final line profile is then the convolution of Lorentzian profiles

and the Gaussian profile, which results in a Voigt profile (Carroll & Ostlie 1996; Gray

2005). An example of a Voigt profile is given in Fig 1.7, clearly showing the dispersion

and Gaussian contributions to the final absorption line shape.

The total line absorption coefficient is computed from each contribution:

lν ∝ α(total) × A × Boltzmann(∝ e−1/T ) × Saha(∝ T 5/2e−1/T ), (1.9)

where A is the number abundance relative to hydrogen of the element of interest

(A = NE/NH , for an element E), and the temperature dependences of excitation and
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ionisation effects are indicated (Gray 2005). The Boltzmann and Saha factors mainly

determine the strength of the line and clearly show a strong temperature dependence,

while the Voigt profile determines the shape of the line. However, there also exists

a dependence on the gas pressure from the Saha equation (the electron pressure in

Eq. 1.6), and a linear dependence on the total abundance (A) of the element in

question. The inability to disentangle the individual contributions of these variables

complicates the determination of the effective temperature but is mitigated by the

presence of lines of many elements, ions, ionization, and excitation states in a typical

spectrum. These issues, among others, will be discussed later in this thesis.

The computation of the line absorption coefficient for hydrogen lines is performed

differently than for metallic lines. In particular, hydrogen lines are susceptible to the

linear Stark effect, which is a result of the natural repulsion of like charges due to the

dipole-like electric field from a simple proton-electron structure of a hydrogen atom

(Gray 2005). The linear Stark effect is most important for neutral hydrogen, but also

affects singly ionized helium (He II5), and results from the interaction of these atoms

with neighbouring protons and electrons (Gray 2005). This causes perturbations and

splitting of the electronic energy levels, with the result being a complex distribution

of sub-states with a relatively large range of energies. This produces many shifted

line profiles per transition. The final line profile is a summation of all the individual

shifted components, resulting in a significantly broader line profile than those of lines

of other elements (Gray 2005). An example is shown in (Fig 1.8), which illustrates

the line opacity in the region of a neutral hydrogen line and the surrounding metallic

lines. In practice, specialized recipes are used to compute the line profiles of hydrogen

5In astrophysics, the nomenclature used to describe an ion is the elemental symbol followed by a
Roman numeral describing the ion state. He I is neutral helium (=He), while He II is singly ionized
helium (=He+) and He III is doubly ionized helium (=He++).
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lines (e.g. Barklem et al. 2000), many of which depend on pre-tabulated broadening

tables (e.g. Stéhle 1994).

1.2.3 Deviations from LTE

All of the fundamental equations have so far, in one form or another, relied on the

assumption that the transfer of energy within the atmosphere is locally dominated

by the collision of particles (LTE). In much of the stellar atmosphere, where densities

are relatively high (∼ 1014 atoms cm−2), this assumption is valid. However, in situa-

tions where the transfer of energy is radiation-dominated, dominated by spontaneous

transitions, or dominated by stimulated emission, the assumption of LTE no longer

holds and a non-LTE (NLTE) treatment must be used (Gray 2005). Such a treatment

involves the iterative solution of the coupled statistical equilibrium and radiation field

equations, in contrast to the uncoupled and straightforward equations of LTE.

However, NLTE effects can be important in the outer regions of the atmosphere

where the density is sufficiently low that collisions no longer dominate (Shore 2003).

This mainly affects strong lines, as weak lines are typically formed deep in the at-

mosphere (Gray 2005). NLTE effects produce deviations in the strengths of strong

lines (in comparison to models that assume LTE), mainly in the line cores, which are

typically formed higher in the atmosphere. NLTE effects also result in lower-level

populations of resonance transitions (transitions from the ground state; Shore 2003)

being greater than those predicted in LTE (in hot stars these lines occur mainly in

the ultra-violet spectral region). As well, lines formed from excitation energies that

are above the ground state but well below the continuum level can appear weaker

than predicted in LTE (Shore 2003). This usually results in systematic errors in the
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Figure 1.8: Illustration of the effects of linear Stark broadening in neutral hydrogen (in
the line opacity profile of the Balmer series absorption line Hγ) compared to other
metallic lines. The total line opacity coefficient (lλ) is displayed highlighting the
dramatic broadening in the Balmer line with respect to other metallic lines present in
the wings of the hydrogen line. This is further illustrated in the inset for a magnified
region of the Balmer wing.
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measurement of abundances or temperatures from these lines. As well, in low-density

regions, the ionization ratios tend to be lower than those predicted by the Saha equa-

tion (Shore 2003). In many stars, this results in the cores of the hydrogen Balmer

lines and the He I triplets showing strengths that depart from LTE.

1.2.4 Spectrum Formation

The integration of Eq. 1.3 through a pre-tabulated stellar atmosphere yields the local

spectrum emitted from the stellar surface. This procedure includes the computa-

tion at each atmospheric depth of the source function resulting from a photosphere

in LTE (Planck function), the computation of the total numbers of absorbers (from

both the Boltzmann and Saha equation), as well as the physical processes responsi-

ble for broadband opacity (continuous opacity) and the opacity from bound-bound

transitions (line opacity). However, the solution to Eq. 1.3 still only represents the

emitted radiation at a specific point at the stellar surface. In general, we are not

able to spatially resolve a star, and therefore the light that we observe represents the

total integrated radiation emitted from its visible hemisphere (Carroll & Ostlie 1996).

Therefore, the final step necessary to model an observed spectrum is to integrate the

local emitted spectrum over the entire visible stellar surface. An example of a fully

integrated model spectrum is shown in Fig 1.9.

In the spectra of most real stars, stellar rotation dominates the profile shapes of

metallic lines. Stellar rotation results in the systematic velocity shifts of the locally

emitted line profiles from different regions on the stellar disc with respect to the mean

relative velocity of the star. For light emitted from the approaching hemisphere of

the star, the contribution from this region will be systematically shifted to negative
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Figure 1.9: Example of a model spectrum for a 12500 K main sequence star. Note that
an LTE model spectrum does not contain emission lines. Also shown is the complete
spectral coverage provided by the ESPaDOnS and FORS1 spectropolarimeters.

velocities, while the receding hemisphere will be systematically shifted to positive ve-

locities. The total contribution to the disc integrated profile of the line is a summation

of each shifted, locally emitted line profile, resulting in a rotationally broadened line

profile. In comparison to the other broadening mechanisms, rotational broadening is

typically the largest contributor to the total broadening of spectral absorption lines

of helium and other metals, as the projected rotational velocity (v sin i)6 can be as

large as several hundred km s−1. The effect of rotational broadening on a spectral line

is illustrated in Fig 1.10, showing how such a profile changes with increasing v sin i.

Now that we have reviewed the processes and mechanisms necessary for the com-

putation of a model spectrum, the effects of temperature on a given spectral region

will be illustrated. As previously discussed, there is a strong temperature dependence

6As the inclination of a star’s rotation axis relative to the line-of-sight from Earth is usually
unknown, the quantity measured from rotationally broadened lines is the “projected rotational
velocity” v sin i - the true equatorial speed of the rotation multiplied by the sine of the inclination
angle, sin i.
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Figure 1.10: Example of rotationally broadened line profiles of Fe II (4576 Å). Shown
are profiles for v sin i of 0 km s−1 (black), 5 km s−1 (red), 10 km s−1 (green), 20 km s−1

(blue) and 50 km s−1 (violet). Note the decreasing depth and the increasing broad-
ening for higher v sin i.
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on the depth of an absorption line as well as a somewhat weaker dependence on the

actual shape of the profile. This is illustrated in Fig 1.11, which shows computed

spectra for several different temperature models. In this example, we see that over a

temperature range of less than 10000 K, there is a significant change in the depth of

most lines, or even the appearance of new, previously-absent spectral lines. Over a

temperature range of 1000 K, these changes are much smaller, but still visible.

1.3 Motivation and Overview of this Thesis

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the use of high-resolution spectra to obtain

improved effective temperatures for a sample of young stars. The approach will be to

use an automated procedure to compare synthetic model spectra of hydrogen, helium,

and metallic absorption lines to both high-resolution and low-resolution spectroscopic

observations.

We employ an automated approach because our entire database contains over 200

high-resolution optical spectra for well over 100 stars. Not only will this yield effec-

tive temperatures of these PMS stars, but it will also provide a first evaluation of the

ability of solar abundance, LTE models to fit the high-resolution spectra of these stars

(both individually and generally). These models can furthermore be used to iden-

tify particularly interesting targets for detailed investigation, where the parameters

determined from this work would provide the starting point for such modelling. As

well, this method will allow us to characterize the degree and frequency of departures

from the photospheric models employed in this study.

A discussion of the general observed properties of the Herbig Ae/Be stars, along

with a description of the instruments used and observations obtained, is given in
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Figure 1.11: The changing character of the stellar spectrum with temperature. Shown
are model LTE spectra computed for different effective temperatures. In the left panel,
large temperature differences are shown for different offset models (temperatures in-
dicated on the right), primarily indicating models corresponding to different spectral
sub-classes. In the right panel, we compare models with smaller temperature differ-
ences, illustrating the subtle line variations between models with small temperature
differences. Also included in the right panel is a comparison to the 7000 K model
(dashed).
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Chap. 2. A description of the automated fitting code and other procedures used to

analyze the observed spectra are included in Chap. 3. In Chap. 4, the results of a

series of tests designed to investigate the accuracy, precision, and limitations of this

procedure are reported. This is followed in Chap. 5 by a description of a number of

methods used in an attempt to quantify the uncertainty associated with the derived

Teff . In Chap. 6, we summarize the results that we obtained from our fitting procedure

and uncertainty estimates, and a comparison of our results to published photometric

and spectroscopic results. In Chap. 7 we review and discuss the results obtained and

evaluate the effectiveness of this approach from the perspective of accuracy, precision,

practicality, and general application.



Chapter 2

Observations and Reductions

This chapter summarizes key observational and physical properties of pre-main se-

quence Herbig Ae/Be stars, and describes the telescopes and instruments used to

obtain the data employed within this thesis. A detailed overview of the spectroscopic

observations is provided, along with a description of the procedures used to reduce

and normalize the spectra.

2.1 Herbig Ae/Be Stars

Herbig Ae and Be stars (HAeBe stars) are pre-main sequence stars of spectral types

A and B, with typical masses between 1.5 to 10 M⊙ (e.g. Herbig 1960; Vieira et

al. 2003). In fact, with observed masses as low as 1.5 M⊙, the spectral-type range

of Herbig stars has been extended to about F8 (Thé et al. 1994). This range of

spectral types corresponds to an effective temperature range from about 6500 K to

about 30000 K.

The Herbig classification typically refers to stars that have recently passed the

31
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birthline in their evolution and are now visible in optical light. The duration of the

PMS stage varies strongly with stellar mass. For instance, a 2 M⊙ star will reach

the main sequence about 10 Myr after its appearance at the birthline, a 5 M⊙ star

will only take about 0.5 Myr, while a 10 M⊙ star will arrive at the main sequence

in only 0.25 Myr. The differences in the duration of the PMS lifetime for each star

reflects the fact that more massive massive stars pass the birthline much closer to

the main sequence, as well as the fact that the actual evolutionary pace is quicker for

more massive stars. Fig 2.1 provides an example HR diagram indicating the PMS

evolutionary tracks for stars of different masses.

HAeBe stars were first classified observationally by Herbig (1960). These stars

are the evolutionary progenitors of main sequence A and B type stars, and are the

higher-mass analogues of the more familiar low-mass PMS T Tauri stars (Hillenbrand

et al. 1992). The current criteria (refined by Vieira et al. 2003) for the classification

of a HAeBe star are: spectral type of A or earlier, with emission lines; located in an

obscured region; a fairly bright nebulosity nearby; possessing an anomalous extinction

law; displaying an infrared excess; photometrically variable; and show emission in the

Mg II λ2800 Å line. The primary goal of the classification criteria are to distinguish

HAeBe stars from other A and B stars, such as the main sequence A and B stars

or the post-main sequence Ae and Be stars (a subclass of A and B stars with strong

emission) that share several of their observational properties.

The infrared excess observed from most HAeBe stars is attributed to the thermal

re-radiation of the star’s light by the circumstellar disc or halo, composed of both

gas and dust. While circumstellar discs have been successfully imaged around only

a few stars (e.g. Vieira et al. 2003), the presence of a disc around HAeBe stars
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Figure 2.1: Pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks (solid lines) from Palla & Stahler
(1993) along with the birthline (dashed) for a 10−5 M⊙ yr−1 initial accretion rate and
the zero age main sequence (ZAMS) (dotted). A typical pre-main sequence star be-
comes optically visible at the birthline, then evolves towards the ZAMS. Evolutionary
tracks are shown that describe the luminosity and effective temperature evolution of a
PMS star with a specific mass (as labeled, in solar masses). The Hayashi track portion
of visible pre-main sequence evolution is also indicated. Image: Folsom (2007).
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becomes necessary to match the SED of many Herbig Ae stars (Blondel & Tjin A

Djie 2006). There is increasing evidence that these discs possess a flattened geometry

(Grady 2005), with radii ranging from a few astronomical units (AU; 1.496×1011 m)

to several hundred AU, with a disc mass of a few percent of a solar mass (e.g. Natta

et al. 2004). With disc temperatures of ∼5000 K (Blondel & Tjin A Djie 2006) the

cooler outer regions of the discs allow for the formation of complex molecules such as

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and other amorphous silicates (e.g. Acke

& van den Ancker 2004).

In the optical region of the spectrum, HAeBe stars show absorption lines that

are similar to main sequence A and B stars. However, variable emission is common

in many of the hydrogen Balmer lines (Catala et al. 1999), and, although not as

often, emission is observed in helium and metallic lines (Catala et al. 2007; Alecian

et al. 2008b). The observed emission is usually attributed to the presence of a strong

stellar wind and/or accretion from the surrounding disc, while the observed pho-

tometric variability is usually attributed to variable absorption by the surrounding

circumstellar material (van den Ancker et al. 1998). The measured projected rota-

tional velocities of HAeBe stars are similar to those of main sequence A and B stars,

typically between 60-200 km s−1 (Böhm & Catala 1995). The observed photospheric

chemical abundances appear to be roughly solar (Acke & Waelkens 2004), however,

there are a few notable exceptions (HD 36112, Beskrovnaya et al. 1999; HD 72106A,

Folsom et al. 2008).
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2.2 Observations

The main goal of this thesis is to use high-resolution spectra to infer the effective

temperature of HAeBe stars. To this end, we took advantage of the large base of high-

resolution ESPaDOnS circular polarization spectra of HAeBe stars in our possession

to infer the temperature from helium and metallic lines. As well, low-resolution

FORS1 circular polarization spectra (when available) provided supplementary data

to determine temperatures and gravities from profiles of neutral hydrogen lines. The

data used within this thesis were obtained as part of large spectropolarimetric studies

(Wade et al. 2005, Wade et al. 2007, Alecian et al. 2008b; Alecian et al. in prep).

These surveys sought to investigate the magnetic characteristics of Herbig stars and

how they link to other observable properties such as mass, and rotation.

The larger databases of HAeBe star spectra were chosen as the basis for this work

because these studies (Wade et al. 2005; Wade et al. 2007) required relatively bright

(V < 12) stars, with a robustly-determined PMS status, mainly based on previous

classifications by Hillenbrand et al. (1992), van den Ancker et al. (1998), Malfait et

al. (1998), Thé et al. (1999), and Vieira et al. (2003). This generated a sample of

over 100 stars, with high signal-to-noise ratio (> 150 per pixel) data.

The criteria used for target selection for this work was primarily dependent on the

amount of circumstellar contribution (usually in the form of emission) present in the

metallic lines in the ESPaDOnS spectra. As will be further discussed, our method

for determining the Teff employed LTE, photospheric models for which no emission

was included. Therefore, we required that the observed spectrum be dominated by

the photospheric emission from the star (i.e. the absorption lines). Lastly, an exten-

sive literature search was performed for each target to ensure that these targets had
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ESPaDOnS FORS1
Julian Date texp Peak Julian Date slit width texp Peak

Name HJD-2453000 (sec) S/N HJD-2453000 (′′) (sec) S/N
HD 9672 607.9897 800 4262 - - - -

HD 17081 421.7275 480 3864 331.5530 0.5 12 (8) 3800
HD 17081 422.7286 480 4917 331.5530 0.5 12 (8) 3800
HD 31648 423.8840 2400 1870 331.6929 0.8 319 (8) 4225
HD 31648 608.0321 2000 2010 331.6929 0.8 319 (8) 4225
HD 34282 608.0796 4000 1148 063.9023 0.8 1170 (8) 3450
HD 35187 609.0507 2000 1635 331.7310 0.5 480 (8) 3550
HD 36112 421.7718 2400 1338 331.7097 0.8 320 (8) 3725

HD 142666 422.0392 2400 991 063.8535 0.5 2800 (12) 2775
HD 142666 424.0544 3600 1613 063.8535 0.5 2800 (12) 2775
HD 144432 422.1173 2400 1327 062.8983 0.5 2100 (26) 4575
HD 144432 423.1169 3200 1747 062.8983 0.5 2100 (26) 4575
HD 144668 606.7342 1200 2470 063.9023 0.5 729 (30) 5700
HD 145718 608.7297 2800 1820 - - - -
HD 176386 607.7587 1600 2682 - - - -
HD 244604 607.0733 3600 1546 331.6217 0.8 1600 (8) 4150

Table 2.1: Complete list of observations for both ESPaDOnS and FORS1. Listed are
the names of the stars, the total exposure time, and the peak signal-to-noise ratio per
Å. The exposure times listed for FORS1 also include the number of exposures used
in brackets. Also included is the slit width used for the FORS1 observations. Each
line generally represents a couplet of the ESPaDOnS and the FORS1 spectra used
for a specific temperature determination.

previously published temperatures, largely in part due to the work of van den Ancker

et al. (1997, 1998) and Vieira et al. (2003) to assume a basis for the assessment

of temperatures we ultimately derived. This resulted in 12 stars well-suited for this

thesis. A complete list of all observations used within this study (both ESPaDOnS

and FORS1) is summarized in Table 2.1.
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2.3 Telescopes and Instrumentation

2.3.1 CFHT and ESPaDOnS

The observations that form the basis of this thesis were obtained using the 3.6 m

optical/infrared Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). The CFHT is located at

an altitude of 4204 m atop the inactive Mauna Kea volcano summit on the Big

Island of Hawaii. This telescope was designed to work at the f/4 prime focus or f/8

Cassegrain focus, and uses a yoke-type mount. The primary mirror is parabolic in

shape and made of a glass-ceramic material that shows almost no deformation with

temperature variations (CFHT Observing Manual 2003).

The majority of our data were obtained with the Echelle SpectroPolarimetric

Device for the Observation of Stars (ESPaDOnS). This instrument is bench-mounted

in a thermally controlled Coudé room at CFHT (located beneath the telescope), and

is fed by a fibre-optic cable attached to the Cassegrain focus of the telescope. The

entrance aperture to the instrument is a 1.6 arcsecond (′′) pinhole, with a physical

size of 0.22 mm (Donati 2007).

The ESPaDOnS instrument actually consists of two separate units: the calibra-

tion, guiding, and polarimeter unit mounted at the Cassegrain focus, and the actual

bench-mounted spectroscopic unit in the Coudé room. Mounting the spectroscopic

unit in a separate room greatly improves the instrumental stability, as vibrational and

thermal instabilities are minimized. However, there is a reduction in the overall flux

from the optical fibres. The total throughput of this system (including telescope and

detector) is measured to be 15-20%. The detector used to record the observations is

a backside-illuminated, 2 thousand by 4 thousand (2k x 4k) pixel Charged-Coupled
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Device (CCD) with 13.5 µm square pixels (Donati 2007).

All ESPaDOnS observations were obtained in spectropolarimetric mode, resulting

in a spectral resolving power (R = λ/∆λ) of 68000 and an almost completely con-

tinuous optical wavelength coverage from 3700 Å to 10500 Å, contained in 40 echelle

orders. In spectropolarimetric mode, a series of four sub-exposures are acquired, with

the instrument recording two different orthogonal polarization states simultaneously

(Donati 2007). The usual intensity spectrum (i.e. the data that we have employed in

this study) is obtained through the co-addition of each of the individual sub-exposures

(Donati et al. 1997).

The greatest drawback of the ESPaDOnS spectra is the short echelle orders. The

main consequence of this characteristic is large uncertainties introduced in the profiles

of hydrogen lines during continuum normalization.

2.3.2 VLT and FORS1

Additional data used in this thesis were obtained using one of the four 8.2 m telescopes

that collectively make up the Very Large Telescope (VLT), operated by the European

Southern Observatory (ESO). The VLT is located in the Atacama Desert atop Cerro

Paranal, in northern Chile, at an altitude of 2635 m. Each telescope is of a Ritchey-

Chrétien design (composed of a hyperbolic primary mirror and a convex hyperbolic

secondary mirror). Like the CFHT, these telescopes can operate in Cassegrain mode

but are also able to operate with either a Nasmyth focus or a Coudé focus. Each

telescope uses an altitude-azimuth mount and a large deformable mirror designed to

take advantage of active optics. With active optics, the telescope can automatically

correct for multiple optical aberrations (such as defocus, astigmatism and coma) by
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deforming the mirror and adjusting the position of the secondary mirror in the optical

path along 5 degrees of freedom (ESO 2008). Similarly to the data obtained at the

CFHT, all FORS1 observations were collected using the VLT at its Cassegrain focus.

The Focal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS1) is mounted on the

Kueyen telescope of the VLT. FORS1 uses a combination of a prism with a diffraction

grating (known as a grism) to disperse the incoming beam of light. The spectra

used within this thesis were obtained with the grism 600B+12, which allows for a

dispersion of 1.2 Å per pixel covering the optical spectral range from 3450 to 5900 Å.

Two different slit widths were used when obtaining this data: a 0.5′′ width, yielding

a resolving power of 1560 and a 0.8′′ width, yielding a resolving power of 975 (Wade

et al. 2007; ESO 2008).

FORS1 is equipped with two 2k x 4k MIT CCDs, with 15 µm square pixels and

a high response in the blue and UV wavelength region. The instrument is capable

of many modes of operation, from multi-object spectropolarimetry to basic imaging

(ESO 2008). Our data were obtained in the fast mode using a long-slit spectropo-

larimeter (Wade et al. 2007).

In the spectropolarimetric mode that was used to obtain all FORS1 observations,

a series of multiple sub-exposures were obtained in alternate orthogonal polariza-

tion states, with both states imaged on the CCD at the same time. As with the

ESPaDOnS spectra, these sub-exposures were co-added to produce a non-polarized

intensity spectrum.

The primary reason for using the FORS1 data is to take advantage of the ro-

bust profiles of the hydrogen lines in these spectra. In contrast to the ESPaDOnS

spectra, the FORS1 spectra exhibit a single, broad order with gentle curvature and
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are therefore much less susceptible to large-scale systematic continuum normalization

errors.

2.4 Data and Normalization

2.4.1 Reduction

ESPaDOnS

All of the reduction and calibration of the ESPaDOnS observations were performed

automatically using the Libre-ESpRIT data reduction package at CFHT (Donati et

al. 1997). In order to properly calibrate each observation, a sequence of calibration

frames were obtained during the observing night. The usual set of calibrations consists

of one bias frames, one thorium-argon (ThAr) comparison arc lamp exposure, about

10 internal tungsten lamp flat field frames, and four Fabry-Perot exposures (Donati

et al. 1997; Donati 2007).

The bias frames are zero-second exposures used to remove background noise inher-

ent to the CCD and any additional readout noise. The flat field images are combined

to create a mean flat field, which is then used to perform the geometrical analysis of

the different echelle orders in the image, which involves determining the position and

shape of each order to allow for the correct extraction. The flat field frames are also

used to correct for variations in the sensitivity over the entire CCD. Next, the Fabry-

Perot calibrations are used to fit and correct for the shape and orientation of the

projected slit image on the CCD (Donati 2007). The ThAr arc lamp frames provide

a set of well-known emission lines for the calibration used to convert the spectrum
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from pixel to wavelength coordinates. Additionally, terrestrial atmospheric absorp-

tion lines (telluric lines) due to water vapour present in the Earth’s atmosphere are

used to further velocity correct each observation to the heliocentric reference frame

(Donati et al. 1997). Examples of typical calibration frames are shown in Fig 2.2

(Donati 2007).

FORS1

The extraction and calibration of all FORS1 spectra used for this analysis were per-

formed using IRAF (Image Reduction and Analysis Facility)1. In a similar manner

to the reduction procedure for ESPaDOnS spectra, bias removal and wavelength cal-

ibration must also be done for FORS1 images. No flat fielding was applied to the

FORS1 data as the flat fields obtained with the particular grism were severely af-

fected by internal reflections from the atmospheric dispersion corrector (Bagnulo et

al. 2006). The bias images (typically 5 frames) were combined to form a median

image to remove background noise from the data using built-in IRAF tasks. The

observed spectra and the HgCdHe arc lamp spectra were extracted using the apall

routine within IRAF, producing the one-dimensional spectra that were used for this

study (Bagnulo et al. 2006; Wade et al. 2007).

1http://iraf.net, IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO),
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc., under
cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 2.2: Typical calibration frames obtained with ESPaDOnS. The ThAr calibra-
tion frame (top left) is used for wavelength calibration, while the Fabry-Perot frames
(top right) are used to correct for the shape and orientation of the slit. Lastly, a
rotated flat field frame (bottom) is shown for the entire detector, as well as a mag-
nified portion of the detector. Note that in each image two spectra are shown for
each order. This results from the two different orthogonal polarization states si-
multaneously imaged. Images: http://www.ast.obs-mip.fr/projets/espadons/

espadons_new/frames.html
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2.4.2 Normalization

After the ESPaDOnS or FORS1 spectra were properly calibrated and extracted, con-

tinuum normalized, one-dimensional spectra were obtained by removing the large-

scale continuum variations. This is necessary as interstellar reddening, modifications

by the transmission function of the telescope, the polarimeter optics, and the spectro-

graph change the broadband shape of the stellar spectrum in ways that are difficult

to predict and model. Therefore we normalize each spectrum using a low-order func-

tion to remove these large-scale variations, but leave the detailed shape of the sharp

spectral lines intact.

The normalization of both the ESPaDOnS and FORS1 spectra were conducted

using the IRAF continuum task. For the FORS1 spectra, typically a sixth to eighth

order Legendre polynomial was fit to continuum regions (regions with very few or

shallow absorption lines) of our data, as shown in Fig 2.3. When an acceptable fit

was achieved, the normalized spectra were obtained by dividing the observation by

the Legendre polynomial fit. The increased broadening of neutral hydrogen lines (in

comparison to lines of other atoms or ions) makes them difficult to properly normalize

and further work was necessary to minimize distortions of Balmer line wings due to

over- or under-normalization.

In order to improve the agreement between our FORS1 observations and the

synthetic models, both the observed spectrum and the model spectrum were locally re-

normalized in the hydrogen line regions to minimize any systematic deviation between

the observation and the models (recall that the FORS1 data are primarily used for

their robust hydrogen line profiles). A procedure was created to re-normalize both

the observation and the synthetic models (described in §3.1), resulting in a common
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Figure 2.3: Example of a polynomial fit (dashed red) used for the normalization of a
FORS1 observations (black).

level of normalization. This is accomplished by first searching for the peak pixel in

the first and last quarter of the given spectral range (this corresponds to the wings of

the Balmer lines) and then dividing the spectrum by a line passing through the two

peak points. This results in an improved consistency between the model profiles and

our observed profiles, as illustrated in Fig 2.4.

The normalization of the ESPaDOnS spectra were a little more complicated, as

about 12 spectral orders (each typically about 100 Å in length) must be combined

to obtain the full spectrum, unlike the single-order FORS1 data. Therefore, the

normalization of the ESPaDOnS spectra required that each order be individually

normalized, typically using a third, fourth, or fifth order Legendre polynomial using

the IRAF continuum task, fit to the continuum regions of each order. These individual

orders were then combined by splicing consecutive orders together at the midpoint

of the overlapping portion. Fig 2.5 shows an example of a continuum-normalized
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FORS1 Hγ profile (solid black) compared to the synthetic model (dashed red) with-
out the additional normalization. The right panel is the same observation, but with
the additional normalization. Also shown are the linear fits applied to the normalized
spectra (dotted).
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of an un-normalized ESPaDOnS spectrum (top) with the
normalized spectrum (bottom) for HD 144432, with the different overlapping echelle
orders represented by different colours. Also shown is the continuum fit to the different
orders (dashed) and the final continuum level (dotted black).

ESPaDOnS spectrum.

To improve the overall agreement in the continuum normalization between models

and ESPaDOnS observations, an additional stage of normalization was conducted.

Once the best fit model spectrum was determined (see §3.4), the continuum and wings

of the Balmer lines of this model were then fit using the IRAF continuum routine,

typically using an eighth, ninth or tenth order Legendre polynomial. However, instead

of automatically normalizing the model by the continuum fit, the polynomial was used
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to re-normalize the observed spectrum (by multiplying the normalized observation by

the fit) using imarith in IRAF. The benefit of this second stage of normalization is

that it reproduces the over-normalization that occurs in regions with Balmer lines,

and greatly improves the correlation between the models and observations when the

true continuum was less than the normalized continuum. This leads to significant

improvements when using helium or metallic lines that are blended with the wings of

the Balmer lines.

2.5 The Data

As mentioned throughout this chapter, the final product of the reduction and normal-

ization procedures is a one-dimensional, wavelength calibrated, continuum normalized

spectrum. Examples for both the ESPaDOnS and FORS1 spectra are shown in Fig 2.6

for a small sample of the final region of interest.
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Figure 2.6: Example of a small piece of high-resolution ESPaDOnS spectrum (top)
and low-resolution FORS1 spectrum (bottom) after the complete reduction and nor-
malization procedures have been applied.



Chapter 3

Analysis

This chapter describes the tools and procedures used to analyze our observations.

We begin §3.1 by summarizing the properties of the spectral synthesis code used to

develop the grid of models. This is followed by a detailed discussion of the properties

of the models that compose the basis of our grid in §3.2 and §3.3. A description of

our automated fitting procedure and each of the different components used within

this analysis is described in §3.4. Lastly, we explain the procedure used to infer the

Teff of each star in our sample.

3.1 synth3

synth3 is the FORTRAN77 code used to calculate the emergent spectrum produced

in a plane-parallel, one-dimensional, static atmosphere in LTE (Kochukhov 2007).

synth3 is an update to the original synth code of Piskunov (1992). As input, it

requires a pre-tabulated model atmosphere (corresponding to a particular Teff and

surface gravity (log(g))) as well as a list of lines and their associated atomic data

49
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corresponding to a particular spectral range. The model atmospheres used as input

for synth3 are pre-computed Atlas9 model atmospheres developed by Kurucz (1993).

The Atlas9 models contain detailed information about how the physical attributes

of the atmosphere change with reference optical depth; this information includes the

number densities of atoms and electrons, the local temperature, and other relevant

information that is necessary to solve the radiative transfer equation (Eq. 1.3). The

atomic line data were extracted from the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD)

(Piskunov et al. 1995; Kupka et al. 1999; Ryabchikova et al. 1999). The VALD line

list contains information about the rest wavelength of every line, the ionic species

responsible for the transition, the excitation potential of the lower level, and data

necessary to compute the pressure broadening of the line. This information includes

the necessary data to properly compute the line absorption coefficient, such as pre-

computed damping constants for the calculation of the Voigt profile and information

regarding the oscillator strengths (f -values). The oscillator strength characterizes the

transition probability, and is related to the natural absorption coefficient per atom

(α) by
∫

∞

0

αdν =
πe2

mc
f, (3.1)

but is often coupled with the statistical weight of the transition (g, not to be confused

with gravity) and is expressed as “log gf” to distinguish between absorption and

emission transitions (Gray 2005). Only lines with predicted un-broadened depths of

0.01 or deeper relative to the continuum were selected from VALD.

The synth3 code solves the radiation transfer equation for seven different regions

on the stellar surface corresponding to different limb angles from 0 to 90◦ (Kochukhov

2007). As previously stated, individual line opacity is computed using the information
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contained in the VALD line list assuming a Voigt profile (Kochukhov 2007). Hydrogen

line opacity is computed using tabulated values from Stéhle (1994) to handle the

hydrogen linear Stark broadening. Similarly, tabulations for He Stark broadening

(Freudenstein & Cooper 1978; Dimitrijevic & Sahal-Brechot 1984) are also used to

compute the profiles for helium lines. Continuous opacity is explicitly computed in the

code as well, including bound-free and free-free contributions from neutral hydrogen,

H+
2 , H−, He I, He II, He−, and different metal ions (Kochukhov 2007). In addition,

Rayleigh scattering from neutral hydrogen and helium are included, as well as electron

scattering.

In the standard mode (used for this study), synth3 numerically integrates the

radiation transfer equation at seven different angles to the line-of-sight (Kochukhov

2007). Therefore, the final output consists of local emergent intensities (computed at

the top of the atmosphere) calculated at seven different angles for the entire spectral

range of interest. The output also includes the predicted continuum flux at several

different points throughout the spectral range.

While synth3 is a relatively new code, it is based on the procedures and algorithms

used within the code synth, which it supersedes (Kochukhov 2007). synth is well-

established and well-used in the astronomical community to provide synthetic spectra

to model observations. In fact, many studies of PMS stars have used synth (e.g.

Alecian et al. 2005; Hubrig et al. 2005; Pogodin et al. 2006; Kozlova et al. 2007,

Hubrig et al. 2007).
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3.1.1 Spectrum Synthesis & Rotational Broadening

As the output of synth3 is an un-broadened, local intensity spectrum, a procedure

to rotationally-broaden and integrate the synth3 output was necessary to produce

the one-dimensional spectrum for comparison with our observations. Our search pro-

cedure relies upon the code s3div (Kochukhov 2007) to carry out this task. s3div

computes the integrated intensity spectrum from the convolution of the rotational

broadening profiles of Gray (1992) with the local intensity spectra computed at the dif-

ferent limb angles. The final emergent spectrum is obtained from the equal-weighted

addition of the locally convolved spectra (Kochukhov 2007). s3div also normalizes

the intensity spectrum by the predicted theoretical continuum, resulting in a final

continuum-normalized model. As input, s3div requires a synth3 output model, and

allows the user to control the v sin i, instrumental resolution, and macro-turbulence

(see §4.5). The instrumental resolution is determined from the arc spectrum and is

applied to the models using s3div.

3.2 Choosing the Spectral Range

The goal of this thesis is to determine the effective temperatures of a sample of

PMS stars using (primarily) the high-resolution spectra obtained with ESPaDOnS.

As illustrated in Fig 1.11, the spectral characteristics vary strongly with Teff , allowing

for high-precision estimates to be achieved. This is typically done by comparing the

continuum-normalized observations to a grid of high-resolution model spectra varying

in Teff and logarithmic surface gravity (log(g)). The surface gravity g represents

the acceleration due to gravity at the stellar surface, and is directly connected to
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of our model grid. The grid spans a range of 6500 to 35000 K
in Teff and 3.0 to 5.0 in log(g). Grid spacing in Teff is 100 K for Teff≤ 20000 K and
200 K thereafter. Each black square represents a model that is contained within our
grid.

the atmospheric pressure, which in turn is related to the electron pressure (recall

that the electron pressure is a key variable in the determination of the ionization

potential due the Saha equation (Eq. 1.6) (Gray 2005). The model grid we adopted is

illustrated in Fig 3.1, showing which models have been included. The Teff is inferred

by identifying the model that best represents the observation. To do this, we have

developed an automated search procedure. Our intention was to require as little

preparatory work as necessary (i.e. the procedure only requires that the spectrum

be continuum normalized), and to take full advantage of the high resolution and

large wavelength coverage of ESPaDOnS. However, in order to balance our desires for

speed and accuracy, it was more efficient to use a small portion of the total ESPaDOnS

spectral range, while still matching the high resolution of ESPaDOnS (recall that the

total wavelength coverage ∼700 nm). Therefore, our first task was to determine what

spectral region to use, such that this region contained a large density of lines that

also showed the strongest sensitivity to temperature variations.
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To aid in this search, an 11000 K model matching the full ESPaDOnS spectral

range was computed using synth3. This roughly represents the temperature of a star

of spectral class B9. Investigation of the 11000 K model spectrum revealed a large

number of overlapping hydrogen Balmer lines at wavelengths shorter than ∼ 4000 Å,

making the correct normalization of this region very challenging and highly uncertain.

This is illustrated in Fig 3.2, which compares the model spectrum to an observed spec-

trum of a star with Teff=11000 K. In a similar manner to the overlapping of Balmer

lines, many hydrogen Paschen lines1 overlap in the spectral region with wavelengths

longer than ∼ 8200 Å (see Fig 3.2). Furthermore, terrestrial atmospheric absorption

lines (telluric lines) contaminate spectral regions beyond ∼ 5800 Å (Shore 2003).

Removal of these telluric lines is possible, but can be difficult, adding additional un-

certainty in the resulting spectrum. This leaves a usable spectral range from about

4200 Å to about 6000 Å that can be straightforwardly exploited for this analysis.

The next step was to determine which regions showed the greatest changes to

temperature differences (temperature sensitivity). This was accomplished by char-

acterising the sensitivity of the spectrum to changes in the Teff using a “variance

spectrum”, computed by adding the differences between an 11500 K and 11000 K

synthetic model with that of the difference between a 10500 K and 11000 K synthetic

model:

∆F 2 = ∆F 2
11.5−11.0 + ∆F 2

11.0−10.5 (3.2)

where ∆F 2 is the variance spectrum, and ∆F 2
T1−T2 is the square of the difference in

the normalized flux between the indicated models. This spectrum is illustrated in

Fig 3.3, and shows that there is a large concentration of lines that are most sensitive

1These occur from transitions in neutral hydrogen from the n = 3 electron state.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of an observed 11000 K spectrum (top) to an 11000 K model
spectrum (bottom) showing the full ESPaDOnS spectral range. Regions of telluric
lines are indicated as well as the regions of overlapping neutral hydrogen lines. The
non-suitable spectral regions are highlighted in red.
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Figure 3.3: Temperature sensitivity of the line profiles for an 11000 K model. The
top panel shows the continuum-normalized model intensity spectrum, while the
lower panel displays the temperature sensitive “variance spectrum”, computed us-
ing Eq. 3.2.

to temperature variations between 4200 Å and ∼5600 Å, . Finally, we adopted a

spectral range of 4200 to 5200 Å. The adopted range allows for the inclusion of most

of the temperature sensitive lines, as well the inclusion of two Balmer lines, which

improves the Teff measurements from the Balmer lines since the the formation of the

two lines result from different transition energies and therefore different excitation

energies.

The line list was then investigated to ensure that this region contained a variety

of lines spanning a large range of excitation potential and contained many elements

in different ionization states. These criteria are met in the line list for each model
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in our grid. As well, very few NLTE effects are expected in most metallic lines for

effective temperatures below 15000 K, and only minor effects for most lines at higher

temperatures (e.g. Lanz & Hubeny 2007). However, NLTE effects in helium lines are

possible at most temperatures (when helium lines are present) (e.g. Takeda 1994).

3.3 Properties of the Grid

The focus of this research is to provide precision effective temperature estimates based

on optical spectra for HAeBe stars. However, Eq. 1.6 shows that both temperature

and pressure influence the strengths of spectral lines resulting in the inclusion of the

surface gravity in the search procedure. Therefore, the grid ranges from log(g) = 3.0

to log(g) = 5.0 for all temperatures up to 31000 K. The surface gravity limits were

chosen as they correspond to the physical limits that would be expected for stars of

this temperature and evolutionary state. Due to the Eddington limit2, a lower limit

of about log(g) = 3.5 exists for models between 26000 and 31000 K, and log(g) = 4.0

for models with Teff greater than 31000 K (see Fig 3.1 for a illustration of this grid).

A grid spacing of 0.5 dex in log(g) was chosen to match the standard grid spacing

available in the Kurucz models. As well, the metallic lines are generally insensitive

to surface gravity and a finer log(g) spacing would slow the search procedure while

providing now significant advantage.

As discovered in §4.4, using the incorrect micro-turbulence to evaluate the effective

temperature can lead to large systematic differences between the determined effective

temperature and the true effective temperature. Therefore, the grid also varies in

2The Eddington limit defines the maximum luminosity a star can sustain while still balancing
the force of gravity against radiation, and sets a lower limit on the allowed value for the surface
gravity (Carroll & Ostlie 1996).
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micro-turbulence, with grid values at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 km s−1 for each model in

the grid. This implies that our grid spans a three-dimensional parameter space of

temperature, surface gravity, and micro-turbulence and includes 990 models for each

value of micro-turbulence, each corresponding to a high-resolution spectrum covering

4200 to 5200 Å.

The grid of model spectra used for this research consists of un-broadened synth3

spectra (Kochukhov 2007). The grid spans a large range in effective temperatures

from 6500 K to 35000 K, corresponding to spectral types ranging from about F5 to

O8. The large temperature range guarantees that our sample of HAeBe stars are

within this grid. The grid points up to 19900 K are spaced at every 100 K; for

effective temperatures above 20000 K, grid points are spaced at every 200 K. This

gives an approximate 1% grid resolution in effective temperature for most models.

Additionally, each model was computed assuming solar abundances of all chemical

elements, using the abundances recently reported by Asplund et al. (2005). The

validity and accuracy of these assumptions will be tested in Chap. 4.

3.4 Description of the Automated Search Proce-

dure

The search procedure compares an observed normalized spectrum to a grid of model

spectra (spanning Teff , log(g), and micro-turbulence) in order to determine which

model best represents the observation. The best fit model is determined by finding

the model (m) that produces the best quality of fit to the observation (y), found by
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minimizing the χ2:

χ2 =

N
∑

i=1

(yi − mi)
2

σ2
i

, (3.3)

where N is the total number of pixels, and σi is the associated uncertain per pixel i

(Press et al. 1992). Closely related to the χ2 is the reduced χ2 (χ2
R = χ2/(N − ν),

where ν is the number of fitting parameters; Press et al. 1992). In order to compare

each model to the observations, the procedure must first determine the radial velocity

shift between the observation and model grid (caused by the Doppler shift due to the

Galactic velocity of individual stars relative to the Sun), as well as solve for the

best fit projected rotational velocity (v sin i) for each model when compared to the

observation.

The code written to perform the search procedure has the ability to use any

wavelength range (or region) within the selected 4200 to 5200 Å spectrum for the

fitting procedure. This also includes the ability for any number of user-defined regions

to be ignored from the fit (e.g. regions that do not contribute usefully to the quality

of fit (χ2)). The procedure requires an initial guess of the best fit model, which

includes initial values of Teff , log(g), the projected rotational velocity (v sin i), the

radial velocity (Vr), as well as the micro-turbulence (ξ). It is also required that

the instrumental resolution be specified to allow for fitting of observations obtained

with different instruments to be used (this was necessary as ESPaDOnS and FORS1

spectra have different instrumental resolutions).

The first step in the procedure is to fit the radial velocity of the observation, as

discussed in §3.4.1. The code then uses a brute-force grid search method to determine

the temperature and surface gravity by computing the quality of fit of the observed

spectrum to each model in the grid, or in a limited range within the range (the grid
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range is user-adjustable).

The procedure begins the search with the coolest temperature and lowest surface

gravity model. The algorithm then proceeds systematically through the grid by com-

puting the χ2 values through the allowed range of surface gravities, before proceeding

to the next highest temperature model. This is repeated for each (Teff , log(g)) model

in the search grid. This brute-force method was chosen as it provides better sampling

of the χ2 hyper-surface and actually results in less computational work compared

to more elaborate methods such as the Levenberg-Marquardt or Down-Hill Simplex

routines (Press et al. 1992). To improve the comparison between the models and

the observation, the best fit v sin i is computed for each model along the way, as

detailed in §3.4.2. The radial velocity is then fit again, using the determined best fit

(Teff , log(g)) model.

3.4.1 Radial Velocity Fitting

The first step of the fitting procedure is to trim 5 Å from each side of the observed

spectrum to ensure that the wavelength range of the observed spectrum is within the

spectral range of the model. This is necessary, especially after the radial velocity

correction is applied. This places an upper limit on the observed radial velocity

shift at approximately 320 km s−1 (Vr = c∆λ/λ ∼ 320 km s−1). This should be

well above any expected radial velocity shift within this study. Once the spectrum

has been trimmed, the radial velocity fitting routine then searches for the minimum

χ2 between the initial-guess model and the observation by shifting the spectrum in

wavelength as illustrated in Fig 3.4.

The search routine begins by first determining in which “direction” (increasing
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Figure 3.4: Example of the radial velocity fitting. Shown is the initial best guess
model (red) shifted by a large radial velocity with respect to the observation (black).
Also included is the result from our fitting procedure (green) able to match the
radial velocity of the observation independent of the model completely matching the
observation.
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or decreasing wavelength, and therefore the sign of the radial velocity) the radial

velocity of the model needs to be adjusted, relative to the initial guess, by computing

the χ2 at 10 km s−1 above the initial guess and 10 km s−1 below the initial guess. A

routine that linearly interpolates the model spectrum onto the observed spectrum’s

wavelength grid is used to ensure that the χ2 values are properly computed at each

pixel. The lowest χ2 determines the direction to proceed with.

Once the direction is determined, the procedure will continue to search for the

minimum χ2 in this direction in a 5 km s−1 step size until the χ2 value is no longer

smaller than the previous guess. Once this criterion is reached, the algorithm will

continue searching in this direction, reducing the step size by half until the step size is

less than 1 km s−1. At this point, the algorithm will search in the opposite direction,

spanning the velocity space between the current guess with the minimum χ2 and the

velocity with the previously determined minimum χ2 (with a step size of 1 km s−1)

until the minimum χ2 has been found. With a minimum step size of 1 km s−1, we

expect that the accuracy of this procedure is sufficient for this analysis as many larger

uncertainties related to the v sin i determination and other variables should have a

much larger influence on the inferred properties. In addition, the Vr is further tuned

after the best fit (Teff , log(g)) model is found.

Once the radial velocity of the observed spectrum has been determined, the obser-

vation is then corrected to remove the observed velocity shift by placing the observed

spectrum in the same reference frame as the synthetic model spectrum. The inferred

radial velocity is subtracted from the wavelengths of each of the pixels in the observed

spectrum to correct it to the laboratory frame of reference.
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3.4.2 v sin i Fitting

With the observations and the models now in the same velocity reference frame,

the next goal is to find the best fit to the observation. This is accomplished by

determining the best v sin i for each model using the same search algorithm as used

to determine the radial velocity. In searching for the best v sin i, the step-size of the

rotational velocity is a variable fraction of the current (or initial) estimated v sin i. In

first deciding which direction to move, the step size is set at 20% of the initial v sin i.

Similar to the radial velocity fitting routine, this value is continuously decreased by

one-half during the search, up to a minimum step size of 2.5% the current best-guess

rotation velocity. This algorithm is used only for the first model in the search. For

subsequent models, the step size is fixed at 2.5% the current best guess velocity as the

variation in the inferred v sin i between neighbouring models in the search is expected

to be small. Fig 3.5 illustrates the fitting achieved by the rotational velocity fitting

procedure by comparing models of different v sin i.

3.5 The General Procedure

The procedure for our analysis of each star is as follows. When FORS1 data were

available, the automatic fitting procedure was first run on the FORS1 data for both

the Hγ (∼ 4275− 4410 Å) and Hβ (∼ 4800− 4940 Å) Balmer line regions separately.

Published values of the Teff and the log(g) were used as initial guesses when available.

For each star, the core regions of both Balmer lines were excluded from the fit due

the expectation of circumstellar contributions and/or NLTE effects. The v sin i was

fixed using literature estimates, as the very broad hydrogen lines show little to no
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Figure 3.5: Example of the vsini fitting procedure for one of our ESPaDOnS obser-
vations (black). The best fit model (green) is shown in comparison to a model with
a v sin i 20% lower (red) and a v sin i 20% higher.

increased broadening from the v sin i, implying that this parameter cannot be fit using

the Balmer lines. Changing the v sin i only affects metallic lines blended in the wings

of the Balmer line profiles. The automated fitting procedure was then run on the

ESPaDOnS data, excluding the Balmer regions. The Balmer lines in the ESPaDOnS

regions were ignored since the overlapping of the different echelle orders makes the

continuum normalization in this region very uncertain. Therefore, the normalization

of this region usually introduces effects that modify the observed profile, producing

large uncertainties in our inferred parameters. The initial guess for the Teff and the

log(g) used for fitting the ESPaDOnS data were from the FORS1 results. The Teff ,

log(g), radial velocity, and the v sin i were all free parameters during the ESPaDOnS

fitting runs. The initial search for the best (Teff , log(g)) model was performed with a

micro-turbulence of 2.0 km s−1. In situations where the initial determination of the
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radial velocity was significantly different from the final determination (recall that the

radial velocity is fit at the beginning and end of the search procedure), the entire

search was re-run with the new radial velocity. Once the best fit (Teff , log(g)) model

was determined, a close comparison of the model and the observation was carried out

to identify regions in the observed spectrum that appeared highly non-photospheric

(e.g. in emission). Subsequent searches were then conducted with these regions

ignored from the fitting procedure.

The determination of the surface gravity is often not well constrained from the

available FORS1 and ESPaDOnS data (further discussed in §6.1.1). Therefore, in

order to refine this parameter, we used the published luminosities of our sample

stars, in combination with the effective temperatures determined from our fits to

the ESPaDOnS data, to estimate the surface gravity based on the star’s position on

the HR diagram. The stellar mass was then estimated by comparing the position

of the star on the HR diagram to CESAM PMS evolutionary tracks (Morel 1997).

Once the mass was estimated, lines of constant log(g) corresponding to that mass

were plotted in order to refine the estimate of the surface gravity. An example HR

diagram with lines of constant log(g) is given in Fig 3.6. The lines of constant log(g)

were determined from first principles using the definition of the surface gravity (g):

g =
GM

R2
, (3.4)

where G is the gravitational constant (6.673 × 10−8 cm3 g−1 s−2), M is the mass of

the star in grams, and R is the radius of the star in cm (Gray 2005). Dividing Eq. 3.4

by solar values, (M⊙ = 1.989× 1033 g; R⊙ = 6.96× 1010 cm; g⊙ ∼ 2.74× 104 cm s−2)

and then taking the logarithm of both sides results in

log(g) = log

(

M

M⊙

)

− 2 log

(

R

R⊙

)

+ log(g⊙). (3.5)
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Using the luminosity equation (Eq. 1.2), we can relate the stellar radius to the effective

temperature and luminosity, giving:

log(g) = log

(

M

M⊙

)

− log

(

L

L⊙

)

− 4 log

(

Teff

T⊙

eff

)

(3.6)

which allows us to determine lines of constant log(g) on the HR diagram for a fixed

mass (Gray 2005).

With these lines established, we can select the surface gravity that best matches

the star’s position on the HR diagram, as illustrated in Fig 3.6.

With the surface gravity now fixed, the fitting procedure was run for each different

value of micro-turbulence on the ESPaDOnS data, only fitting for the Teff and v sin i.

The model with the lowest χ2 from all of the grids became the new best fit model.
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Figure 3.6: HR diagram with lines of constant log(g) computed for 2 M⊙. Displayed
is the theoretical CESAM PMS evolutionary track for a 2 M⊙ star (blue) as well as
the ZAMS (green). Lines of constant log(g) are indicated by dashed lines, with the
corresponding values labelled. The red point corresponds to the star HD 142666, one
of our sample stars, for which a log(g)=4.0 is inferred.



Chapter 4

Accuracy of The Procedure

This chapter will discuss the results of a series of tests conducted to test the accu-

racy of the determination of the effective temperature using our developed fitting

procedure. To this end, synthetic observations used for the tests were created using

synth3, with the addition of random Gaussian noise of varying degrees to simulate

more realistic data. Although only the radial velocity, the log(g), the Teff , the micro-

turbulence, and v sin i are varied when determining the best fit to an observation,

other systematic uncertainties can affect the final modelled spectrum. These tests

were aimed at understanding the influence of these effects on the determined Teff .

These different tests included varying the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), varying the

abundance of Fe (which contributes to the majority of the lines in the adopted ES-

PaDOnS spectral range), introducing random Gaussian noise to oscillator strengths

and varying the amount of micro- and macro-turbulence. As well, we investigated

other possible uncertainties including the contribution of the spectrum of a companion

star, and uncertainties in the normalization of the observations. Finally, we applied

this procedure to two non-variable main sequence stars with near solar abundances.

68
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All synthetic tests were conducted using models matching the instrumental resolu-

tion of the ESPaDOnS spectra, and, unless mentioned otherwise, used a S/N of 150

(this was the desired lower limit of our complete sample of HAeBe star spectra) and

ignored the hydrogen Balmer lines.

4.1 Simulated Differences in the Signal to Noise

Ratio

The signal-to-noise ratio in the continuum per pixel (S/N) is an extremely important

characteristic of the quality of the data as slight differences in the depths of spectral

lines (differences that diagnose Teff) can be lost in the noise. Fig 4.1 shows the

effect of varying the S/N of a typical line profile. Decreasing the S/N (and thereby

increasing the amount of noise) has an even greater affect on the accuracy of our

fitting parameters for rapidly rotating stars, as the depth of the line decreases as the

profile broadens with increasing projected rotational velocity (as shown in Fig 1.10).

The first test was conducted to investigate how S/N variations affect the choice of

the best fit model. For these tests, only the Teff , log(g), v sin i, and S/N were varied

while all other intrinsic properties were kept constant.

The S/N is given by

S/N =
1

σ
, (4.1)

where σ is the uncertainty associated with the flux of a pixel, determined by Poisson

statistics during data reduction.

To carry out this investigation, synthetic “observations” computed for tempera-

tures of 8000 K, 15000 K, 22000 K, and 29000 K were created, each with a surface
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Figure 4.1: The effects of increasing the S/N per pixel of a model spectrum. Shown
is a synthetic model spectrum of a main sequence star with Teff=15000 K and
v sin i=80 kms−1, for a S/N of 20 (black), 50 (green), 150 (blue), and 300 (ma-
genta) for a small region of spectrum. Shown for comparison is a hotter model with
Teff=15500 K (dashed-red) showing that the model is barely distinguishable by a S/N
of 50. The typical S/N for our sample of stars is greater than 150.

gravity of log(g) = 4.0. These temperatures span a large portion of the search grid

and the results should be representative of our expectations over the entire grid. Syn-

thetic observations were also computed for v sin i=15 kms−1, 40 km s−1, 80 km s−1,

150 km s−1, and 300 km s−1. Again, this is essentially the entire range of projected

rotational velocities that would be encountered within our observations.
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4.1.1 Impact of Noise on the v sin i Determination

Separate tests were carried out to understand how the S/N affected the v sin i deter-

mination and the (Teff , log(g)) model determination. In order to test the accuracy

of determining the correct v sin i, the correct (Teff , log(g)) model was chosen and no

variation in the temperature or surface gravity was allowed. Initial guesses of the

v sin i were chosen to be much higher than and much lower than the correct velocity

(typically chosen to be about 50% and 150% of the correct v sin i), so that we could

test how well the rotational velocity was determined from a reasonably large offset.

The results from our analysis of the v sin i tests are summarized in Fig 4.2 by

computing the average %-difference between the determined velocities and the actual

v sin i of the synthetic observations. From these results it can been seen that there is

very little correlation of the best v sin i with the Teff and S/N of the model. In fact,

there is almost no difference between the derived velocities from the different S/N

tests. This is most likely a result of using the same initial velocities for the different

tests. From these results, we can also see that the determined v sin i is generally

improved for very high projected rotational velocities, with typical differences about

2% or less. For lower v sin i, the derived velocity difference is generally much higher,

with typical velocity estimates at 1-6% lower than the correct velocity. While the

average velocity difference is greater than desired (recall the v sin i fitting procedure

is able to work at a resolution of 2.5%), only small absolute differences are actually

obtained, especially at the low v sin i end, where a 10% difference in the velocity

only amounts to 1.5 km s−1. At 1.5 km s−1, we are just under the instrumental

resolution achievable from ESPaDOnS at 1.8 km s−1(Donati 2007). In principle, this

value represents the limit at which we can distinguish between two different rotational
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velocities, which agrees well with the results obtained here. In conclusion, it is evident

from the rotationally fit velocities that our v sin i fitting procedure is accurate to better

than 4% on average. In the next section, we will investigate whether this accuracy is

sufficient enough to correctly determine the proper (Teff , log(g)) model.

4.1.2 Impact of Noise on the Model Determination

To investigate the accuracy in determining the correct (Teff , log(g)) model, we ran our

procedure on the synthetic observations allowing a range of ±1000 K in temperature

and ±1 dex1 in log(g) from the correct model. These tests were conducted for a S/N of

300, 150, 100, 50, and 20. The v sin i was included as a fit parameter, with the initial

guess at the correct value (although the correct v sin i is given as the initial guess,

the best fit v sin i will change substantially as the code tries to fit each (Teff , log(g))

model in the grid).

The results of these tests consistently identified the correct model as the best

fit, independent of the chosen S/N or v sin i. This included both the correct Teff

and the correct log(g). These tests were run ten times, with consistent results each

time. Therefore, we can conclude that there are a sufficient number of strong and

temperature sensitive lines in the spectral range at all temperatures that even a low

S/N does not significantly affect the Teff determination. Therefore, it can be deduced

from these tests that this procedure is accurate and that any incorrect determination

of the best fit model must be due to other systematic differences.

1In astronomy, a logarithmic unit of measurement.
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Figure 4.2: Results for the v sin i accuracy tests. Plotted is the average of the %-
difference of the best fit velocity from the high initial guess v sin i and low initial
guess v sin i (with respect to the correct v sin i) (squares). The error bars indicate the
%-difference from the different v sin i fits. Different temperature models of 8000 K
(black), 15000 K (red), 22000 K (green), and 29000 K (blue) were used for this test.
Also includede is a line inidicating a 0 %-difference (orange). The top panel shows
the results for a S/N of 100, the middle panel a S/N of 50, and the bottom panel a
S/N of 20.
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4.2 Simulated Non-Solar Abundances of Fe

For most models in the grid, the spectral region from 4200-5200 Å is dominated by

Fe lines. Therefore, to investigate the effects of varying abundances on the inferred

Teff , only the abundance of Fe was changed, as this would have the greatest affect

on the resulting spectrum. An example of the effects of varying the Fe abundance is

illustrated in Fig 4.3. For this test, a model with an 11000 K effective temperature

and log(g) of 4.0 was chosen with a S/N of 150. Two different projected rotational

velocities of 40 km s−1 and 150 km s−1 were investigated to determine if the rota-

tional broadening influenced the determination of the correct model. The synthetic

observations were all re-computed using synth3 for Fe abundances (Fe abundances

are quoted with respect to the total number of ions (NFe/Ntot) in the range of -6.04

to -3.04 dex (-4.59 is the current solar value; Asplund et al. 2005).

The results of the Fe abundance variation tests are summarized in Fig 4.4. It is

evident from these results that large deviations from solar Fe abundances result in an

incorrectly determined (Teff , log(g)) model. However, Fe abundances that differ from

solar by greater than a factor of two are necessary in order to obtain temperature

inconsistencies greater than 300 K. Included in Fig 4.4 are the results from a chemical

abundance analysis of 24 HAeBe stars (Acke & Waelkens 2004), which indicates the

maximum and minimum observed abundances as well as the standard deviation of

the Fe abundances found. A comparison of these limits to our work shows that while

the mean abundance from their study is near solar, it is not uncommon to find larger

peculiarities that would result in Teff difference of 500 K, especially with an under-

abundance in Fe. If we take into consideration the limits from their work, we can

expect uncertainties of about 1000 K, as indicated from these numerical tests. While
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Figure 4.3: Effects of varying Fe abundance on an 11000 K model spectrum with
v sin i=5 kms−1. Shown are different models computed assuming an Fe abundance
difference of +2 dex (black), +1 dex (red), 0 dex (green), -1 dex (blue) and -2 dex
(orange) from solar.

the results from these tests show that the Fe abundance can greatly influence our

results, it must be emphasised that the non-solar abundances result in large increases

in the χ2, as evident in Fig 4.4, and therefore would be obvious when examining the

comparison of the observed spectrum to the model.

4.3 Uncertainties in Atomic Data for Spectral Lines

The atomic data used to create the VALD line lists contains uncertainties in the mea-

surements of the fundamental line parameters (e.g. gf values, damping parameters).

This is particularly true for log(gf) values, with typical uncertainties of 0.1 dex. The
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Figure 4.4: Summary of numerical tests for varying Fe abundance. Plotted is the
derived Teff for different Fe abundances (relative to solar) for a v sin i of 40 km s−1

(solid-black) and 150 km s−1 (dashed-black). The reduced χ2 values from the different
fits are also included (red), with the corresponding χ2 axis on the right. Also included
are the maximum limits on the measured Fe abundance from Acke & Waelkens (2004)
(dotted red) as well as the standard deviation around the mean Fe abundance from
their study (dashed green).
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line opacity scales with gf values and therefore, the gf values influence the line depth

similarly to abundance, but generally not in a systematic way.

In order to investigate the affect of inaccuracies in log(gf) values on the determi-

nation of the Teff , we conducted two tests which introduced random Gaussian noise of

two different standard deviations to the log(gf) values of the synthetic observation.

The random Gaussian noise that was added to the gf values had a standard deviation

of 0.1 and 0.3 dex, and were added to the gf values of each line in the line list for

an 11000 K, log(g) = 4.0 model. In addition, this test was done for two different

projected rotational velocities to investigate if the obtained fits varied with v sin i as

well. As with the previous tests, regions containing hydrogen lines were ignored from

the fitting procedure.

The results of this test are summarized in Table 4.1 for both values of v sin i.

In addition to comparing a single model using the entire 4200-5200 Å range, the

spectrum was divided into three sub-regions, with each region being fit separately.

This was done as the Teff was consistently correctly determined (in the 40 km s−1

tests) and we wanted to determine if discrepancies due to the randomness of the

added deviations would result in different inferred temperatures for smaller spectral

regions. This was not necessary for the abundance tests as the results when using the

entire spectral range consistently showed significant deviations from the correct Teff .

The results of the individual regions are also summarized in Table 4.1.

As already mentioned, using the entire 4200-5200 Å spectral region consistently

resulted in the correct determination of the effective temperature (for 40 km s−1).

However, this was accompanied by an incorrectly determined surface gravity. When

using the sub-regions, we obtained very similar results compared to using the full
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v sin i Best Fit Model
(km/s) 420-520 nm 440-450 nm 450-460 nm 499-520 nm

0.1 dex Gaussian distribution
40 km/s T11000G45 T10900G40 T10900G40 T10700G40

Reduced χ2 0.94 1.11 1.13 1.11
150 km/s T10800G45 T10800G40 T10800G40 T10800G35
Reduced χ2 0.85 0.99 1.03 1.05

0.3 dex Gaussian distribution
40 km/s T11000G45 T10800G40 T10900G40 T10900G35

Reduced χ2 1.82 2.21 1.92 1.51
150 km/s T10800G45 T10700G40 T10800G40 T10900G35
Reduced χ2 1.11 1.27 1.22 1.18

Table 4.1: Summary of tests designed to test the accuracy of the fitting procedure
when random Gaussian deviations are added to the oscillator strengths of spectral
lines. Listed for each test is the best fit model (Teff , log(g)) and the associated reduced
χ2, as well as the spectral region used for fitting.

spectral range, but with small differences typically on the order of 100 K. Even

with a much higher v sin i of 150 km s−1, the fitting procedure is still quite good at

determining the effective temperature, with an average deviation of only 200 K. These

results continue to show that this procedure should provide accurate determinations

of the effective temperature for our sample of stars.

4.4 Simulated Contribution of Micro-Turbulence

This section summarizes the results of tests conducted to test the validity of using a

single value of micro-turbulence (2 km s−1) to infer the Teff of the stars in our sample.

As micro-turbulence is usually associated with turbulence in the stellar atmosphere

(often due to convective cells), it is expected that the micro-turbulence value should

change depending on the effective temperature of the atmosphere. This is due to

the fact that the size of the convective layer in the outer atmosphere decreases with
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Figure 4.5: Effects of varying micro-turbulence on an 11000 K synthetic model. Shown
is a portion of the spectrum for models with a micro-turbulence of 0 km s−1 (black),
1 km s−1 (red), 2 km s−1 (green), 3 km s−1 (blue), 4 km s−1 (orange), and 5 km s−1

(magenta) with a v sin i of 5 km s−1. Note that lines of different strengths are affected
differently, with the strong lines showing the largest effects.

increasing temperature. On the main sequence, stars with masses less than ∼ 2.5 M⊙

have a large convective envelope, while stars with higher masses have an insignificant

convective layer. However, micro-turbulence is still poorly understood and while it is

usually associated with convection in the outer envelope, it more generally includes all

forms of small-scale turbulence in the atmosphere. Such turbulence is not unexpected

in HAeBe stars due to their extended atmospheres (larger radii compared to main

sequence stars) as well as the complex and active environment around these stars.

Micro-turbulence affects lines of varying strength differently, as illustrated in Fig 4.5.
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In order to determine the validity of using a single micro-turbulence velocity

throughout the entire grid, a series of tests were conducted for synthetic observa-

tions of an 11000 K, log(g) = 4.0 star with a v sin i of 15 km s−1, 40 km s−1, and

80 km s−1. Different tests were run with the micro-turbulence of the synthetic ob-

servation set at 0, 1, 3, 4, and 5 km s−1, while the search was conducted using a

fixed micro-turbulence of 2 km s−1. In each search, the surface gravity, effective tem-

perature, and v sin i were free parameters to be fit. The results of these tests are

summarized in Table 4.2.

Due to these findings, the final grid was chosen to span an extra dimension in

micro-turbulence, with grid points created at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 km s−1 for each

(Teff , log(g)) model already present in the grid. Therefore, from these results, it is

quite apparent that attempting to identify the correct effective temperature using

the incorrect micro-turbulence leads to large systematic differences in the best fit

(Teff , log(g)) values.

4.5 Simulated Macro-Turbulence

Analogous to micro-turbulence, macro-turbulence refers to large-scale mass motions

in the stellar atmosphere that, in a similar manner to rotational broadening, affect

the global line profile. As mentioned in §3.3, the default grid that forms the basis of

the search procedure assumes that there is no contribution of macro-turbulence to the

observed spectrum. Using an 11000 K, log(g) = 4.0 synthetic observation, tests were

conducted to determine how macro-turbulence in the observed spectra influences the

best fit model. A synthetic observation with a v sin i=40 kms−1 and 80 km s−1 was

computed with a macro-turbulence of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 km s−1. The Teff , log(g), and
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v sin i vmic Best Fit Model For Indicated Region
(km/s) (km/s) 420-520 nm 440-450 nm 450-460 nm 490-520 nm

15 1 11000G40 11000G40 11000G45 11400G45
15 2 11000G40 11000G40 11000G40 11000G40
15 3 10500G35 10500G35 10500G35 10500G35
15 4 10500G35 10400G35 10400G35 10200G30
15 5 10500G35 10300G35 10100G35 10100G30
40 1 11000G40 11000G40 11200G45 11100G40
40 2 11000G40 11000G40 11000G40 11000G40
40 3 10500G35 10700G40 10500G35 10600G35
40 4 10500G35 10500G40 10400G30 10200G30
40 5 10500G35 10500G40 10000G30 10100G30
80 1 11000G40 11000G40 11200G45 111000G40
80 2 11000G40 11000G40 11000G40 11000G40
80 3 10500G35 10500G40 10500G35 10500G35
80 4 10500G35 10500G40 10400G30 10100G30
80 5 10500G35 10500G40 10000G30 10000G30

Table 4.2: Summary of tests for varying micro-turbulence values. Indicated is the
v sin i and micro-turbulence of the synthetic observation as well as the results for the
fitting routine in the labelled region.
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v sin i vmac Best Fit Model For Given Region
(km/s) (km/s) 420-520 nm 440-450 nm 450-460 nm 490-520 nm

15 0 T11000G40 T11000G40 T11000G40 T11000G40
15 2 T10900G40 T10800G40 T10700G40 T11000G40
15 4 T10900G40 T10800G40 T10800G40 T10900G40
15 6 T10900G40 T10800G40 T10800G40 T11000G40
15 8 T10900G40 T10900G40 T10900G40 T11000G40
15 10 T10900G40 T10900G40 T10900G40 T11000G40
40 0 T11000G40 T11000G40 T11000G40 T11000G40
40 2 T10900G40 T10900G40 T10800G40 T10600G40
40 4 T10900G40 T10900G40 T10800G40 T10600G40
40 6 T10900G40 T10900G40 T10800G40 T10900G40
40 8 T10900G40 T10900G40 T10800G40 T11000G40
40 10 T10900G40 T10900G40 T10800G40 T11000G40

Table 4.3: Summary of tests for varying macro-turbulence values. Indicated is the
v sin i and macro-turbulence of the input model as well as the results for the fitting
routine in the labelled region.

v sin i were allowed to vary in our search procedure, with the search being done on

our default grid (2 km s−1, no macro-turbulence).

The results of this test are summarized in Table 4.3. From these tests, it is

evident that using the entire 4200-5200 Å spectral range results in a nearly perfect

model determination, independent of the amount of macro-turbulence. However,

when using smaller regions within this spectral range, the accuracy varies, reaching

a maximum deviation of 400 K from the correct effective temperature. This test

further validates the decision to use a larger spectral range as opposed to many small

regions, since inconsistencies between the models and observations are reduced by

using a larger spectral region. Therefore, from these tests, macro-turbulence is not

believed to greatly affect the accuracy of determining the effective temperature.
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4.6 Simulated Errors in Continuum Normalization

The last test carried out to determine the accuracy of the fitting routine was to inves-

tigate how improper normalization or differences in the normalization from different

procedures would affect the results.

The first attempt for this investigation was made using a synthetic model that was

manually normalized using the IRAF routine continuum. However, due to the slowly-

varying continuum in this region, the agreement between the manually normalized

model and the continuum normalization of the synthetic spectra using s3div was too

consistent to yield any useful conclusions. Therefore, a different approach had to be

adopted in order to test the affect on the (Teff , log(g)) model determination from

variations in the continuum normalization.

The second approach used real ESPaDOnS observations of HD 142666 and HD 114981

(another HAeBe star in our database) to compare the results from two different

normalization procedures. The first normalization procedure used IRAF, while the

second procedure used a slightly modified version of the FORTRAN code norm62

(Folsom 2007), specifically designed to handle ESPaDOnS spectra. norm6 normal-

izes each individual ESPaDOnS order separately, by first taking a running average of

17 pixels which are used to create a bin of 200 of these points. The largest value in

this 200 point bin is identified as a continuum point, which is used for the polynomial

fitting. Each order is individually fit with a polynomial of any order (usually a 4th

to 5th order polynomial was used) to the continuum points identified. A comparison

of the two different normalization procedures is shown in Fig 4.6. From Fig 4.6, it is

evident that the results from the different procedures are quite similar, except in the

2This code was originally developed by Kathryn Bale and later modified by Colin Folsom.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of a normalized spectrum from the norm6 code (red) and
the IRAF normalization procedure used within this thesis (black). Note the excellent
agreement in the resulting spectrum from the two normalization procedures, except
in the Balmer wings.

wings of the Balmer lines (which are excluded from the fits anyway).

The best (Teff , log(g)) model determined the effective temperature to within 100 K

from the different normalization procedures, for both stars. Therefore, it can be con-

cluded that different procedures used for the normalization of ESPaDOnS spectra

result in nearly identical results for determining the effective temperature. In ad-

dition, since the manually-normalized synthetic spectra resulted in a nearly perfect

match to the synthetic spectra normalized using the theoretical continuum, we can

conclude that the accuracy is only weakly dependent on the normalization.
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4.7 The Influence of Undiagnosed Binarity

Many studies have shown that the frequency of multiple star systems amongst PMS

stars and main sequence stars may be higher than 50%, and therefore it is not unlikely

to find a binary or multiple star system within our sample (e.g. Gies & Bolton 1985;

Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Mathieu 1994). Therefore, it is necessary to determine

what the undiagnosed contribution from the spectrum of a fainter companion star has

on determining the effective temperature of the primary star (the brightest, which

usually dominates the SED).

A series of tests were conducted by combining different model spectra of varying

effective temperatures to simulate the spectra of binary systems. Two different tem-

perature model spectra were combined and offset in wavelength by differing values

of radial velocity to simulate Doppler shifts from the orbits of the stars about their

centre of mass. In each simulated binary system, the radii of the components were

assumed to be equal. The un-normalized fluxes were computed using synth3 before

being added to produce the binary spectrum, since this simulates the real contribu-

tions from each star. The model spectra were then radial velocity shifted by different

amounts using the IRAF task dopcor. The Doppler shifted spectra were then com-

bined using the sarith routine and later normalized using the continuum procedure,

all within IRAF. A comparison of a model spectrum with and without contributions

from a cooler companion is shown in Fig 4.7, for a small spectral region.

Table 4.4 lists the final results from the multitude of binary scenarios investigated.

From these results, it can be concluded that the addition of another component in

the observed spectrum can result in an incorrect effective temperature determination,

which differs greatly from the true temperature. As the final reduced χ2 values
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of a continuum normalized model binary spectrum (black)
and a non-binary spectrum (red) for a small region of spectrum. The binary is a
composition of an 11000 K model with v sin i of 40 km s−1 and a 8000 K model with
a v sin i of 15 km s−1, offset with a radial velocity shift of 0 km s−1 with respect to
the 11000 K model. The flux ratio of the the primary to the secondary is about 2.5
at 4700 Å.
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indicate, the differences between the best fit and the input model can be quite large.

For a binary system where one model is much hotter than the other, the hotter model

dominates the flux and the cooler model has very little affect on the final line profiles.

This is not the case for models with similar (but unequal) temperatures, since both

stars contribute to the line profiles and the result is a poorly determined Teff . It

is interesting to note that the Teff appears independent of the radial velocity shift.

Therefore, this procedure is not ideal for dealing with binary or multiple star systems

when the effective temperature difference is small. However, as indicated in Table 4.4,

the χ2 can possibly be used as an indicator for an undiagnosed binary companion, as

bad fits are produced with a single star model to an observed binary spectrum, which

results in elevated χ2 values.

4.8 Tests on Main Sequence Stars With Solar Abun-

dances

In this section, we applied our search procedure to two main sequence, non-variable

stars in order to compare our spectroscopically derived model parameters to previous

photometric and spectroscopic estimates. For this comparison, the stars HD 104181

(B Vir, HR 4545, spectral type A1V3) and HD 110379 (γ Vir A, HD 4825, spectral

type F0V) were chosen as both show nearly solar abundances as well as little to

no photometric or spectroscopic variability (e.g. Perryman et al. 1997). ESPaDOnS

spectra of these stars were obtained as part of other spectroscopic studies and provided

by Michel Aurière (private communication). Published photometric temperatures and

3Unless otherwise noted, all spectral classifications in this thesis were obtained from the SIMBAD
astronomical database: http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/.
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Binary Properties Best Fit Parameters
Teff ,p vsinip Teff ,s vsinis Vr Fp/Fs Teff log(g) v sin i Reduced
(K) (km/s) (K) (km/s) (km/s) (K) (km/s) χ2

0 9500 3.5 27 18.77
11000 40 8000 15 25 2.5 9500 3.5 49 30.04

50 9500 3.5 80 30.74
0 15000 4.5 32 17.59

15000 40 8000 15 25 4.4 15000 4.5 43 18.37
50 15000 4.5 53 18.73
0 11000 4.0 40 1.02

11000 40 11000 40 25 1.0 11000 4.0 50 4.38
50 11000 4.0 85 5.70
0 13000 4.0 41 2.04

15000 40 11000 40 25 1.8 13000 4.0 52 3.81
50 13000 4.0 74 5.18
0 13000 4.0 64 2.34

15000 80 11000 40 25 1.8 13000 4.0 76 3.27
50 13000 4.0 96 4.37
0 20000 4.0 43 3.06

22000 40 15000 40 25 2.0 20000 4.0 47 4.09
50 20000 4.0 58 5.36
0 20000 4.0 76 3.12

22000 80 15000 40 25 2.0 20000 4.0 82 3.53
50 20000 4.0 96 4.09

Table 4.4: Results of the tests for a simulated binary system. The effective temper-
ature of both the primary (Teff ,p) and the secondary star (Teff ,s) as well as the v sin i
for each component used to create the synthetic model are listed. Also included is the
radial velocity shift (Vr) between the primary and the secondary component as well
as the ratio of the flux of the primary and secondary stars. The best fit results for
the determined effective temperature, surface gravity, projected rotational velocity,
and reduced χ2 are also given.
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a log(g)=4.0 were used for the initial guess along with a v sin i estimate of 50 km s−1.

The search procedure was then applied to each star with a fixed micro-turbulence of

2.0 km s−1, but all other variables free to fit. The search procedure was then run for

each value of micro-turbulence in our grid, and the best fit parameters resulted from

the model with the lowest χ2.

HD 104181 (A1V)

The photometric temperature of this star was derived from Hipparcos photometry

by Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999). Their analysis resulted in a derived effective

temperature of 9550+222
−217 K. With the available data they were also able to estimate the

surface gravity log(g) = 4.05±0.09. In addition to this temperature, we computed our

own temperature with the Strömgren photometry obtained by Paunzen et al. (2001)

and the code templogg (Stütz et al. 2002). The derived temperature was slightly

higher at 9800 ± 300 K (uncertainty derived from the work of Grosbol (1978)) but

the surface gravity was in reasonable agreement with the other photometric estimate

(log(g)= 4.01). Both of these temperatures are consistent with the temperature

inferred from HD 104181’s spectral classification (A1V; Teff∼ 9400 K; Carroll & Ostlie

1996).

The results from our spectrum fitting procedure resulted in a Teff slightly higher

than the photometric estimates. We derived a spectroscopic temperature of approx-

imately 10200 K with a surface gravity of log(g) = 4.5 and a micro-turbulence of

2.0 km s−1. A comparison between our best fit model and that determined by Al-

lende Prieto & Lambert (1999) is shown in Fig 4.8. There, we can see that our
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model shows an overall better fit to the majority of the lines compared to the pho-

tometrically determined temperature, but neither is able to model the observation in

detail. Due to this inability to provide a good fit to the observation, we computed

an uncertainty (as explain in Chap. 5) of 300 K on our estimated Teff . In addition,

the derived micro-turbulence is also higher than expected for a star at this temper-

ature. If the micro-turbulence was really 0 km s−1, then we obtain a Teff=9900 K,

and log(g)=4.0 in better agreement with the photometric estimates. In any event,

while our temperature is slightly higher than the photometric estimates, it still agrees

within uncertainty.

HD 110379 (F0V)

Similarly to HD 104181, photometric temperatures were derived for HD 110379 from

Hipparcos photometry by Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999). Their analysis resulted

in an effective temperature of 7080+165
−161 K and a surface gravity of log(g) = 4.1± 0.1.

This is also consistent with the spectral classification (F0; Teff∼ 7200 K).

From the results of our procedure, a best micro-turbulence of 2.0 km s−1 and an

effective temperature of 7100 K was found, in good agreement with the photomet-

ric temperature of Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999). However, our derived surface

gravity of log(g) = 4.5 is not. As previously stated, the spectroscopically inferred sur-

face gravity is highly uncertain and this result substantiates the need for additional

constraints. As well, the focus of this study is to obtain precision Teff measurements.

Therefore, we can conclude that the inferred effective temperatures obtained from

our procedure agree acceptably with the photometric temperatures, for non-variable,

main sequence stars.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between photometrically and spectroscopically determined
Teff for HD 104181. Shown is our observation of HD 104181 (blue) and our best
fit model (Teff=10200 K, log(g)=4.5, ξ=2.0 km s−1; red), compared to the model
using the photometrically determined values (green), for a small region of spectrum.
Identifications of the ions with the strongest contribution to the line are also indicated.



Chapter 5

Estimating the Uncertainty

In Chap. 4, we investigated the ability of our fitting procedure to deduce the correct

input model when different un-modelled systematics were included. From these re-

sults, it can be concluded that these systematics corresponded to variations in the

accuracy of the inferred (Teff , log(g)) model. This chapter is dedicated to quantifying

the associated uncertainty in the derived effective temperature using several different

methods. The different methods included using χ2 confidence intervals, a Bayesian in-

ference approach, a bootstrap Monte Carlo approach, and the use of fitting individual

small spectral regions that are sensitive to effective temperature.

5.1 Methods That Produced Unrealistic Uncertain-

ties

One of the main benefits of our automated grid search procedure is that we determine

the χ2 for each model in our search grid. We intended to use these χ2 values to

92
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determine contours of different confidences, defined by the difference in χ2 between

the best fit model and the other models (e.g. Press et al. 1995). These confidence

intervals would allow us to obtain the uncertainties on our derived parameters. Using

this type of method works best when the distribution of real uncertainties is Gaussian

and the best fit model is capable of fitting the observation within the error bars.

This was typically not the case with our data, because of errors in the atomic data,

continuum normalization errors, unidentified blends, and often un-included physics.

Therefore, the χ2 uncertainties resulted in unrealistically small values on the order

of 1 K or less. This number is unrealistically small, as the the differences between

neighbouring model spectra (recall that our models are spaced at every 100 K for a

Teff less than 20000 K) and our observed data were often indistinguishable from one

another (this is further discussed in Chap. 6). Even when we artificially increased

the noise per pixel so that the model was able to fit the observation within the error

bars, the results were similar, with typical uncertainties still on the order of 1 K.

We therefore investigated the use of a more sophisticated Bayesian inference ap-

proach to estimate the uncertainties. Using Bayes’ theorem, as outlined by Gregory

(2005), we used the χ2 distribution to develop a probability density that enabled us

to infer the uncertainties for any given parameter in our fitting procedure. While the

results of the Bayesian analysis gave larger error bars for the Teff (typically ±45 K

for each observation), we still believe it failed to provide realistic uncertainties since

the neighbouring models are separated by at least 100 K and were almost indistin-

guishable.
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5.2 A Monte Carlo Bootstrap Approach

The basic problem encountered in §5.1 is that the real uncertainties of parameter

determination are much larger than would be inferred from the formal uncertainties of

the observed spectrum. Therefore, using a Monte Carlo bootstrap approach alleviates

this issue by obtaining the uncertainty from the quality of the fits (the real deviations

of the model from the observations) rather than the formal uncertainties.

5.2.1 Choosing Temperature Sensitive Lines

In order to focus our error analysis on the lines that were most sensitive to temperature

(and therefore contained the most information for estimating the uncertainty of the

Teff) we developed an additional procedure that would compute the χ2 only from

spectral regions that were the most temperature sensitive. The temperature sensitive

regions were identified from the variance spectrum, determined using Eq. 3.2. The

different temperature models used to compute the variance spectrum were set at

±200 K from the best fit Teff , and used the best fit log(g) and v sin i. Once the variance

spectrum (∆F 2) was determined, the desired regions were identified by selecting pixels

for which ∆F 2 was above the threshold sensitivity limit L, computed by

L = f ×
1

N

N
∑

i=0

∆Fi, (5.1)

for any user-defined parameter f . The summation is done over the total number of

pixels (N) in the observed spectrum. An example of the sensitive region selection is

shown for a small portion of our adopted spectral region in Fig 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Example of the spectral region selected using temperature sensitive lines.
In the upper panel, the observed spectrum is shown (black) along with the corre-
sponding regions chosen from the variance spectrum (red). In the lower panel, the
variance spectrum (black) is shown for this same region, with the corresponding lim-
its as determined by our procedure from Eq. 5.1 (open circles) as well as the given
threshold (dashed-red). Note that this procedure selects lines but tends to ignore the
continuum.
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5.2.2 The Method

The usual Monte Carlo bootstrap method works by determining the local differences

between the best fit model and the data, and then randomly redistributing these dif-

ferences throughout to create modified models. The fit is re-performed using the grid

of modified models, resulting in a different best fit model. Using the empirical devi-

ations should result in a distribution of best fit models (uncertainties) representative

of the true uncertainty of the fit (e.g. Press et al. 1995; Spekkens & Sellwood 2007).

This method works quite well for low S/N data as the inherent noise in the data

becomes the limiting factor, or for data with very few measurements (e.g. Press et al.

1995; Spekkens, private communication). However, for our work, the S/N per pixel

of our observations is exceptionally high (∼350) and the limiting factor becomes the

systematic differences between the observation and the model, as suggested from the

results in Chap. 4. Therefore, a direct implementation of this method did not result

in improved uncertainty estimates, as the random redistribution of the differences

essentially added random noise to the models. We therefore implemented a modified

version of this approach to better deal with these shortcomings.

In our method, the depths of small spectral regions (corresponding to temperature

sensitive lines), are randomly re-scaled by the ratio of the model flux to the data, as

opposed to randomly adding the differences to the model. A given region is deter-

mined by identifying lines that are temperature sensitive (as previously described in

§5.2.1). The scale factors are determined from the ratio between the observed line

depth and the best fit model line depth (relative to the continuum), computed for

each small spectral region according to:

Sj =
1 − yj

1 − mj

, (5.2)
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where Sj is the scale factor for a particular line region j, y is the observed flux, and

m is the model flux. The scale factor is obtained at the minimum of m for each line

region, as this usually corresponds to approximately the centre of a given line. In

situations of many overlapping lines, these lines would not be separated and would

be treated as a single region. An example of the distribution of the scale factors is

shown in Fig 5.2.

Once S is computed for many regions j, the iterative process of the Monte Carlo

procedure begins. A new set of scale factors (Nj) are randomly chosen from Sj during

each iteration, which are then used to re-scale all the models. The modified model

mnew is computed from the original model m0 according to:

mi,new = 1 − (1 − mi,0)Nj , (5.3)

for each pixel (i) in the spectral region. The observations are left unchanged and the

usual search procedure is re-performed to determine the best fit Teff and v sin i from

the modified grid of models. As we are only interested in obtaining uncertainties on

the effective temperature, the surface gravity is held fixed and only the Teff and v sin i

are allowed to vary.

From this method, it is possible to encounter situations where the multiplication

of the scale factor to a given line region results in an unphysical depth (such as a

continuum normalized intensity of less than 0). In the event that the line depth was

found to be less than zero, the line region was forced to be divided by the scale factor.

As well, we added a further level of randomness to the distribution of scale factors

(Nj) through:

Nj,new = N
−1∗random(0,1)
j,old , (5.4)

where random(0,1) randomly selects a value of 0 or 1 and thereby causes the line
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region to either be multiplied or divided by a given scale factor. This also improves

the distribution of scale factors for situations where the line ratios are systematically

too high or too low.

This entire procedure is repeated many times by computing a new randomly

redistributed array of Nj from Sj at each iteration, while determining the best fit Teff

model from the modified models. For each iteration, the same starting values (Teff ,

log(g), v sin i) are used, ensuring that the search conditions are uniform. An example

of the modifications that are applied to a single model at several iterations is shown

in Fig 5.3, for a small spectral region.

The main benefit of this method is that we can use the distribution of best fit

models to determine an uncertainty in the effective temperature from the standard

deviation of this distribution. For a given observed spectrum, usually about 50 to 150

line regions are used, and a total of 50 or more iterations were carried out to obtain

a reasonable distribution of best-fit effective temperatures. An example of a typical

Teff distribution is shown in Fig 5.4. We found that the standard deviation did not

vary much (<∼ 50 K) when increasing the number of runs and therefore 50 iterations

resulted in a sufficiently good distribution of effective temperatures to provide more

realistic uncertainties than the previous methods. The typical inferred uncertainties

from this method ranged from 50 to 300 K.
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Figure 5.2: Typical distribution of line depth ratios between the best fit model and
data. These line depth ratios represent the scale factors used during the Monte Carlo
bootstrap error analysis.
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Figure 5.3: Example of the Monte Carlo line depth re-scaling used for the error
analysis. Shown is a sample line region with the observed spectrum (black) compared
the original un-modified best fit model (solid red). Different modified models (pluses)
are indicated by different colours.
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Figure 5.4: An illustrative temperature distribution from the our search procedure
when using modified models from our Monte Carlo bootstrap error analysis.

5.3 Using Individual Temperature Sensitive Line

Regions

While the Monte Carlo bootstrap method allowed us to obtain reasonable uncertainty

estimates on the effective temperature for most of our observations, other methods

were still investigated. These methods provide an uncertainty of the effective temper-

ature by finding the best fit model for different small spectral regions. Like the Monte

Carlo method, we only used the temperature sensitive regions. The fitting procedure

was run on each small region, with the v sin i fixed at the best fit value determined

from previous fits and only the Teff allowed to vary. As multiple line regions are used,

a distribution in effective temperature is still obtained. The robustness of this method

is illustrated in Fig 5.5, showing an example of the fits obtained to different spectral

regions, indicating the temperatures derived from the fits. An example of the typical
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distribution obtained with this method is shown in Fig 5.6. This method resulted in

a much broader distribution of best fit temperatures, with an approximately normal

distribution. A Gaussian was fit to the distribution (as shown in Fig 5.6), which

allowed us to define an uncertainty from the standard deviation of the Gaussian. We

found the typical uncertainties derived with this method to be higher than those ob-

tained with the Monte Carlo method (usually on the order of 200 to 400 K), but also

much more realistic based on our finding in Chap. 6. Therefore, the final adopted

uncertainty for our sample is taken to be the uncertainty obtained from this method,

but rounded to the nearest 50 K.
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Figure 5.5: Example of the different temperature models used to fit individual line
regions. Shown is an example observation (black) and the corresponding best fit
temperature model (red) for four different regions. Note the large range in best fit
temperatures as well as the quality of the fit.
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Figure 5.6: Temperature distribution derived from the fitting of individual line regions
for the star HD 244604. Small spectral regions, usually corresponding to a single
temperature sensitive line, are individually fit to determine the best Teff for each
region. A Gaussian is fit to the distribution (as shown), which provides us with an
estimated uncertainty from the standard deviation of the Gaussian.



Chapter 6

Results

This chapter discusses the results of the fitting procedure for each star in our sample.

Furthermore, the results of the different error analyses are also summarized, and a

formal uncertainty of the inferred Teff is obtained for each star. The derived Teff is

then discussed in the context of published results.

6.1 Results for Individual Stars

To summarize the results of our fitting procedure, we present for each star a contour

plot of the reduced χ2 (χ2
R) surface from the fitting of Teff and log(g) to the ESPaDOnS

data for the 2 km s−1 micro-turbulence grid. Accompanying this is a summary of the

variation of χ2
R with the different derived values for different parameters from both

the ESPaDOnS and FORS1 data. This includes the v sin i and micro-turbulence (ξ)

from the ESPaDOnS data as well as the Teff and log(g) from the ESPaDOnS and

FORS1 observations. We also present a comparison of the best fit model spectrum to

the observed ESPaDOnS spectrum for several sample regions as well as a histogram

105
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indicating the obtained distribution of effective temperatures from the two error anal-

yses. Lastly, when FORS1 observations were available, we included a comparison of

the best fit models for both the FORS1 Balmer lines. Our final adopted temperature

is taken as the average of the Balmer line results and the ESPaDOnS metallic line

results, which in most cases agree quite well. In those cases where there is a large

disagreement, the averaging of these results tend to compensate for some systematics

that are not included in our models, as further discussed in §6.1.11. A summary of

our results for each star is given in Table 6.1.

Name Teff ,esp Teff ,fors1 Teff ,adopt ∆Teff log(g) ξ v sin i χ2
R

(K) (K) (K) (K) (km s−1) (km s−1)
HD 9672 8900 - 8900 200 4.5 2.0 191 9.4
HD 17081 13700 12300 13000 400 4.0 2.0 20 5.7
HD 31648 8200 8150 8200 300 4.0 3.0 103 19.6
HD 34282 10200 9700 10000 550 4.5 2.0 108 2.2
HD 35187 8900 8350 8600 200 4.0 2.0 93 3.2
HD 36112 7800 8000 7900 150 4.0 3.0 58 7.0
HD 142666 7900 7400 7700 200 4.0 4.0 67 2.2
HD 144432 7500 7200 7400 300 3.5 3.0 79 4.8
HD 144668 8200 7600 7900 200 3.5 5.0 186 11.3
HD 145718 8100 - 8100 200 4.0 4.0 117 3.4
HD 176386 11500 - 11500 350 4.5 2.0 168 1.9
HD 244604 8200 8200 8200 200 4.0 2.0 101 5.0

Table 6.1: Summary of the fitting results for each star. Listed is our best fit Teff

from the ESPaDOnS spectrum, the average Teff of the FORS1 Balmer lines, as well
as the adopted Teff given by the average of the ESPaDOnS temperature and the
FORS1 temperature and the adopted uncertainty. Also included are our best fits to
the log(g), micro-turbulence (ξ) and v sin i obtained from the search procedure. The
reduced χ2 from the ESPaDOnS data is also listed for the best fit model with the
indicated parameters. In situations where ESPaDOnS observations were obtained on
multiple nights, the lowest χ2

R is listed.
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Fitting Region Teff (K) log(g) v sin i (km s−1)
FORS1 Hγ 8200 4.0 -
FORS1 Hβ 8100 4.0 -

ESPaDOnS (Feb 21) 8000 3.0 100
ESPaDOnS (Aug 24) 8000 3.0 104

Table 6.2: The results from our automated fitting procedure for HD 31648 using a
micro-turbulence of 2.0 km s−1.

6.1.1 HD 31648

HD 31648 (BD+29 774, MWC 480, HIP 23143) is located at a distance of 131 pc

(1 pc= 3.26 light-years, 3.086 × 1013 km) from the Sun and is believed to be in

the Taurus star forming region (Vieira et al. 2003). This star was observed twice

with ESPaDOnS on Feb. 21st and Aug. 24th 2005. A comparison of the spectra

obtained on the two nights is given in Fig 6.1. From this comparison, it is evident

that the spectra from both nights match well for most regions, however there are a few

regions that show very large differences between the two nights. Each of these regions

correspond to the strong Fe II lines of multiplet 42, and as evident from Fig 6.1, part

of the line appears in emission. Therefore, the differences are most likely a result from

changes in the Fe emission resulting from the circumstellar environment. A summary

of the derived parameters from the fitting procedure applied to both ESPaDOnS

observations and the FORS1 observation is listed in Table 6.2.

We present χ2
R surface contours for both nights in Fig 6.2. These contours show the

quality of fit for the two dimensional parameter space of Teff and log(g). The contours

clearly show the sensitivity of the χ2
R with temperature, allowing for a relatively well-

constrained estimate, but they also show the general lack of sensitivity of the fits

to the ESPaDOnS metallic line spectra to surface gravity changes. The result is

elongated contours, narrower along the temperature axis. This is the usual case for
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of the two ESPaDOnS observations obtained for HD 31648
for a few sample regions. The two observations were obtained on separate nights,
Feb. 21st (black) and Aug. 24th (red). Identifications of the ions with the strongest
contribution to the line are also indicated for a select few panels.
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Figure 6.2: Contour maps of the χ2
R determined from our search procedure on the

ESPaDOnS spectra of HD 31648. The contour maps show the quality of fit for varying
Teff and log(g). The procedure was run for two different nights, Feb. 21st (left) and
Aug. 24th (right). χ2

R contours are shown at the lowest χ2
R, χ2

R + 1, χ2
R + 2, χ2

R + 3,
and major intervals from then on. Higher χ2

R suggest a poorer fit.

all stars in our sample. Fig 6.3, presents the plots of the χ2
R for a number of different

parameters. This figures shows the smooth variation of the χ2
R with v sin i from the

ESPaDOnS spectrum in the upper left panel. In the lower right panel, we plot the χ2
R

versus Teff from both the ESPaDOnS and FORS1 data. This plot clearly indicates the

level of sensitivity to temperature variations from the different fits, where a narrower

χ2
R profile implies a better constrained Teff . The same plot is provided for the log(g)

in the lower left panel. In the upper right panel, we plot the χ2
R of the best fit model,

corresponding to a particular temperature (as indicated in the plot) and a particular

micro-turbulence (ξ). The key information to gain from this plot is the minimum

in the χ2
R which corresponds to the best fit to the micro-turbulence. This micro-

turbulence is associated with a best fit Teff , indicated by the plot. From these plots

we find that the best fit effective temperatures from the ESPaDOnS spectra were

consistent at 8000 K for both nights, and agree well with the FORS1 data. However,

the inferred log(g) of the ESPaDOnS and FORS1 observations do not agree, but as
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Figure 6.3: Summary of fitting results for HD 31648. Top left: The reduced χ2 versus
the v sin i obtained from the ESPaDOnS spectra with a ξ=2.0 km s−1. The best fit for
the v sin i is found at the minimum of the χ2

R. Top Right: The results for the ξ fitting.
Shown is the best determined Teff (black; left axis) for the corresponding ξ velocity.
Also included, is the χ2

R obtained from the corresponding best fit parameters (red;
right axis). The best overall model is obtained at the location of the lowest χ2

R (red;
right axis) with the corresponding temperature (black; left axis) at this ξ. Included
are the results from Feb. 21st (solid) and Aug. 24th (dashed). Lower left: Shown
is χ2

R obtained from the best fit surface gravity corresponding to the best fit Teff for
a ξ of 2.0 km s−1, for the FORS1 (right axis) and ESPaDOnS (black; left axis) data.
For FORS1, Hγ (green) was fit separately from Hβ (blue). The best fit parameter is
determined from the lowest χ2

R. Lower right: Displayed is χ2
R for the best fit Teff

corresponding to the best fit log(g) for a ξ of 2.0 km s−1. The χ2
R values corresponding

to the ESPaDOnS data (black) are indicated on the left axis, while the values for the
Hγ (green) and Hβ (blue) FORS1 data are indicated on the right axis. The best fit
for the Teff corresponds to the minimum value in the plot.
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evident from Fig 6.2, log(g) is poorly constrained from the available data.

To better constrain the surface gravity, we used the published total luminosity

of van den Ancker et al. (1998) of log(L/L⊙)=1.51+0.15
−0.13, in combination with our

derived Teff to find that a log(g) of 3.75 is more consistent with the star’s position

on the HR diagram (Fig 6.4). Recall that our grid is spaced at every 0.5 dex in

log(g), and therefore we adopt the grid value which best matches the star’s position

on the HR diagram (log(g)=4.0). Using this log(g), we re-ran our fitting procedure

on the ESPaDOnS spectra, obtaining a best fit micro-turbulence of 3.0 km s−1 for

both ESPaDOnS observations. This best fit micro-turbulence was obtained with

Teff=8200 K and v sin i=103 kms−1, with a χ2
R=19.6 for the night of Feb. 21st, and

Teff=8100 K and v sin i=106 kms−1, with a χ2
R=24.0 for the night of Aug. 24th.

A comparison of the best fit model to the observation for Feb. 21st is displayed in

Fig 6.5 and a similar plot for the FORS1 observation is shown in Fig 6.6.

From Fig 6.5, it obvious that serious systematic differences exist between the best

fit model and the ESPaDOnS observations. Most of the Fe lines are under fit (i.e.

model lines are weaker than observed lines), while some of the other lines even show

slight emission. In particular, there appears to be an increased amount of absorption

in the blue edge of a number of Fe lines, most likely circumstellar in nature. A similar

effect is seen in the core of the Hβ line (Fig 6.6). As well, there appears to be a large

emission contribution to the core of the Hβ line, as well as a weaker contribution to

the core of the Hγ line.

The results from the two error estimation methods are listed in Table 6.3, with

the distributions from which they were derived shown in Fig 6.7. From these results,
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Figure 6.4: HR diagram for the stars in our sample with a mass approximately equal
to 2 M⊙. Individual stars are plotted with our ESPaDOnS inferred temperature (ob-
tained using ξ=2 kms−1, and therefore do not have an associated uncertainty) along
with corresponding literature values for the luminosities (red circles). Uncertainties
for the luminosity are included when available. The zero-age main sequence (ZAMS)
is plotted (green) along with PMS evolutionary tracks for the indicated masses (solid
black). Lines of constant log(g) are also shown (dashed black). The purpose of this
plot is to enable us to constrain the surface gravity by comparing the position of the
star on the HR diagram to the lines of constant log(g) corresponding to the different
values in our grid. The PMS evolutionary tracks are used to obtain the approximate
mass of the stars, which determines the position of the lines of constant log(g)(recall
that these lines are a function of mass).
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the best fit model (red) with the ESPaDOnS observation
of HD 31648 (blue) from the night of Feb. 21st. The best fit model found using
our procedure has a Teff=8100 K, log(g)=4.0, ξ=3.0 km s−1, and v sin i=103 kms−1.
Labels identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the best fit model spectrum with the observations obtained
with FORS1 for the two Balmer lines of HD 31648. The observed spectrum used in
the fit (solid black) is shown as well as the observed regions that were ignored during
the fitting procedure (dashed grey). The best fit model (solid red) is also included.
The corresponding labels for the different Balmer lines are indicated on the right hand
axis.
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it is evident that using the temperature sensitive lines gives a more realistic uncer-

tainty, considering the distribution in the median estimated Teff from each method

and previously reported fits. From Fig 6.7, we see that there are a few outliers in the

temperature distribution for both nights. These are most likely caused from regions

that used a small range that did not contain enough information to allow a proper

constraint on a best fit model. Based on the results of Table 6.3, we adopt an un-

certainty of ±300 K for this star, as it provides the most conservative value and is

consistent with the different temperatures derived from the ESPaDOnS and FORS1

spectra. Based on the agreement of the Balmer line and metallic line temperatures,

this suggests the effective temperatures are not seriously in error. Therefore, we adopt

a temperature, which represents the average of the Balmer line temperatures and the

ESPaDOnS temperature, of 8200 ± 300 K.

A literature search for HD 31648 provided some well established temperatures for

this star. Blondel & Tjin a Djie (2006) determined a Teff of ∼8200 K (spectral type of

A5V) from their analysis of the IUE ultraviolet spectrum. Using medium-resolution

(R∼30000) optical spectra, Acke & Waelkens (2004) obtained a Teff of 8750 K and

a log(g) of 4.0. A photometric analysis conducted by Vieira et al. (2003) resulted

in a log(Teff) = 3.941, which gives Teff∼8750 K. The same result was obtained from

Acke & van den Ancker (2004) from the spectral classification of this star. While not

directly measured in their analysis of this star, Hubrig et al. (2007) quote an effective

temperature of 9250 K, with a log(g) of 3.5. From this they were able to fit a v sin i

of 90 km s−1.

Our temperature is in good agreement with the results of the UV analysis of

Blondel & Tjin a Djie, but is significantly cooler than the optical results of Acke &
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Waelkens. We present a comparison between our temperature model and a model

with the proposed temperature of Acke & Waelkens (2004) in Fig 6.8, assuming

the same micro-turbulence and surface gravity as obtained in this work. From this

comparison, it is obvious that neither model is able to completely reproduce the

observed spectrum, and only small variations between the models are visible in most

lines. However, the general quality of fit is better for our model, and the Ti II/Fe II

region near 4488 Å is much better fit by our model.

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Feb. 21st

Monte Carlo 8400 70 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 8200 221 83

Aug. 24th
Monte Carlo 8300 70 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 8100 300 75

Table 6.3: Error analysis results for HD 31648. The first column indicates the method
used to estimate the error, with the corresponding sensitivity factor in brackets (where
applicable). Also indicated is the median Teff obtained for each method, with the
corresponding uncertainty. Lastly, the number of regions used for the given analysis
(or the number of iterations for the Monte Carlo method) is indicated.

6.1.2 HD 9672

HD 9672 (49 Cet, HR 451) is an unusual PMS star as it is exceptionally close at

∼61 pc from the sun and apparently isolated from any known star forming region

(Hughes et al. 2008). Based on its position on the HR diagram, it has an estimated

age of approximately 8 Myr (Thi et al. 2001) and there is very strong evidence for a

significant amount of circumstellar material (Sadakane & Nishida 1986 Carmona et

al. 2007; Wahhaj et al. 2007; Hughes et al. 2008).
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Figure 6.7: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 31648. The distribution of temperatures from the Monte
Carlo bootstrap method is shown in the left panel, while the right panel shows the
distribution of inferred temperatures from fitting individual temperature sensitive line
regions. The upper row shows the results for the night of Feb. 21st, while the lower
row for the night of Aug. 24th.

The results of our fitting procedure were only obtained from the ESPaDOnS obser-

vations as no FORS1 observations of this star were obtained by Wade et al. (2007).

The χ2
R contour plot (or contour map) from the fitting procedure is displayed in

Fig 6.9, while a summary of the χ2
R plots for the fitting of individual parameters is

displayed in Fig 6.10. The χ2
R map clearly shows that the temperature should be rel-

atively well constrained (i.e. low uncertainty) as very large changes in the χ2
R are seen

when Teff changes by a few 100 K from the best fit Teff . In fact, as Fig 6.10 indicates,
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between different proposed temperature models for HD 31648
for a sample spectral region. The ESPaDOnS observation (blue) is compared to our
model (Teff=8200 K; red) and the temperature model of Acke & Waelkens (2004)
(∼8800 K; green). Labels identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are indicated
above.
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Figure 6.9: The results of the automated fitting routine for HD 9672. χ2
R contours

are shown at the lowest χ2
R, χ2

R+1, χ2
R+2, χ2

R+3 and then for major intervals.
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Figure 6.10: Summary of fitting results for HD 9672. The description is the same as
in Fig 6.3.
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lower temperatures are ruled out at very high confidence. From these fits, we ob-

tained a best Teff=8900 K and a log(g)=4.0. To better constrain the surface gravity,

we used our inferred Teff and the published luminosity of log(L/L⊙)=1.19 (Allende

Prieto & Lambert 1999), and we derived a log(g) of 4.5 based on HD 9672’s position

on the HR diagram (Fig 6.4). Using a log(g) of 4.5, the best fit micro-turbulence

was still found to be 2.0 km s−1 with Teff=8900 K, v sin i=191 kms−1, and a χ2
R=9.4.

A comparison between this best fit model and the ESPaDOnS spectrum is shown in

Fig 6.11.

From the comparison of our best fit model to the observation, we see that the

model provides a very reasonable fit, although systematic deviations in the continuum

level are evident in some regions. Most of the lines are fit in detail, however there are

a few lines that are over-fit, such as the Ni/Fe blended line near 4981 Å.

The results from the different error estimation methods are listed in Table 6.4,

while the histograms corresponding to the temperature distributions for each method

are displayed in Fig 6.12. From these histograms, we can see that the temperature

is relatively well constrained for both methods, with very few outliers. While the

distribution obtained from the fits to individual line regions does not appear to be

Gaussian, the broad Gaussian fit does encompass the majority of the distribution and

therefore we are confident in the uncertainty estimated from this method. Therefore,

the adopted Teff for HD 9672 is 8900 ± 200 K.

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Monte Carlo 9000 71 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 8900 211 32

Table 6.4: Error analysis results for HD 9672. The description is the same as in Table
6.3.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the best fit model of HD 9762. Our best fit model
(Teff=8900 K, log(g)=4.5, v sin i=191 kms−1, ξ=2.0 km s−1) found using the search
procedure (red) is compared to the observed ESPaDOnS spectrum (blue). Labels
identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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Figure 6.12: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 9672. The description is the same as Fig 6.7.

Few published Teff measurements exist for HD 9672. The majority of Teff mea-

surements were derived from spectral classifications, while a few have been obtained

from photometric methods. The SIMBAD classification for this star is A1, which

gives an approximate Teff=9200 K1. The SAO catalogue has classified this star with

a spectral type of A2 (∼8900 K), while Oudmaijer et al. (1992) classified this star as

A3 (∼8700 K).

This large range in temperature estimates is further increased with the additional

work of Mora et al. (2001) who classified HD 9672 as an A4 spectral type (∼8500 K)

from comparison of their spectra with standard stars. This was obtained from the

combination of intermediate resolution (R ∼ 5000) and high-resolution (R ∼ 49000)

spectra.

In addition to the measurements obtained from spectral classifications, photomet-

ric measurements also yield results that correspond well with our measurement. For

instance, Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999) estimate log(Teff) = 3.95, which corre-

sponds to a Teff of ∼8900 K from Hipparcos photometry, in good agreement with

1All conversions from spectral classifications to effective temperatures were derived from Carroll
& Ostlie (1996) Appendix G.
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our value. However, Wright et al. (2003) obtained a Teff of ∼9200 K using Tycho

photometry. Therefore, our inferred Teff of 8900 ± 200 K is in reasonable agreement

with the majority of these results.

6.1.3 HD 34282

HD 34282 (V1366 Ori, BD-09 1110, HIP 24552) is believed to be in the Orion star

forming region at an approximate distance of 300-400 pc (Vieira et al. 2003), contrary

to the results of the Hipparcos parallax, which places this star at an estimated distance

of ∼164 pc (Perryman et al. 1997). Other distance estimates (Piétu et al. 2003) also

suggest a distance closer to 400 pc. Additionally, Amado et al. (2006) found this star

to be the shortest period δ Scuti pulsator with a period of ∼18 minutes.

As only one observation was obtained with each of ESPaDOnS and FORS1, we

cannot determine to what extent the affects of pulsation have on the temperature

determination of this star (if multiple ESPaDOnS spectra had been obtained, then

the affects of pulsation on the temperature inference could be analyzed). Fig 6.13

displays the contour map obtained from our ESPaDOnS fitting procedure with the

accompanying fitting results given in Fig 6.14. From the χ2
R map (Fig 6.13), we can

expect the uncertainties to be higher than those obtained for other stars studied,

as the χ2
R shows little sensitivity to increasing temperatures in comparison to the

sensitivity seen for decreasing temperatures. However, the opposite pattern is seen

from the FORS1 data (Fig 6.14, lower right panel).

The best fits from the search procedure are listed in Table 6.5. From these results

we can see that the log(g) was consistently found to have a value of 4.5. This value

also corresponds well with log(g) estimated from the published luminosity of Meŕın et
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Figure 6.13: Contour map of the fitting results for HD 34282. The description of this
map is the same as in Fig 6.2.

Fitting Region Teff (K) log(g) v sin i (km s−1)
FORS1 Hγ 9800 4.5 -
FORS1 Hβ 9600 4.5 -
ESPaDOnS 10200 4.5 108

Table 6.5: The results from our automated fitting procedure for HD 34282 using
2.0 km s−1 micro-turbulence.
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Figure 6.14: Summary of fitting results for HD 34282. The description is the same
as in Fig 6.3. ESPaDOnS: black, FORS1 Hγ: green, FORS1 Hβ: blue.
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al. (2004) (log(L/L⊙)=1.13+0.06
−0.05; for d ∼ 348 pc). However, with our inferred Teff , the

star is placed in an anomalous location on the HR diagram, below the main sequence

(Fig 6.4). Using this value for the surface gravity, the best fit ESPaDOnS Teff was

still found to be 10200 K, with v sin i=108 kms−1, for a best fit micro-turbulence of

2.0 km s−1 with a χ2
R=2.2. A comparison of our best fit model with the ESPaDOnS

observation is given in Fig 6.15 and the accompanying fits to the FORS1 data in

Fig 6.16.

The model fit to the ESPaDOnS spectrum (Fig 6.5) does a good job overall as

most of the lines are fit very well. However, the Mg II triplet at 4481 Å appears over

fit, as does the Si II doublet at 5055 Å. In fact, the Si II doublet is exceptionally weak

compared to the model. Other lines, such as the Mg I/Fe II blended line in the lower

panel, appear under fit. As well, the model does a poor job of fitting the Balmer line

spectra, primarily in the inner core region of the Hγ line, but in a much larger region

of the Hβ line2. In addition, in both Balmer lines the core appears to be in emission

for negative velocities compared to the model fits, while the core is under fit in both

cases.

The results of the error analyses are reported in Table 6.6 and the histograms of

the different distributions are shown in Fig 6.17. From these distributions, we can see

that the temperature is fairly well constrained for the Monte Carlo method, but not

as well from the other method. The distribution is much flatter, extending to almost

11500 K, with a few outliers. The uncertainties from these methods reflect this flatter

distribution, and we obtain a large uncertainty of ∼550 K from the ESPaDOnS data

2Note that while the fits did ignore these regions, significant information can be gained from a
comparison between the photospheric models and the observed spectrum in regards to the circum-
stellar environment, which often helps us understand other observed systematics in the metallic line
spectrum.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the best fit model of HD 34282. Our best fit model
(Teff=10200 K, log(g)=4.5, v sin i=108 kms−1, ξ=2.0 km s−1) found using the search
procedure (red) is compared to the observed ESPaDOnS spectrum (blue). Labels
identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the best fit model spectrum with the observations ob-
tained with FORS1 for the two Balmer lines of HD 34282. The description is the
same as that given in Fig 6.6.

of this star. This also agrees well with the FORS1 temperatures, although not quite

able to include the Hβ estimate. Therefore, including the FORS1 temperatures, we

adopt a final temperature for this of 10000 ± 550 K.

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Monte Carlo 10100 138 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.25) 10300 547 32

Table 6.6: Error analysis results for HD 34282. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

Published estimates for the Teff of HD 34282 range over ∼1200 K. As well, all

estimates are lower than that suggested by the ESPaDOnS spectrum. The majority of

the Teff estimates for HD 34282 were derived using photometric means. This includes

the results of Amado et al. (2006) who derived a Teff of 8760 K from Strömgren

photometry and Vieira et al. (2003) who obtained a Teff∼9500 K. Amado et al. were
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Figure 6.17: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 34282. The description is the same as Fig 6.7.

also able to obtain an estimated surface gravity log(g)=4.4, in good agreement with

ours. From their analysis of the SED and high-resolution optical spectra of this star,

Merin et al. (2004) inferred a Teff of 8625 ± 200 K and a v sin i of 108 km s−1. Natta

et al. (2004) derived a higher Teff of 9800 K from Hipparcos photometry, while Elia et

al. (2004) estimated a spectral type of A3 (Teff∼8720 K) from their SED. Therefore,

a large range in the inferred Teff is observed from photometric methods.

Spectroscopically, the estimated effective temperatures also show a large range.

Using medium-resolution (R ∼ 9000) spectroscopy, Garcia Lopez et al. (2006) esti-

mated a Teff of 9840 K. A much cooler temperature was obtained by Acke & van den

Ancker (2004) of ∼8730 K.

While a higher temperature is estimated by our work compared to published values

(Teff=10000 ± 550 K), the uncertainty is also high, resulting in many of the published

values falling within our lower limit (9450 K).
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Fitting Region Teff (K) log(g) v sin i (km s−1)
FORS1 Hγ 8500 4.0 -
FORS1 Hβ 8200 5.0 -
ESPaDOnS 9100 4.5 91

Table 6.7: The results from our automated fitting procedure for HD 35187 using
2.0 km s−1 micro-turbulence.

6.1.4 HD 35187

Located at an approximate distance of 150 pc in the LDN 1554 star forming region

in the Taurus-Aurigae system is the star HD 35187 (BD+24 826, HIP 25253) (Vieira

et al. 2003). HD 35187 is a known double star with a 1.38′′ separation (Natta et al.

2004) and an estimated age of 8 Myr.

The χ2
R contour map from the results of the fitting procedure applied to the ES-

PaDOnS spectrum is shown in Fig 6.18 and the χ2
R plots for the different parameters

in Fig 6.19. From the χ2
R map, we see that the temperature appears to be rela-

tively well constrained from the ESPaDOnS spectrum, especially for temperatures

lower than the best fit. The same can be said about the Teff from the Hβ fit of the

FORS1 spectrum (Fig 6.19), which is relatively well constrained overall. However,

there appears to be a second minimum in the χ2
R solution for the Hβ line. This is

most likely due to the fact that the Balmer lines reach a maximum depth around this

temperature and as evident from Fig 6.20, only the far wings were used to constrain

the model. However, this region was further investigated and the global minimum is

found to be in the region plotted in Fig 6.19.

From the different fits to regions of the ESPaDOnS and the FORS1 spectra, a large

range in the estimated effective temperatures and surface gravities are found, with the

results listed in Table 6.7. If we take an average of the different log(g) results, this
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Figure 6.18: Contour map of the fitting results for HD 35187. The description of this
map is the same as in Fig 6.2.

would suggest a log(g) of 4.5 would be the best fit, although luminosity estimates

from Natta et al. (2004) (log(L/L⊙)=1.53) are more consistent with log(g)=4.0

(see Fig 6.4). Adopting log(g)=4.0 we find a best fit ESPaDOnS Teff of 8900 K for

a micro-turbulence of 2.0 km s−1, and v sin i=93 kms−1. In Fig 6.21 the best fit

model is compared to the ESPaDOnS spectrum, while Fig 6.20 compares the FORS1

observations to the corresponding best fit Balmer profiles.

As evident from Fig 6.21, some systematic differences exist between the model and

the observed spectrum, while other regions are well fit. In some regions the model

under fits a number of lines (e.g. Ca I (4226 Å), Fe II (4258 Å), Mg I (5183 Å) while

some other lines appear to be over fit (e.g. Fe II (4541 Å), C I (5052 Å), Ti II (5154

Å)). There is also evidence for some small continuum normalization differences. The

general quality of fit is good, with a final χ2
R=3.2. The C I line at 5052 Å appears

consistently under-fit in all stars that show this line. Therefore, it is possible that this
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Figure 6.19: Summary of fitting results for HD 35187. The description is the same
as in Fig 6.3.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of the best fit model spectrum with the observations ob-
tained with FORS1 for the two Balmer lines of HD 35187. The description is the
same as that given in Fig 6.6.

is simply a result of erroneous atomic data, such as an incorrect oscillator strength.

From the FORS1 spectrum (Fig 6.20), an emission component is evident in the blue

side (negative velocities) in the inner core/wing region of both Balmer lines.

The results of the different error estimation methods are listed in Table 6.8, with

the corresponding histograms displayed in Fig 6.22. Again, we see a well constrained

Teff from the Monte Carlo procedure compared to the uncertainty from the individ-

ual fits to the different line regions. As well, the temperature distribution from the

individual line regions shows a larger tail towards higher temperatures, most likely

attempts to fit the large systematic differences illustrated in Fig 6.21. However,

the distribution is approximately fit by a Gaussian and results in an uncertainty of

200 K from this method. Even with the uncertainty there is a disagreement be-

tween the Balmer line results and the metallic line temperatures. Therefore, the final
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of the best fit model (Teff=8900 K, log(g)=4.0, ξ=2.0 km s−1,
v sin i=93 kms−1) to the ESPaDOnS observation of HD 35187. The best fit model
found using our procedure (red) is compared to the observed spectrum (blue). Labels
identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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Teff is averaged between the Balmer line results and the metallic line results giving

Teff=8600 ± 200 K.

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Monte Carlo 8900 88 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 9000 189 76

Table 6.8: Error analysis results for HD 35187. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

Figure 6.22: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 35187. The description is the same as Fig 6.7.

As previously mentioned, this star is a suspected binary system (e.g. Vieira et

al. 2003; Carmona et al. 2007). Vieira et al. (2003) estimated the secondary’s

temperature at ∼7850 K, making it almost 1000 K cooler than the primary. Given

the results of tests conducted in §4.7, the secondary may well contribute significantly

to the optical spectrum as it provides somewhat less than ∼40 % of the total light in

this spectral region, if we assume the two stars have similar radii. Some of the observed

differences in our ESPaDOnS spectrum (Fig 6.21) may therefore be a result of the

companion and further investigation is required. It is possible that contributions

to the Balmer lines from the companion are responsible for the obtained FORS1
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Fitting Region Teff (K) log(g) v sin i (km s−1)
FORS1 Hγ 8000 4.0 -
FORS1 Hβ 8000 4.5 -
ESPaDOnS 7700 3.5 58

Table 6.9: The results from our automated fitting procedure for HD 36112 using
2.0 km s−1 micro-turbulence.

temperatures being substantially cooler than the estimated Teff from the ESPaDOnS

data.

From photometric measurements, Natta et al. (2004) obtained an effective tem-

perature of 9100 K for this star, while Vieira et al. (2003) measured a Teff of ∼8700 K.

As well, van den Ancker et al. (1998) determined a Teff of 8500 K using Hipparcos

photometry. The spectroscopic literature estimates span a similar temperature range

as the photometric estimates. Some of the spectroscopic estimates are close to our

estimates, such as 9120 K (Garcia Lopez et al. 2006) or 8975 K (Acke & van den

Ancker 2004), while other estimates are substantially larger (9500 K; Vieira et al.

2003).

6.1.5 HD 36112

HD 36112 (BD+25 843, MWC 758, HIP 25793) was originally classified as a Herbig

star by Malfait et al. (1998) and is positioned in the Taurus star forming region at

an approximate distance of 140-160 pc (Vieira et al. 2003). The results from each of

the fitting procedures are listed in Table 6.9, and the corresponding ESPaDOnS χ2
R

map is displayed in Fig 6.23. As well, the fits for the different parameters are shown

in Fig 6.24.
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Figure 6.23: Contour plot of fitting results for HD 36112. The description of this
map is the same as in Fig 6.2

.

From these results, the ESPaDOnS temperature should be relatively well con-

strained, as the χ2
R increases significantly for temperatures that differ by more than

500 K from the best fit Teff . The effective temperatures obtained from the FORS1

data do not show the same level of constraint. As well, a comparison of the inferred

parameters from the different fits shows the Teff from the Balmer lines to be consistent

at 8000 K, while the obtained log(g) values were not consistent amongst themselves.

A lower temperature and log(g) were obtained from fits to the ESPaDOnS spectrum.

Using the luminosity as determined by Wade et al. (2007) (log(L/L⊙)=1.24) and

our ESPaDOnS temperature, we estimate that an approximate mass of 2.0 M⊙ and

log(g)=4.0 are more consistent with the position of HD 36112 on the HR diagram

(Fig 6.24). Therefore, using a log(g) of 4.0, a ξ=3.0 km s−1 was determined as the

best overall fit. This resulted in a new best fit Teff=7800 K and v sin i=58 kms−1.

A comparison between our model and the ESPaDOnS observation is displayed in
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Figure 6.24: Summary of the fitting results for HD 36112. The description is the
same as in Fig 6.3. Black: ESPaDOnS, Green: FORS1 Hγ, Blue: FORS1 Hβ.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison of the best fit model to the ESPaDOnS observation of HD
36112. The best fit model (Teff=7800 K, log(g)=4.0, ξ=3.0 km s−1, v sin i=58 kms−1)
found using our procedure (red) is compared to the observed spectrum (blue). Labels
identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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Figure 6.26: Comparison of the best fit model spectrum with the observations ob-
tained with FORS1 for the two Balmer lines of HD 36112. The description is the
same as that given in Fig 6.6.

Fig 6.25, while the FORS1 observation and Balmer line models are shown in Fig 6.26.

The ESPaDOnS spectrum is well fit for most lines, but there are noticeable differences.

For instance, the lines of Ti II appear both under fit (e.g. 5072 Å) and over fit (e.g.

5129 Å). Also, the C I line (5052 Å) is under fit as well. It is possible that this is due

to contributions from the circumstellar material, as significant emission is present in

the core of both Balmer lines from the FORS1 spectrum (Fig 6.26).

The results from the different error analysis methods are listed in Table 6.10, with

the corresponding histograms shown in Fig 6.27. The results from the Monte Carlo

bootstrap method suggest a very low uncertainty, while we obtain a more realistic

uncertainty from the other method. As well, the Teff distribution obtained from this

method is well constrained, with very few outliers outside of the fit. Therefore, we

estimate an uncertainty for the Teff of this star of 150 K. In addition to this, we have a
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good agreement between the Balmer line and metallic line temperatures. Therefore,

we adopt Teff=7900 ± 150 K for HD 36112

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Monte Carlo 7900 54 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 7800 148 143

Table 6.10: Error analysis results for HD 36112. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

Figure 6.27: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 36112. The description is the same as Fig 6.7.

A comparison of our derived Teff (Teff=7900 ± 150 K) with those found in the

literature show general agreement, especially with other spectroscopically-derived ef-

fective temperatures. Acke & Waelkens (2004) measured an effective temperature

of 7750 K, which compares well with our temperature. As well, Beskrovnaya et al.

(1999) analyzed medium-resolution optical spectra and determined an effective tem-

perature of 7700 K, with a log(g) of 4.0 ± 0.25.

There is a much larger range in the derived effective temperatures from spectro-

photometric methods. A temperature estimate close to our spectroscopically deter-

mined effective temperature was obtained by Blondel & Tjin A Djie (2006), from
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their spectral classification of A7 III (∼7650 K). However, Elia et al. (2004), ob-

tained a spectral classification of A3 (∼8720 K), which is almost 1000 K higher than

our estimates and other reported literature values. Beskrovnaya et al. (1999) also

photometrically measured the effective temperature and obtained an estimate similar

(7600 K) to their spectroscopically determined value. In addition, Vieira et al. (2003)

obtained a photometric log(Teff) = 3.88 (∼7600 K).

Other reported values for the effective temperature of HD 36112 were not mea-

sured, but computed from reported SAO spectral classifications, SIMBAD spectral

classifications or other spectral classifications. This includes Oudmaijer et al. (1992)

who derived an effective temperature of 8700 K (A3e) and Mannings & Sargant

(2000), who determined Teff=8645 K. In the end, many of the published quantitative

temperature estimates agree well with our inferred Teff .

6.1.6 HD 142666

HD 142666 (BD-21 4228) is believed to be part of the Scorpius R1 star forming region

(Vieira et al. 2003) at an estimated distance of 100-160 pc (Guimarães et al. 2006).

The results from the fits to the FORS1 and ESPaDOnS spectra are listed in Table

6.11, showing different results from the fits for each parameter. Two observations

were obtained with ESPaDOnS on separate nights; a comparison of the observations

is displayed in Fig 6.28 showing very few differences. The contour maps for both

ESPaDOnS spectra are shown in Fig 6.29. These χ2
R maps are very similar, but

the Teff appears better constrained from the Feb. 20th spectrum. The fits to the

individual parameters from the different observations are displayed in Fig 6.30. From

these plots, we see that the fits for the Teff all show a similar behaviour, even though
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Fitting Region Teff (K) log(g) v sin i (km s−1)
FORS1 Hγ 7300 3.5 -
FORS1 Hβ 7500 4.5 -

ESPaDOnS (Feb 19) 7600 4.0 65
ESPaDOnS (Feb 20) 7600 3.5 65

Table 6.11: The results from our automated fitting procedure for HD 142666 using
2.0 km s−1 micro-turbulence.

different temperatures are determined. However, the log(g) does not show this same

behaviour and the different fits each imply a different value.

The luminosity as estimated by Dominik et al. (2003) (log(L/L⊙)=1.04+0.18
−0.3 )

was used to determine HD 142666’s position on the HR diagram (Fig 6.4). Based

on this position and the results from the majority of our fits, a log(g)=4.0 would

best represent this star. Therefore, using a log(g)=4.0, a best fit micro-turbulence

of 4.0 km s−1 was found with a corresponding Teff of 7900 K, for both ESPaDOnS

observations. In addition to this, the Feb. 19th spectrum resulted in a best fit v sin i

of 67 km s−1, while a v sin i of 69 km s−1 was obtained with the Feb. 20th spectrum.

The model fit to FORS1 spectrum is shown in Fig 6.31 and the corresponding model

of the ESPaDOnS spectrum (for the night of Feb. 19th) is displayed in Fig 6.32.

The FORS1 spectra show some obvious deviations from the models, in particular

strong emission in the cores of both lines. As well, the Hγ line shows some deviations

from the model in its blue wing. The fit to the ESPaDOnS spectrum also shows some

minor differences compared to the model, but overall the model provides an excellent

fit, as indicated by the very low χ2
R=2.2 (in comparison to the other stars).

Table 6.12 lists the results from the different error analyses applied to the ES-

PaDOnS observations, while the different temperature distributions obtained from

these methods are displayed in Fig 6.33. From these figures, it is evident that the
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Figure 6.28: Comparison of the two observations obtained for HD 142666 for a few
sample regions. The two observations were obtained on separate nights, Feb. 19th
(black) and Feb. 20th (red).

Figure 6.29: Contour maps of fitting results for HD 142666 for Feb. 19th (left) and
Feb. 20th (right). The description for both maps is the same as in Fig 6.2.
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Figure 6.30: Summary of fitting results for HD 142666. The description is the same
as in Fig 6.3. Only the results from the night of Feb. 19th are included in the v sin i,
Teff and log(g) plots. While the ξ results (upper right) are displayed for both the Feb.
19th (solid) and Feb. 20th (dashed) data. Black: ESPaDOnS, Green: Hγ, Blue: Hβ.
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Figure 6.31: Comparison of the best fit model spectrum with the observation obtained
with FORS1 for the two Balmer lines of HD 142666. The description is the same as
that given in Fig 6.6.

distribution is well described by a Gaussian profile, with similar distributions being

obtained from each night. Even taking into account the derived uncertainty, there

is a slight disagreement between the Balmer line temperatures and the metallic lines

temperature. The unusually high micro-turbulence of this star is the likely cause,

since a more plausible value of ∼2 km s−1 (reasonable for stars near this tempera-

ture) would result in a Teff more consistent with the Balmer line results. Ultimately,

we take the average of the Balmer line results and the metallic line results to obtain

Teff=7700 ± 200 K.

The majority of the published Teff measurements for HD 142666 have been ob-

tained spectroscopically, and are generally consistent within a few 100 K. Garcia

Lopez et al. (2006) determined a Teff of 7580 K, while Guimarães et al. (2006) ob-

tained a Teff of 7500 ± 500 K using much higher resolution spectra and their analysis
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of best fit model to the ESPaDOnS observation of HD
142666 for the night of Feb. 19th. The best fit model (Teff=7900 K, log(g)=4.0,
ξ=4.0 km s−1, v sin i=67 kms−1) found using our procedure (red) is compared to the
observed spectrum (blue). Labels identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are
indicated above. Description of this figure is the same as in Fig 6.5.
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Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Feb. 19th

Monte Carlo 8000 63 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 7900 205 130

Feb. 21st
Monte Carlo 8000 54 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 7900 161 130

Table 6.12: Error analysis results for HD 142666. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

of the Balmer lines. As well, Blondel & Tjie A Djie (2006) estimated a spectral class

of A7III (Teff∼7650 K), while Acke & van den Ancker (2004) obtained a similar spec-

tral classification with a Teff of 7600 K. While Elia et al. (2004) also used spectral

classification to estimate the Teff , they derived Teff=8200 K, much higher than most

estimates.

While most of the estimates of the Teff were derived spectroscopically, a few esti-

mates were computed from photometric means. For instance, Dominik et al. (2003)

estimated a Teff of 8500 K from fitting models to the SED of HD 142666. This esti-

mate is much closer to Elia et al.’s, however Vieira et al. (2003) obtained a log(Teff)

of 3.85 (∼7200 K), which is even cooler than the other temperatures.

The majority of the literature temperatures for this star put it at a Teff of near

7600 K, which is comparable to our adopted value (Teff=7700 ± 200 K).

6.1.7 HD 144432

Observations by Oudmaijer et al. (1992) originally hinted at the possibility of HD 144432

(HIP 78943) being a PMS star. This star is believed to be in the Scorpius-Centaurus-

Lupus star forming region at an approximate distance of 145 pc (Pérez et al. 2004).
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Figure 6.33: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 142666. The upper row shows the results for the night of
Feb. 19th, while the lower row for the night of Feb. 20th. The description is the
same as Fig 6.7.

Two separate observations of this star were obtained with ESPaDOnS in addition to

the FORS1 data. A comparison of the spectra from the two nights shows very few

differences, as illustrated in Fig 6.34. The very consistent results from our fitting

procedure are summarized in Table 6.13.

The consistency between the parameters of the different fits is very encouraging.

The contour maps obtained from the two ESPaDOnS spectra are displayed in Fig 6.35.

Both of these figures suggest that the Teff should be well constrained. The results for

the fits for each parameter are shown in Fig 6.36. In Fig 6.37 a comparison between

the FORS1 spectrum and the best fit models are shown. Large differences exist
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Fitting Region Teff (K) log(g) v sin i (km s−1)
FORS1 Hγ 7200 3.0 -
FORS1 Hβ 7200 3.0 -

ESPaDOnS (Feb 19) 7200 3.5 77
ESPaDOnS (Feb 20) 7300 3.0 77

Table 6.13: The results from our automated fitting procedure for HD 144432 using
2.0 km s−1 micro-turbulence.
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of the two observations acquired for HD 144432 for a few
sample regions. The two observations were obtained on separate nights, Feb. 19th
(black) and Feb. 20th (red).
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Figure 6.35: Contour maps of fitting results for HD 144432 for Feb. 19th (left) and
Feb. 20th (right). The description for both maps is the same as in Fig 6.2.
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Figure 6.36: Summary of fitting results for HD 144432. The description is the same
as in Fig 6.3. The Feb. 20th observation (dashed) is only included in the ξ fits (upper
right panel).
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Figure 6.37: Comparison of the best fit model spectrum with the observations ob-
tained with FORS1 for the two Balmer lines of HD 144432. The description is the
same as that given in Fig 6.6.

between both models, especially in the cores of both Balmer lines, while some smaller

differences are also evident in the wings. From the ESPaDOnS comparison (Fig 6.38),

we see many large systematic differences between the model and observation. Many

of the lines appear either under fit, with a few over fit. This is possibly indicative of

contributions from the circumstellar material, as suggested by the strong emission in

the Balmer lines.

The log(g) fits propose that the log(g) should be 3.0, but this does not agree with

the luminosity data available. Using the luminosity as computed by Dominik et al.

(2003) (log(L/L⊙)=1.51+0.18
−0.30), the mass is approximately 2.0 M⊙, indicating that a

log(g) of 3.5 is more consistent than 3.0 (Fig 6.4). As this star is in an intermediate

location between 2 and 3 M⊙, it is possible that it could have a mass closer to

3 M⊙. However, using a mass of 3.0 M⊙ does not change the results for the log(g)
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Figure 6.38: Comparison of best fit models of HD 144432. The best fit model
(Teff=7500 K, log(g)=3.5, ξ=3.0 km s−1, v sin i=79 kms−1) found using our proce-
dure (red) is compared to the observed spectrum (blue). Labels identifying the ion
and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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Figure 6.39: A comparison of the lines of constant log(g) for 2 M⊙ (solid black) and 3
M⊙ (dashed black). PMS tracks are also included (blue) as well as the ZAMS (green).

estimates as the difference between the lines of constant log(g) do not vary much,

as shown in Fig 6.39. As well, the Balmer lines are insensitive to surface gravity

at this temperature (Gray 2005). Therefore, a value of log(g)=3.5 best represents

all available data. With a log(g) of 3.5, a best fit micro-turbulence was found to

be 3.0 km s−1 for both ESPaDOnS observations. A corresponding Teff of 7500 K for

Feb. 19th and 7400 K for Feb. 20th was determined, with a v sin i of 79 km s−1 and

80 km s−1 respectively.

The results of the error analysis for this star are shown in Fig 6.40 and are listed

in Table 6.14. The Monte Carlo method shows a very narrow temperature distri-

bution compared to the other method. From the temperatures fit from individual

line regions, a very broad distribution is obtained for both nights. This distribution
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is well contained within the Gaussian fit. Therefore, we adopt a conservative tem-

perature uncertainty of 300 K for this star. With this uncertainty, the metallic line

temperatures are consistent with the average Balmer line temperature. Therefore,

we adopt an average of the metallic line temperature and Balmer line temperature,

which results in a Teff=7400 ± 300 K.

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Feb. 19th

Monte Carlo 7600 49 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 7400 294 91

Feb. 20th
Monte Carlo 7500 47 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 7400 261 90

Table 6.14: Error analysis results for HD 144432. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

HD 144432 is a binary system, with an estimated K5 secondary (∼4350 K) (Car-

mona et al. 2007). As the Teff of the companion is significantly cooler than the

primary, it should not contribute significantly at optical wavelengths. Photometric

measurements for this system have estimated the Teff at 8000 K (Dominik et al. 2003)

and ∼8200 K (Vieira et al. 2003). Spectroscopically, we see a larger range in inferred

temperatures. Garcia Lopez et al. (2007) estimated the Teff at 7300 K, consistent

with the temperature of Guimarães et al. (2006) of 7300 ± 300 K and a log(g) of 4.3 ±

0.1. Blondel & Tjin A Djie (2006) derive a spectral class of A8V/A9III (∼7580/7300

K), similar to the spectral classification of Acke & van den Ancker (2004), which

resulted in a Teff of 7345 K. The spectral classification of Elia et al. (2004) of A3

results in a significantly hotter temperature of ∼8720 K. Lastly, the results of Perez

et al. (2004) provide Teff= 7500 K, which is consistent with our estimates, but a

log(g) of 4.0, closer to the estimates of Guimarães et al. (2006), but not consistent
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Figure 6.40: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 144432. The upper row shows the results for the night of
Feb. 19th, while the lower row for the night of Feb. 20th. The description is the
same as Fig 6.7.

with our log(g). However, a v sin i of 80 km s−1 by Guimarães et al. (2006) agrees

with our measurements (79 and 80 km s−1). In addition to these measurements, we

quote the Teff , log(g), and v sin i used by Hubrig et al. (2007) in their magnetic field

measurements of HD 144432; a Teff of 7250 K, a log(g) of 4.0, and a v sin i of 100

km s−1.

Our adopted Teff=7400 ± 300 K is consistent with all of the spectroscopic es-

timates, but is slightly cooler than the photometric estimates (8000 K, 8200 K).

However, assuming reasonable uncertainties for the photometric temperatures results

in consistent photometric and spectroscopic temperatures.
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Figure 6.41: Contour map of the fitting results for HD 145718. The description of
this map is the same as in Fig 6.2.

6.1.8 HD 145718

HD 145718 (V718 Sco, BD-22 4119, HIP 79476) is situated in the ρ Ophiuchus/Scorpius

OB2 association at a predicted distance of ∼139 pc (Vieira et al. 2003). As no FORS1

observations were obtained by Wade et al. (2007), the results for this star are based

solely on the single ESPaDOnS observation. The results from the fitting procedure

are shown in Fig 6.41 and Fig 6.42. Teff=7800 K, log(g)=4.0, and v sin i=111 kms−1

were determined assuming a micro-turbulence of 2.0 km s−1. As evident from the χ2
R

map, the temperature appears to be well constrained.

Hernandez et al. (2005) estimated the luminosity of HD 145718 at log(L/L⊙)=1.11,

implying this star has a mass of 2 M⊙. Using this information, a log(g) of 4.0 is still

found to be consistent with the placement HD 145718 on the HR diagram. After

allowing the micro-turbulence to vary, we obtained a Teff of 8100 K, for a best fit

ξ=4.0 km s−1, and a v sin i=117 kms−1. A comparison of the best fit model to the
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Figure 6.42: Summary of fitting results for HD 145718. The description is the same
as in Fig 6.3.
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ESPaDOnS observation is shown in Fig 6.43.

Some differences are evident between the model and observation but the overall

fit is good, with χ2
R=3.4. Some strong lines appear over fit, possibly a result of the

unusually high micro-turbulence. However, many regions are well fit, suggesting this

model is capable of reproducing the general characteristics of the spectrum.

A histogram of the distribution of Teff from each of the error analysis methods is

shown in Fig 6.44. The estimated uncertainties from these distributions are listed in

Table 6.15. From these estimates, we adopt an uncertainty of 200 K for this star.

Therefore, we adopt Teff=8100 ± 200 K for this star.

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Monte Carlo 8200 58 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 8100 175 62

Table 6.15: Error analysis results for HD 145718. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

While only a few estimates of the Teff exist for this star, they do range over

∼1200 K. Spectroscopically, a Teff of 7500 ± 200 K and a log(g) of 3.4 ± 0.1 was

obtained by Guimarães et al. (2006), with a v sin i 115 km s−1. A photometric

estimate of ∼8300 K was obtained by Hernandez et al. (2005) using the SED of

HD 145718 and analyzing key regions that are sensitive to temperature variations.

This is in great contrast to the estimate of Vieira et al. (2003) of log(Teff) = 3.848 ∼

7050 K. With such a large range in inferred temperatures, it is easy for our estimates

to be consistent with at least some (and impossible to agree with all!). In Fig 6.45,

we compare a model computed assuming the 7500 K temperature of Guimarães et al.

with the model obtained in this study, using the same surface gravity as determined

in this study, but a more plausible micro-turbulence of 2.0 km s−1. This comparison
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Figure 6.43: Comparison of best fit models of HD 145718. The best fit model
(Teff=8100 K, log(g)=4.0, ξ=4.0 km s−1, v sin i=117 kms−1) found using our pro-
cedure (red) is compared to the observed spectrum (blue). Labels identifying the ion
and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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Figure 6.44: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 145718. The description is the same as Fig 6.7.

shows that most of the lines are fit well by both models, with only minor differences,

generally too small to rule out either model. However, the only region that shows

distinguishable differences is around 4459 Å, where we see our model much more able

to fit the observation. Therefore, spectroscopically, we can tentatively rule out the

cooler temperature models.

6.1.9 HD 144668

HD 144668 (V856 Sco, HIP 79080, HR 5999) is located in the Lupus T3 star forming

region (Blondel & Tjin A Djie 2006) at an approximate distance of 210 pc (van den

Ancker et al. 1998). HD 144668 shows strong photometric variability, is believed to

be a δ Scuti pulsator, as well as having a binary companion (Blondel & Tjin A Djie

2006) at a separation of 44′′. This separation is large compared to the pinhole or slit of

ESPaDOnS and therefore not expected to contribute to the observed spectrum. The

results from the fitting procedure for FORS1 and ESPaDOnS are listed in Table 6.16,

while the contour map from the ESPaDOnS fit is shown in Fig 6.46. Also included

in Fig 6.47 are the individual fits for each parameter.
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Figure 6.45: Comparison between different proposed models for HD 145718 for a
sample spectral region. The ESPaDOnS observation (blue) is compared to our model
(Teff=8100 K, ξ=4.0 km s−1; red) and a cooler model (∼7500 K, ξ=2 kms−1; green).
Labels identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are indicated above.

Fitting Region Teff (K) log(g) v sin i (km s−1)
FORS1 Hγ 7600 4.5 -
FORS1 Hβ 7600 4.5 -
ESPaDOnS 7800 3.0 185

Table 6.16: The results from our automated fitting procedure for HD 144668 using
2.0 km s−1 micro-turbulence.
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Figure 6.46: Contour map of the fitting results for HD 144668. The description of
this map is the same as in Fig 6.2.
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Figure 6.47: Summary of fitting results for HD 144668. The description is the same
as in Fig 6.3. Black: ESPaDOnS, Green: Hγ, Blue: Hβ.
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Figure 6.48: Comparison of the best fit model spectrum with the observations ob-
tained with FORS1 for the two Balmer lines of HD 144668. The description is the
same as that given in Fig 6.6.

The best Teff from the different fits show a good agreement between the FORS1

and the ESPaDOnS data, but the log(g) results are not consistent. The luminosity as

estimated by van den Ancker et al. (1997) (log(L/L⊙)=1.89+0.18
−0.15) results in a mass of

approximately 3 M⊙ for this star, which corresponds to a log(g) of 3.5 using our Teff

(Fig 6.56). This value is intermediate between the ESPaDOnS and FORS1 results,

and therefore we adopted this value for the remainder of this study. Using a log(g)

of 3.5, we obtained a Teff of 8200 K, for a best fit micro-turbulence of 5.0 km s−1 and

v sin i=186 kms−1. Fig 6.48 shows a comparison between the best fit model to the

FORS1 observation, while Fig 6.49 compares our best fit model with the ESPaDOnS

observations of HD 144668.

In both cases, the FORS1 Balmer line models fail to match the depth in the

core of the lines, but produce a good fit to the wings. In the ESPaDOnS spectrum,
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Figure 6.49: Comparison of the best fit model to the ESPaDOnS observation of HD
144668. The best fit model (Teff=8200 K, log(g)=3.5, ξ=5 kms−1, v sin i=186 kms−1)
found using our procedure (red) is compared to the observed spectrum (blue). Labels
identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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there are many, large systematic differences between the model and the observation.

The model is not able to reproduce the depths of most lines, as sharp absorption is

observed in the blue wing of many Fe and Ba lines. This is likely due to circumstellar

absorption in these lines as the same effect is observed in the Balmer lines. However,

even with these large deviations, the results from the error estimation methods still

suggest a relatively low uncertainty in the Teff . These results are listed in Table 6.17.

As well, the histograms from the results of the different methods are displayed in

Fig 6.50. From these results we suggest an uncertainty of ∼200 K in the Teff of this

star.

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Monte Carlo 8000 112 50
Temp Sens Lines (1.0) 8300 211 28

Table 6.17: Error analysis results for HD 144668. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

Figure 6.50: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 144668. The description is the same as Fig 6.7.

The unusually large inferred micro-turbulence of this star (5 km s−1) is somewhat

of a mystery, but is most likely caused by the attempts of our fitting program to fit

a model to regions with increased absorption. In Fig 6.51, we compare different ξ
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Figure 6.51: Comparison of different micro-turbulence models to the ESPaDOnS
observation of HD 144668 for a small spectral region. Note: the spectral line at
5018 Å has been ignored from the different fits and is cut from these models. Also
note that while our procedure obtained a best ξ=5 kms−1, the 0 km s−1 model does
a better job of fitting several regions, while in others the two different models are
nearly indistinguishable. Very few regions are better fit with the ξ=5 kms−1 model.
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models to get a better understanding of this high micro-turbulence. In most lines, we

find the two ξ models indistinguishable, except for a few regions. In these regions we

have situations where the ξ=0 kms−1 better fits the region, while in other situations

a ξ=5 kms−1 model is better able to fit the spectrum. Therefore, we cannot conclude

which ξ is correct. In this a case, the averaging of the Balmer line temperature

(which is insensitive to micro-turbulence) should help to compensate for this, and the

Teff=7900 ± 200 K.

We were only able to obtain a single photometric estimate of 7950 K (van den

Ancker et al. 1998), while many more spectroscopic estimates were available from

observed spectral classifications. Blondel & Tjin A Djie (2006) were not able to

precisely define the spectral class of this star and therefore obtained a classification

of A5III (∼8100 K), A6IV (∼8000 K) and A7III (∼7650 K), which results in a large

range in temperature. Other measurements include a Teff of ∼8000 K (Acke & van

den Ancker 2004) and a much hotter temperature of 8700 K (Elia et al. 2004)3.

However, many of these estimates agree well with the Teff obtained in this work (7900

± 200 K).

6.1.10 HD 176386

HD 176386 (HIP 93425) is located at an approximate distance of 140 pc, in the cluster

NGC 6727 (van den Ancker et al. 1997). Only a single ESPaDOnS observation was

obtained and the fitting results are displayed in the contour map in Fig 6.52 and the

fits for the individual parameters in Fig 6.53. From these results, we can see that the

Teff is not well constrained, especially for higher temperatures.

3This may not actually represent the temperature of this star as it was label as both HD 155568
as well as HR 5999=HD 144668 in their work.
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Figure 6.52: Contour map of the fitting results for HD 176386. The description of
this map is the same as in Fig 6.2.
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Figure 6.53: Summary of fitting results for HD 176386. The description is the same
as in Fig 6.3.
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Using a micro-turbulence of 2.0 km s−1, a best fit Teff was found to be 11500 K,

with a log(g) of 4.5. This was obtained with a corresponding v sin i of 168 km s−1. A

log(g) of 4.5 was also found to be consistent with the luminosity estimates of van den

Ancker et al. (1997) (log(L/L⊙)=1.69+0.14
−0.13) as illustrated in Fig 6.56. After varying

the micro-turbulence, ξ=2.0 km s−1 was found to produce the best fit. Fig 6.54 shows

a comparison between the best fit model and the ESPaDOnS data.

For most lines in the spectrum, the model is able to reproduce the observation

very well. In some regions, there appear to be inconsistencies in the continuum

normalization (or the possibility of emission in the far wings) while a few lines are

under fit (e.g. Mg II 4481 Å). As the χ2
R map would suggest, the Teff is not well

constrained for this star. The uncertainties from our analysis methods are listed in

Table 6.18, and the Monte Carlo uncertainty does reflect the uncertainty observed in

the χ2
R contour maps. The distribution obtained from the individual line regions does

not show as a large a distribution as the Monte Carlo, but there are a few outliers. In

this situation, the uncertainty derived from the Monte Carlo method provides a more

conservative uncertainty and therefore we adopt an uncertainty of 350 K for the Teff

of this star. Therefore the Teff=11500 ± 350 K.

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Monte Carlo 11600 330 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.1) 11500 173 21

Table 6.18: Error analysis results for HD 176386. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

Very few measurements of the Teff have been reported. Only two literature es-

timates could be found, but fortunately were obtained with different methods and

were consistent with one another. From spectroscopic methods, a Teff of 10600 K
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Figure 6.54: Comparison of best fit models of HD 176386. The best fit model
(Teff=11500 K, log(g)=4.5, ξ=2.0 km s−1, v sin i=168 kms−1) found using our proce-
dure (red) is compared to the observed spectrum (blue). Labels identifying the ion
and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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Figure 6.55: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 176386. The description is the same as Fig 6.7.

was obtained (Garcia Lopez et al. 2006), while a Teff of ∼10700 K was inferred from

photometric methods (van den Ancker et al. 1997). Neither of these estimates were

close to our obtained values (Teff=11500 ± 350 K).

The insensitivity of the model to temperature variations in this temperature, as

illustrated in Fig 6.53 and Fig 6.52, does show that a temperature as low as about

10800 K may still provide a good fit. We carried out this comparison between our

11500 K and a 10800 K model, as shown in Fig 6.57. From this figure, we see that

there are some regions where the hotter model provides a noticeably better fit, but

most of the regions are indistinguishable.

6.1.11 HD 17081

HD 17081 (89 Cet, π Cet, BD-14 519, HR 811, HIP 12770), which is the hottest

star in our sample, is believed to be at a distance of 135 pc with an approximate

age of 0.1 Myr (Habart et al. 2003). It is also a known long period binary, with a

period of 7.45 yrs (Lacy et al. 1997). Two ESPaDOnS observations were obtained on

consecutive nights, and a single FORS1 spectrum was obtained by Wade et al. (2007).
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Figure 6.56: HR diagram for the stars in our sample with a mass approximately
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black). Lines of constant log(g) are also shown (dashed black).
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Figure 6.57: Comparison between different proposed models for HD 176386 for a
sample spectral region. The ESPaDOnS observation (blue) is compared to our model
(Teff=11500 K; red) and a cooler model (∼10800 K; green). Labels identifying the
ion and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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Fitting Region Teff (K) log(g) v sin i (km s−1)
FORS1 Hγ 12200 3.5 -
FORS1 Hβ 12400 3.5 -

ESPaDOnS (Feb 19) 14000 4.5 19
ESPaDOnS (Aug 20) 14000 4.5 19

Table 6.19: The results from our automated fitting procedure for HD 17081 using
2.0 km s−1 micro-turbulence.

The results from the fits to each spectrum are listed in Table 6.19. A comparison of

the ESPaDOnS spectra obtained on the two separate nights is shown in Fig 6.58. The

contour maps resulting from the fits to the ESPaDOnS data are shown in Fig 6.59,

while a plot of the fits for the individual parameters is displayed in Fig 6.60.

The differences between the two ESPaDOnS observations were small but system-

atic, and mainly confined to small shifts in the cores of many lines. As well, the

corresponding χ2
R maps from each night are very similar. The best fit parameters

from the two ESPaDOnS observations were consistent amongst themselves, while

the fits from the Balmer lines were consistent amongst themselves (within 200 K).

However, the Balmer line temperatures were considerably cooler than the ESPaDOnS

temperature. The fits to the parameters from the ESPaDOnS spectra suggest a log(g)

1.0 dex greater than that determined from the FORS1 Balmer lines. It is interesting

to note that from the χ2
R plots in Fig 6.60, the Balmer lines are seeking fits with low

surface gravity and low temperature, while the ESPaDOnS metallic lines are seeking

high surface gravity and high temperature. While the Balmer lines are insensitive

to temperature changes at this effective temperature, they do show a strong sensi-

tivity to the surface gravity (Gray 2005). However, using the proposed luminosity

of log(L/L⊙)=2.70 (Habart et al. 2003), a best log(g) of 4.0 results from the star’s

position on the HR diagram (∼4.5 M⊙; Fig 6.64). Using log(g)=4.0 also results in a
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Figure 6.58: Comparison of the two observations obtained for HD 17081 for a few
sample regions. The two observations were obtained on separate nights, Feb. 19th
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the lines. This property was first identified as a result of the research conducted in
this study.
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Figure 6.59: Contour maps of fitting results for HD 17081 for Feb. 19th (left) and
Feb. 20th (right). The description for both maps is the same as in Fig 6.2.
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Figure 6.60: Summary of fitting results for HD 17081. The description is the same as
in Fig 6.3. Included in the v sin i, Teff and log(g) fits are only the results from the Feb.
19th ESPaDOnS observation. The fits to the night of Feb. 20th (red) are included in
the ξ fits (upper right panel). Black: ESPaDOnS, Green: FORS1 Hγ, Blue: FORS1
Hβ.
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Figure 6.61: Comparison of the best fit model spectrum with the observations ob-
tained with FORS1 for the two Balmer lines of HD 17081. The description is the
same as that given in Fig 6.6.

somewhat better overall fit to the wings of the helium lines. Using this log(g) results

in a best fit micro-turbulence of 2.0 km s−1, and a Teff of 13700 K with a v sin i of

20 km s−1, for both nights. A comparison between the Balmer line fits and the FORS1

data are shown in Fig 6.61 while Fig 6.62 compares our modelled spectrum to the

ESPaDOnS observation for the night of Feb. 19th.

From Fig 6.61, we can see that the models do a very reasonable job of fitting the

wings of the both Balmer lines. However, deviations are still observed in the core,

with the Hγ profile being over fit, and the Hβ profile being under fit. A detailed look

at the ESPaDOnS comparison (Fig 6.62) shows a similar behaviour, in that most

lines are either under fit or over fit, , with only the weak lines being well fit. These

systematic differences occur throughout the spectrum, with very few lines being well

modelled.
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Figure 6.62: Comparison of the best fit model to the ESPaDOnS observation of HD
17081. The best fit model (Teff=13700 K, log(g)=4.0, ξ=2.0 km s−1, v sin i=20 kms−1)
found using our procedure (red) is compared to the observed spectrum (blue). Labels
identifying the ion and wavelength of each line are indicated above.
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A summary of the results from the different error analyses is presented in Table

6.20. A histogram of the distributions corresponding to these different methods is

displayed in Fig 6.63, for both nights of ESPaDOnS data. All the temperatures

appear normally distributed in each of the histograms, and in particular, well fit by a

Gaussian for the individual line region method. However, many outliers exist in these

distributions and the results of the Monte Carlo method suggest a larger uncertainty

than estimated from the line sensitivity method (especially for the night of the 20th).

However, the Monte Carlo method from the night of the 20th seems excessively high,

especially considering all the other estimates are much lower. We therefore adopt

an uncertainty of 400 K. While the Balmer lines are insensitive to temperature for

stars of this Teff , we still feel that the Balmer lines provide an additional constraint.

Therefore, the Teff of this star is estimated from the average of the Balmer line results

and the ESPaDOnS metallic lines result, giving Teff=13000 ± 400 K.

Method Median Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Feb. 19th

Monte Carlo 13700 300 150
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 13700 365 82

Feb. 20th
Monte Carlo 13800 545 150
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 13800 378 75

Table 6.20: Error analysis results for HD 17081. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

HD 17081 is perhaps one of the most interesting stars studied in this thesis. The

literature results for this star show a large range in Teff as well as some evidence

for chemical peculiarities. Using medium-resolution spectra, Cenarro et al. (2007)

determined Teff=13320 K and log(g)=3.64. Sowell et al. (2007) classify this star as

a B7IV (∼13000 K) from data contained in the Hipparcos and Michigan Spectral
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Figure 6.63: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 17081. The upper row shows the results for the night of
Feb. 19th, while the lower row for the night of Feb. 20th. The description is the
same as Fig 6.7.

catalogue. A slightly hotter temperature of 13150 K was estimated by Ryabchikova

(2005) based on optical spectra. However, a more recent thorough investigation of

high-resolution optical spectra of this star has resulted in a lower temperature of

∼12800 K (Ryabchikova et al., in prep). This is consistent with other spectroscopic

estimates from high-resolution (R ∼ 45000) based off the work of Acke & Waelkens

(2004), who derive a Teff of 13000 K. Additionally, Acke & Waelkens (2004) measure

a v sin i of 18 km s−1, consistent with our estimates. Lastly, Adelman et al. (2002)

spectroscopically estimated a Teff of 13100 K, with a log(g) of 3.85 based off of their

analysis of the Hγ profile and the accompanying optical spectrum.
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Figure 6.64: HR diagram for HD 17081 (red circle), with an approximate mass of
4.7 M⊙. The zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) is plotted (green) along with PMS
evolutionary tracks for the indicated masses (solid black). Lines of constant log(g)
are also shown (dashed black).
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While many spectroscopic Teff estimates exist, only a few photometric values were

found. Adelman et al. (2002) also photometrically determined the Teff of HD 17081

to be 13174 K, with a log(g) of 3.70 from their uvbyβ photometry. Habart et al.

(2003) estimated a Teff of 12300 K from Johnson photometry, which is much cooler

than any of the previous estimates.

It is interesting that our FORS1 results were more consistent with Habart et al.

(2003), yet not consistent with the majority of the other published values, which were

also all lower than the ESPaDOnS estimates. However, with the adopted Teff=13000

± 400 K representing the average results from the FORS1 and ESPaDOnS data, our

estimate is consistent with most of these results.

HD 17081 is also a known single-line, long-period, spectroscopic binary (P =

7.45 yrs), with a less massive companion (Lacy et al. 1997). Based on their spectro-

scopically inferred orbit, Lacy et al. (1997) suggest that the companion star would

be an insignificant contributor to the observed optical light. Using the higher mass of

Wade et al. (2007) and the expected position of the companion on the HR diagram if

it is in co-evolution with HD 17081, we still find that it is unlikely that the companion

contributes in a significant way to the optical light, but we cannot completely rule

out this possibility.

6.1.12 HD 244604

HD 244604 (V1410 Ori, BD+11 838) is located in the upper Orion star forming

region (Miroshnichenko et al. 1999). Observations obtained by Baines et al. (2006)

suggest that HD 244604 is a possible double star system. The results from the fitting

procedure to the FORS1 observations and the single ESPaDOnS spectrum are listed
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Fitting Region Teff (K) log(g) v sin i (km s−1)
FORS1 Hγ 8300 4.0 -
FORS1 Hβ 8100 4.0 -
ESPaDOnS 8200 3.5 95

Table 6.21: The results from our automated fitting procedure for HD 244604 using
2.0 km s−1 micro-turbulence.

Figure 6.65: Contour map of the fitting results for HD 244604. The description of
this map is the same as in Fig 6.2.

in Table 6.21. The χ2
R contour map for the ESPaDOnS fit as well as the results

from the fits for the individual parameters are displayed in Fig 6.65 and Fig 6.66

respectively.

The consistency between the Teff measurements between the FORS1 and ES-

PaDOnS observations is very good. Yet, both Balmer lines resulted in log(g) of 4.0,

while the ESPaDOnS data resulted in a log(g) of 3.5. No published luminosity could

be found for this star, leaving us unable to refine the surface gravity. However, Acke &

Waelkens (2004) estimated the log(g) of this star to be 4.0, and we therefore adopted

this as the surface gravity to be consistent with our FORS1 results. Using this value
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Figure 6.66: Summary of fitting results for HD 244604. The description is the same
as in Fig 6.3.
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Figure 6.67: Comparison of the best fit model spectrum with the observations ob-
tained with FORS1 for the two Balmer lines HD 244604. The description is the same
as that given in Fig 6.6.

for the ESPaDOnS fit, we obtained a best Teff=8200 K, for a micro-turbulence of

2.0 km s−1, and v sin i of 101 km s−1. Fig 6.67 compares the best fit models with the

Balmer lines for the FORS1 observation, and a comparison of the best fit model to

the ESPaDOnS observation is given in Fig 6.68.

The model fits to the FORS1 Balmer lines do an excellent job of fitting the ma-

jority of the profile, except the core, where the observation appears to be in slight

emission with respect to the model. With regards to the ESPaDOnS spectrum, the

model does not reproduce the observation as well. In fact, several lines appear weaker

than predicted by the model.

The results of the different error methods are listed in Table 6.22, with the cor-

responding histograms for each method displayed in Fig 6.69. The distribution from
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Figure 6.68: Comparison of best fit models of HD 244604. The best fit model
(Teff=8200 K, log(g)=4.0, ξ=2 kms−1, found using our procedure (red) is compared
to the observed spectrum (blue). Labels identifying the ion and wavelength of each
line are indicated above.
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the individual line method is well fit by a Gaussian, with very few outliers. Therefore,

the uncertainty from this method is taken as the adopted uncertainty at 200 K. As

the FORS1 and ESPaDOnS temperatures are consistent, the Teff=8200 ± 200 K.

Method Mean Teff (K) ∆Teff (K) # of Regions
Monte Carlo 8400 61 50
Temp Sens Lines (0.5) 8100 194 92

Table 6.22: Error analysis results for HD 244604. The description is the same as in
Table 6.3.

Figure 6.69: Histograms indicating the distribution of Teff from the multiple error
analysis methods for HD 244604. The description is the same as Fig 6.7.

The Teff of 8200 ± 200 K from our work in this study is not entirely consistent with

published temperatures for this star, which range from Teff=8750 K (Acke & Waelkens

2004) and ∼8700 K (corresponding to a spectral class of A3; SIMBAD; Baines et al.

2006). These estimates are higher than our estimate (including the uncertainty),

and while the Balmer lines do not show much sensitivity to temperature increases,

the lines contained within the ESPaDOnS spectrum do (Fig 6.66). As evidenced in

Fig 6.70, the 8200 K model represents overall a better fit to the ESPaDOnS spectrum

than a hotter 8700 K model.
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Figure 6.70: Comparison between different proposed models for HD 244604 for a
sample spectral region. The ESPaDOnS observation (blue) is compared to our model
(Teff=8200 K; red) and a hotter model (∼8700 K; green). The models both used a
log(g)=4.0, with ξ=2.0 km s−1. Labels identifying the ion and wavelength of each
line are indicated above.



Chapter 7

Discussion

From the discussion contained in the previous chapter, it is evident that most of

our final adopted temperatures (averages of the FORS1 Balmer line results and the

ESPaDOnS metallic lines result) generally agree well with published values. Fig 7.1

illustrates this by plotting a comparison of our estimated temperatures with respect

to the published values for each star in our sample. In addition, we also include the

same comparison between the ESPaDOnS temperatures (Fig 7.2) and the Balmer

line temperatures (Fig 7.3). A comparison of Fig 7.2 and Fig 7.3 shows that the

FORS1 temperatures (from the Balmer lines) tend to under-estimate the tempera-

tures in comparison to the literature values, while with ESPaDOnS we over estimate

the literature temperatures, in particular for hotter stars. The best agreement is

obtained using our adopted temperatures, which combine both the FORS1 and ES-

PaDOnS inferred temperatures. Ultimately, Fig 7.1 shows that most stars have a

fairly large scatter in their published temperatures, and at least some of those values

are consistent with ours.

The only star that deviates strongly from the relation shown in Fig 7.1 is HD 176386

190
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of the Teff obtained from the fitting routine with literature
values. The error bars shown indicate a 1σ uncertainty as determined in Chap. 6.
Different stars are represented by different colours with individual literature values
discussed in Chap. 6. A line of a one-to-one fit is also displayed (dotted).

(Teff=11500 K ± 350 K, log(g)=4.5, ξ=2.0 km s−1, v sin i=168 kms−1). The high

v sin i of this star results in only relatively strong lines being observed in the spec-

trum. As previously discussed, micro-turbulence has a greater affect on strong lines

and as most of the observed lines are strong, a non-zero micro-turbulence (which is

not expected for stars of this temperature, if the micro-turbulence velocity is to be

associated with convection) may be the main reason for the temperature discrepancy.

However, all of our hot stars were found to have a non-zero micro-turbulence. As

seen in e.g. Fig 6.66, higher micro-turbulence implies a higher temperature. Hence,

a micro-turbulence of 0 km s−1 results in a cooler inferred temperature model as the
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of the Teff obtained from our fitting routine on the ESPaDOnS
spectra with literature values. The error bars shown indicate a 1σ uncertainty as
determined in Chap. 6. Different stars are represented by different colours with
individual literature values discussed in Chap. 6. A line of a one-to-one fit is also
displayed (dotted).

best fit (for stars in the temperature range). If we assume that the micro-turbulence

is 0 km s−1, then for HD 17081, HD 176386, and HD 34282 each of these stars would

have a temperature ∼300 K lower and would be in better agreement with the pub-

lished estimates.

This brings up some interesting questions: Why do we obtain a non-zero micro-

turbulence for all of our stars? Are the models with different micro-turbulences really

distinguishable at higher v sin i? We already saw that in the case of HD 144668 there

was a noticeable difference between the models, and in Fig 7.4 we show the same
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of the Teff obtained from the fitting routine on the FORS1
Balmer lines with literature values. The error bars shown indicate the total range of
inferred values from our fitting of the two Balmer lines. Different stars are represented
by different colours with individual literature values discussed in Chap. 6. A line of
a one-to-one fit is also displayed (dotted).

comparison for HD 176386. In this example, the differences are not so clear. In most

of the lines there is no significant difference between the Teff=11500 K models with

different micro-turbulences, but there is a noticeable difference between the different

Teff models. The only region in this example that shows a significant difference

between the two micro-turbulence models is the Fe II/Ti II blended line at 4549 Å.

Therefore, it is possible that if a few temperature sensitive lines had systematically

incorrect atomic data, then the micro-turbulence could be compensating for this.

What is a non-zero micro-turbulence really telling us? As explained in §1.2.2
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and §4.4, micro-turbulence is interpreted as small-scale mass motions, regardless of

what it may really be associated with. Therefore, it is possible that we are really

observing small-scale mass motions in all of these stars, which as mentioned in §4.4 is

possible due to the extended atmospheres and complex environment. It is also possible

that micro-turbulence is just compensating for something that is not included in our

models. This may be weakly non-solar abundances, incorrect atomic data, or other

physical effects that are not included in the models. This could be likely, considering

the complexity of some of our observed spectra; for example the observed spectrum of

HD 144668 (Fig 6.49), where many lines are considerably stronger than the models,

and have very complex, asymmetric profiles. Therefore, we believe that the micro-

turbulence is acting more as a compensating parameter than a true indicator of the

actual micro-turbulence in the atmosphere of the star.

With the uncertainty that arises from the micro-turbulence, a micro-turbulence

free temperature indicator is necessary. The Balmer lines provide an ideal means

of inferring the temperature as they are insensitive to micro-turbulence as the line

broadening is dominated by the linear Stark effect. As well, the hydrogen lines are

distinguished from most other lines in the stellar spectrum as they are formed over

the entire depth of the atmosphere, and therefore allow us to probe all regions at once,

unlike most other lines that form over a narrower range in depth (e.g. Gray 2005).

Therefore, the Balmer lines also provide us with a different probe to obtain the tem-

perature, which motivates the inclusion of the Balmer line result in the final adopted

temperatures. We have plotted the comparison between our ESPaDOnS temperatures

and both FORS1 Balmer line temperatures in Fig 7.5. We see a trend in Fig 7.1,
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of different micro-turbulence models to the ESPaDOnS ob-
servation of HD 176386 for a small spectral region.
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in that the FORS1 temperatures are systematically lower than the ESPaDOnS tem-

peratures and this difference between the two different measurements increases with

increasing temperature. However, other than HD 17081 (ESPaDOnS Teff=13700 K),

all of the stars are scattered around ±1000 K difference from the ESPaDOnS temper-

ature. Therefore, this further emphasises that micro-turbulence might be responsible

for these systematic temperature differences, as a micro-turbulence of 2.0 km s−1

would tighten this correlation (again, this would have the effect of decreasing the

ESPaDOnS temperature by 200-300 K, effectively shifting all the points to the left).

As well, recall that the Balmer lines are less sensitive to temperature changes for

temperatures greater than about 8500 K, which may also be the cause of the dis-

agreement between our estimated temperatures. However, in general we find that the

Balmer line temperatures are consistent with most of the ESPaDOnS spectroscopic

temperatures. This is another verification of our derived temperatures, providing a

reality check of our values.

While it is relatively easy for us to identify a best fit model to an observed spec-

trum, it is more difficult for us to estimate an uncertainty on the inferred best fit

parameters of the best fit model. Therefore, the most uncertain part about our work

is the uncertainty! Many methods were attempted to quantify the uncertainty of the

inferred Teffbefore we finally concluded that the using individual line regions provided

the most realistic estimates. If the temperature is allowed to vary for each individ-

ual line, we should, in principle, be able to model each line with great accuracy.

Fig 7.6 shows a comparison of the individual line fitting to one of the observations

for HD 17081. From this example, we see that while there is a large temperature

range for the different fits, none are able to completely reproduce the depth of each
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Figure 7.5: Comparison between the Balmer line and metallic and helium lines mea-
sured effective temperatures. Upper panel: Comparison of the ESPaDOnS inferred
temperature to the FORS1 inferred temperature for Hγ (green) and Hβ (blue), for
all stars with FORS1 observations. Lower panel: Difference between the best fit ES-
PaDOnS temperature and the FORS1 Balmer line temperatures, for all stars with
FORS1 observations.

line. However, most of the line profile is well fit, excluding the core. As well, several

different temperature models are required to fit lines of the same ion, truly reflecting

the uncertainty involved in the fitting of lines in these PMS stars.

In §3.1, we mentioned that we only model the expected photospheric spectrum

emitted by the star. This is a serious shortcoming of our models, as circumstellar

contributions (mainly due to emission) are very common amongst HAeBe stars. In

some stars (none used in this analysis), the optical spectrum is dominated by con-

tributions from the circumstellar environment and we lose all the information about
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the photospheric lines, leaving us unable to effectively use our method. An example

of the poor fitting for the star HD 31293 is shown in Fig 7.7. Unfortunately, there is

little that can be done when the circumstellar contribution dominates the spectrum

and therefore using high-resolution spectra to infer the Teff suffers limitations analo-

gous to those of photometric indicators, which in most cases can at least provide an

estimate.
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Figure 7.7: Example of our inability to properly fit the spectrum of a star with an
overwhelming amount of emission. This example is shown for HD 31293 for a small
spectral region. In this example, the best fit v sin i is found to be exceptionally high
in order to compensate for the decreased depth of the lines (lines are actually in
emission).

We have emphasized throughout this work that in almost all cases our best fit

models produce a noticeably better overall fit to our observations in comparison to the
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published photometric temperatures. While our uncertainties may be underestimated

in some cases, we must ask if our spectroscopically-inferred temperatures really are

better than photometric estimates. Recall that photometrically-inferred temperatures

mainly measure the broadband continuum flux of the SED, which is a combination

of the major continuous opacity sources and the Planck energy distribution. In our

method, we are indirectly inferring the Teff by analyzing the effects of the radiation

field on the excitation and ionization of matter in the atmosphere. Each of these

methods are susceptible to different systematics that can affect the results. We have

already mentioned that the circumstellar environment can contribute significantly

to both the broadband emission and therefore greatly affect the SED. In our case,

these systematics can arise from contributions from the circumstellar environment,

but also from incorrect atomic data, non-solar abundances, and a poorly constrained

micro-turbulence. In any event, our procedure does provide an additional pathway

to determining the effective temperature. A pathway affected by different systematic

and random uncertainties than photometry.

As evident throughout this discussion, the photometric temperatures do not al-

ways agree with spectroscopically-inferred ones. In cases of a disagreement, which

temperature do we believe? The answer to this question is not trivial. The types of

data that are obtained from each of the different methods may differ substantially

in quality. For instance, many of the derived photometric temperatures are over a

decade old, and many do not provide uncertainties on these estimates. However, more

importantly, in any method we are only indirectly inferring the effective temperature.

Recall that the effective temperature is calculated fundamentally by integrating the

collected light over the entire energy spectrum. But in photometric methods, we are
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only sampling small portions of this energy distribution and extrapolating this in-

formation. In spectroscopic methods, we are inferring the temperature by modelling

the interaction between radiation and matter. One of the biggest assumptions of our

models is that of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium. While most published material

would agree that NLTE effects are minimal in the temperature range investigated here

for main sequence and post-main sequence stars, but how well does LTE represent

the coupling between radiation and matter in these pre-main sequence stars?

Should the different temperature estimates converge at all? For example, it is well

known that many chemically peculiar A stars show a strong deviation between the

photometrically-derived temperature and the spectroscopically-derived one. Do we

have enough information to understand this situation?

To answer many of these questions, this procedure needs to be further tested on

a larger sample of both well-behaved, non-variable main sequence stars as well as a

larger sample of HAeBe stars in order to make some definite conclusions.

In the end, we have developed an efficient and effective procedure for estimating

the effective temperature from stellar spectra that agrees well with most photometric

and other spectroscopic identification procedures. Our method also provides a de-

tailed initial characterization of the spectrum, and, in particular, allows us to quickly

characterize the degree of departures of the spectrum from solar abundance, LTE

photospheric models. The development of an automated fitting approach was critical

considering the enormous amount of data for which this procedure is to be applied

to. This includes over 200 high-resolution optical spectra for over 100 HAeBe stars.

While the uncertainties on some of the inferred parameters are not well constrained,
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our method provides a first-order, best-fit model that easily identifies targets of great-

est interest for follow-up observations and detailed modelling. This modeling would

rely on the parameters obtained from our work to provide a starting point for further

analysis.

Most importantly, the procedures used in this study are not limited to PMS

stars. In fact, the automated techniques which have been investigated here would be

essential to projects such as the Magnetism in Massive Stars (MiMeS) Large Program.

This is a Large Program currently underway at the CFHT to investigate the magnetic

properties of massive stars, in which hundreds of high-resolution optical spectra will

be obtained. Experience gained from this work will provide the basis on which a fast

and efficient automated spectrum analysis method will be developed to obtain the

fundamental properties of these stars from their optical spectra.
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Appendix A

Computer Programs Written

A.1 Spectrum Fitting: spec fit
PROGRAM SPEC_FIT

IMPLICIT NONE
! THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO FIND THE BEST FIT TO A NORMALIZED
! SPECTRUM FROM
! A PREDEFINED GRID OF SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM
! THE SPECTRUM IS EXPECTED TO BE AN ASCII FILE. THE FIRST LINE IS
! EXPECTED TO
! BE THE NAME OF THE OBJECT OF INTEREST
! WHILE THE SECOND LINE LISTS THE LENGTH OF THE SPECTRUM AND THE NUMBER OF
! COLUMN.

! THE INPUT FILE IS EXPECTED AS FOLLOWS, IN FREE FORMAT, WITH EACH ITEM
! SEPARATED BY A SPACE:
! NAME OF FILE
! INITIAL GUESS FOR MODEL (KURUCZ FORMAT, ’tTEMPgLOGG)
! TEMPERATURE RANGE LOG(G) RANGE (BOTH ARE THE DEVIATION FROM THE INITIAL
! GUESS)
! LOWER WAVELENGTH UPPER WAVELENGTH (BOTH IN ANGSTROMS)
! NUMBER OF REGIONS TO IGNORE (INTEGER)
! LOWER AND UPPER WAVELENGTH OF EACH REGION ON SEPARATE LINES
! INTIAL GUESS FOR VSINI AND RV AND INSTRUMENTAL BROADENING
! FLAG TO DETERMINE IF VSINI AND RV SHOULD BE FIXED OR FLOATING (0-FIXED,
! 1 -FLOATING)
! MAX VSINI
! MAX Y-VALUE
! FLAG FOR NANOMETERS/ANGSTROMS (0-NANOMETERS, 1-ANGSTROMS)
! FLAG FOR WRITING VSINI AND CHISQ TO FILE FOR INITIAL MODEL
! FLAG FOR WRITING EACH BEST FIT MODEL SPECTRUM TO A FILE (TIME CONSUMING)

! ALLOCATE ALL THE NECESSARY VARIABLES
INTEGER :: FLENGTH,i,ma,nan_angs,clnum,nsynth,lst_lngth,trange(2),grange, &

wrtspc,ign_lst,eof,wrtvsini,itmp,ilgg,gmin,gmax,&
tmax,tmin,blmr_flg,krcz_flg,npts,nrm_flg, micro, senslngth,j &
,bootstrap_num, boot_num,nthread,err_lngth,&
err_lst_lngth,sens_lst_lngth, ln_var_err_flg, lerr_lngth, ltemp,&
tmp_npts,try

CHARACTER :: SYNTH_SPEC*120,FNAME*80,MODEL*80,BSTMODEL*80,tmp*80
REAL, DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: a,specx,specy,sig,yfit,xfit,synthxfit,&

214
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imin_x,imax_x,blmr_sig,sensx,sensy,senss,sens_fit,&
mod_dev,sens_dev,ran_dev, errx, erry, errs, yerr, xlerr, ylerr,&
slerr, ylfit,lerr_tmp, lerr_chsq

INTEGER, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: err_lst,mod_err_lst,lerr_lst
INTEGER, DIMENSION (:), ALLOCATABLE :: ia,init_a,lerr_npts
REAL :: UW,LW,inst,mxvsini,tmpold,cntdev,ylim,bst_v,chsqdout(4),chisq, &

ochisq, best, chsqout,lsens_flg,err_lim,sig_t,&
err_t,err_g,err_chisq, bst_t,ave_t,tmp_chsq,ltmp

REAL, DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: synthx,synthy
!double precision ::
eof=0
!SET THE NUMBER OF FITTING PARAMATERS
ma=2 ! CAN ONLY FIT VSINI AND RV
allocate(ia(ma))
allocate(a(ma))
allocate(init_a(ma))

!INITIALIZE VARIABLES
trange=-1 ; grange=-1 ; lw=-1; uw=-1; ign_lst=-1 ; mxvsini=-1; &

ylim=-1; wrtvsini=-1; nrm_flg=-1
a(1)=-1; a(2)=-1; inst=-1; ia(1)=-1;ia(2)=-1; nan_angs=-1; wrtspc=-1; &

cntdev=0.;BLMR_FLG=-1; krcz_flg=-1

!GET INPUT PARAMETERS FROM THE PARAMETER FILE
WRITE(*,*)’SPEC_FIT VERSION 1.3’
OPEN(9,FILE=’params’,STATUS=’old’)
READ(9,*,iostat=eof)FNAME ; ! write(*,*)fname
FNAME=TRIM( FNAME )
IF(EOF.NE.-1)READ(9,*)model ; !write(*,*)model
model = TRIM( model )
IF(EOF.NE.-1)READ(9,*)trange(1),trange(2),grange ; !write(*,*)trange, &
!grange
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)LW,UW ; !write(*,*)lw,uw
IF(EOF.NE.-1)READ(9,*)ign_lst; !write(*,*) ign_lst
IF (ign_lst.LT.0)CALL nrerror(’INCORRECT NUMBER OF IGNORED REGIONS’)
ALLOCATE(imin_x(ign_lst))
ALLOCATE(imax_x(ign_lst))
DO i=1,ign_lst

READ(9,*)imin_x(i),imax_x(i) ; !write(*,*) imin_x(i),imax_x(i)
ENDDO
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)a(1),a(2),inst ; !write(*,*)a(1),a(2),inst
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)ia(1),ia(2) ; !write(*,*)ia(1),ia(2)
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)mxvsini ; !write(*,*)mxvsini
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)ylim ; !write(*,*)ylim
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)nan_angs ; !write(*,*) nan_angs
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)krcz_flg ; !write(*,*) krcz_flg
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)lsens_flg; !write(*,*)lsens_flg
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)blmr_flg ; !write(*,*) blmr_flg
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)nrm_flg ; !write(*,*) nrm_flg
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)wrtvsini ; !write(*,*) wrtvsini
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)wrtspc ; !write(*,*) wrtspc
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)micro ;!write(*,*) micro
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)bootstrap_num ;!write(*,*)bootstrap_num
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)err_lim
IF(EOF.NE.-1) READ(9,*)ln_var_err_flg!; write(*,*)ln_var_err_flg
CLOSE(9)

!CHECK PARAMETER FILE
IF((trange(1).LT.0).OR.(trange(2).LT.0))CALL nrerror(’INCORRECT&

TEMPERATURE RANGE’)
if(grange.lt.0)call nrerror(’INCORRECT LOG(G) RANGE’)
IF(LW.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT LOWER WAVELENGTH’)
IF(UW.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT UPPER WAVELENGTH’)
IF(A(1).LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT VSINI’)
IF(abs(A(2)).LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT RV’)
IF(mxvsini.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT MAX VSINI’)
IF(IA(1).LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT VSINI FLAG’)
IF(IA(2).LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT RV FLAG’)
IF(ylim.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT INTENSITY LIMIT’)
IF(NAN_ANGS.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT NANOMETERS/ANGSTROMS FLAG’)
IF(KRCZ_FLG.LT.0) CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT INTERPOLATION FLAG’)
IF(LSENS_FLG.LT.0) CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT SENSITIVITY FLAG’)
IF(BLMR_FLG.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT BALMER LINE ANALYSIS FLAG’)
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IF(NRM_FLG.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT NORMALIZATION FLAG’)
IF(WRTVSINI.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT WRITE VSINI FLAG’)
!IF(WRTSPC.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT WRITE ALL SPECTRUMM FLAG’)
IF(micro.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT MICROTURBULENCE VALUE’)
IF(lw.LT.4200.OR.UW.GT.5200)CALL nrerror(’SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM ONLY FROM &

4200-5200A’)

WRITE(tmp,*)model(2:6)
READ(tmp,*)itmp
WRITE(tmp,*)model(8:9)
READ(tmp,*)ilgg

!INFORM THE USER OF THE INPUTED PARAMETERS
WRITE(*,*)’ ’
WRITE(*,*)’***************************************************************’
write(*,*)’GOT PARAMETERS’
write(*,*)’FILE NAME=’,trim(fname)
WRITE(*,*)’INITIAL MODEL=’,trim(model)
if (itmp-trange(1).LE.6500)then

tmin=6500
else

tmin=itmp-trange(1)
endif
if (itmp+trange(2).GE.35000)then

tmax=35000
else

tmax=itmp+trange(2)
endif

if (ilgg-grange.LE.30)then
gmin=30

else
gmin=ilgg-grange

endif
if (ilgg+grange.GE.50)then

gmax=50
else

gmax=ilgg+grange
endif

!WRITE USED PARAMETERS TO SCREEN AND OUTPUT FILE
WRITE(*,199)’TEMP RANGE:’,tmin,’-’,tmax,’LOG(G) RANGE:’,gmin/10.,’-’,&

gmax/10.
write(*,*)’LW=’,lw,’UW=’,uw
DO i=1,ign_lst

WRITE(*,*)’IGNORING REGION BETWEEN:’,imin_x(I),imax_x(I)
ENDDO
write(*,198)’VSINI=’,a(1),’RV=’,a(2),’INSTRUMENTAL RESOLUTION=’,inst
WRITE(*,195)’MAX VSINI=’,mxvsini
WRITE(*,196)’INTENSITY LIMIT=’,ylim
write(*,197)’PARAMATERS HELD FIXED(0)/VARIABLE(1): VSINI=’,ia(1),’RV=’,ia(2)
write(*,194)’NANOMETERS/ANGSTROMS (0/1): ’,nan_angs
write(*,299)’USING FINE INERPOLATED GRID (N0(0)/YES(1)):’,krcz_flg
WRITE(*,297)’USING LINE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS (NO(0)):’,lsens_flg
write(*,191)’USE BALMER LINE ANALYSIS (0/1):’,blmr_flg
WRITE(*,194)’USE RE-NORMALIZATION (0/1):’,nrm_flg
write(*,193)’WRITE VSINI FOR FIRST FITTING (NO(0)/YES(1)):’,wrtvsini
write(*,192)’WRITE ALL SPEC (NO(0)/YES(1)):’,wrtspc
WRITE(*,298)’MICROTURBULENCE OF:’,micro
IF (BOOTSTRAP_NUM.NE.0)THEN

WRITE(*,296)’USING BOOTSTRAP ERROR ANALYSIS’
! WRITE(*,*)’WITH LINE LIMIT LESS THAN’,ERR_LIM

ELSE
WRITE(*,*)’NOT USING BOOTSTRAP ERROR ANALYSIS’

ENDIF
WRITE(*,295)’USING INDIVIDUAL LINES FOR ERROR ANALYSIS (NO(0)/YES(1)):’, &

ln_var_err_flg
WRITE(*,*)’****************************************************************’
WRITE(*,*)’ ’

OPEN(110,FILE=trim(fname)//’.output’,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)
write(110,*)trim(FNAME)
write(110,*)’STARTING MODEL:’, TRIM(model)
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WRITE(110,199)’TEMP RANGE:’,tmin,’-’,tmax,’LOG(G) RANGE:’,gmin/10.,’-’,&
gmax/10.

write(110,*)’LW=’,lw,’UW=’,uw
DO i=1,ign_lst

WRITE(110,*)’IGNORING REGION BETWEEN:’,imin_x(I),imax_x(I)
ENDDO
write(110,198)’VSINI=’,a(1),’RV=’,a(2),’INSTRUMENTAL RESOLUTION=’,inst
WRITE(110,195)’MAX VSINI=’,mxvsini
WRITE(110,196)’INTENSITY LIMIT=’,ylim
write(110,197)’PARAMATERS HELD FIXED(0)/VARIABLE(1): VSINI=’,ia(1),’RV=’,&

ia(2)
write(110,194)’NANOMETERS/ANGSTROMS (0/1): ’,nan_angs
write(110,299)’USING FINE INERPOLATED GRID (N0(0)/YES(1)):’,krcz_flg
WRITE(110,297)’USING LINE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS (NO(0)/YES(1)):’,lsens_flg
write(110,191)’USE BALMER LINE ANALYSIS (0/1):’,blmr_flg
WRITE(110,194)’USE RE-NORMALIZATION (0/1):’,nrm_flg
write(110,193)’WRITE VSINI FOR FIRST FITTING (NO(0)/YES(1)):’,wrtvsini
write(110,192)’WRITE ALL SPEC (NO(0)/YES(1)):’,wrtspc
WRITE(110,298)’MICROTURBULENCE OF:’,micro
IF (BOOTSTRAP_NUM.NE.0)THEN

WRITE(110,296)’USING BOOTSTRAP ERROR ANALYSIS’
! WRITE(110,*)’WITH LINE LIMIT LESS THAN’,ERR_LIM
ELSE

WRITE(110,*)’NOT USING BOOTSTRAP ERROR ANALYSIS’
ENDIF
WRITE(110,295)’USING INDIVIDUAL LINES FOR ERROR ANALYSIS (NO(0)/YES(1)):’,&

ln_var_err_flg
WRITE(110,*)’**************************************************************’
WRITE(110,*)’ ’

295 FORMAT(1X,a57,1X,I2)
296 FORMAT(1x,a35,1x,I3,1x,a10)
297 FORMAT(1x,a40,1x,f3.1)
298 FORMAT(1x,a19,1x,i2)
299 FORMAT(1x,a43,1x,i1)
199 FORMAT(1x,a11,1x,i5,a1,i5,2x,a12,1x,f3.1,a1,f3.1)
198 FORMAT(1x,a6,1x,f5.1,2x,a3,f5.1,2x,a24,f8.1)
197 FORMAT(1x,a44,1x,i1,2x,a3,i1)
196 FORMAT(1x,a16,1x,f4.2)
195 FORMAT(1x,a10,1x,f5.1)
194 FORMAT(1x,a27,1x,i1)
193 FORMAT(1x,a45,1x,i1)
192 FORMAT(1x,a30,1x,i2)
191 FORMAT(1x,a31,1x,i1)

!***********************************************************
!GET THE CORRECT GRID OF MICROTURBULENCE TO USE
CALL GET_MODLIST(model,tmin,tmax,grange,krcz_flg,micro)

IF (micro.eq.0)then
model=trim(model)//’.mdl_0.0’
SYNTH_SPEC=’./models/’// model

elseif (micro.eq.1)then
model=trim(model)//’.mdl_1.0’

SYNTH_SPEC=’./models/’// model
elseif (micro.eq.2)then

model=trim(model)//’.mdl’
SYNTH_SPEC=’./models/’// model

elseif (micro.eq.3)then
model=trim(model)//’.mdl_3.0’
SYNTH_SPEC=’./models/’// model

elseif (micro.eq.4)then
model=trim(model)//’.mdl_4.0’
SYNTH_SPEC=’./models/’// model

elseif (micro.eq.5)then
model=trim(model)//’.mdl_5.0’
SYNTH_SPEC=’./models/’// model

else
WRITE(*,*)’UNKNOWN MICROTURBULENCE, USING DEFAULT OF 2.0 KM/S’
!everything else is set to 2
model=trim(model)//’.mdl’
SYNTH_SPEC=’./models/’// model

endif
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!**********************************************************************

!START WITH THE INITIAL GUESSED MODEL NECESSARY TO GET SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM
!LENGTH.

!first need to get the initial dimensions of the models
CALL s3_disc1(SYNTH_SPEC,1,inst,nsynth)
allocate(synthx(nsynth))
allocate(synthy(nsynth))
ALLOCATE(synthxfit(nsynth))

!TAKE OFF 5 ANGSTROMS SO WE HAVE OVERHEAD IN SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM WHEN DOING
!RV SHIFT
WRITE(*,*)’EXTRACTING SPECTRUM FROM FILE’
CALL EXT_SPEC(FNAME,FLENGTH,npts,LW+5,UW-5,nan_angs,imin_x,imax_x,ign_lst,&

ylim,lsens_flg)

!ALLOCATE THE SPACE FOR EACH ARRAY (WAVELENGTH,INTENSITY,SIGMA)
ALLOCATE(specx(npts))
ALLOCATE(specy(npts))
ALLOCATE(sig(npts))
ALLOCATE(blmr_sig(npts))
ALLOCATE(yfit(npts))
ALLOCATE(xfit(npts))
!ALLOCATE(mod_dev(npts))
!ALLOCATE(ran_dev(npts))

!OPEN THE EXTRACTED NON-OVERLAPPED SPECTRUM AND READ INTO AN ARRAY.
OPEN(9,FILE="./tmp/tmp.spec",STATUS=’unknown’)
j=0
DO 100 i=1,FLENGTH

j=j+1
READ(9,*)specx(j),specy(j),sig(j)
IF (sig(j).ge.1.E3) j=j-1

100 ENDDO

101 FORMAT(F10.4,1x,E12.5,1x,E12.5)
CLOSE(9)

IF (NPTS.EQ.0.OR.FLENGTH.EQ.0)THEN
CALL NRERROR(’NO POINTS IN EXTRACTED SPECTRUM’)

ENDIF

WRITE(*,*)’SPECTRUM READ INTO AN ARRAY’

!**************************************************************************

!IF (BLMR_FLG.NE.0) NRM_FLG=1 ! FORCE NORMALIZATION FLAG ON IF BALMER &
!ANALYSIS IS ON

IF (NRM_FLG.NE.0)THEN
WRITE(*,*)’USING RE-NORMALIZED BALMER LINE’
CALL NORM_BLMR_SPEC(SPECY,FLENGTH,SIG)
open(8,file=’./tmp/tmp.nrm’,status=’unknown’)
do i=1,NPTS

write(8,*)specx(i),specy(i),sig(i)
ENDDO
close(8)
!ia(1)=0 !Force vsini fit to be zero.

endif

!*************************************************************************

IF (BLMR_FLG.NE.0)THEN
blmr_sig=sig
WRITE(*,*)’USING BALMER LINE ANALYSIS’
CALL BLMR_ANAL(specy,blmr_sig,FLENGTH)
OPEN(8,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.blmr’,status=’unknown’)
DO i=1,NPTS

IF (blmr_sig(i).NE.1e15)THEN
WRITE(8,*)specx(i),specy(i),blmr_sig(i)

ENDIF
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ENDDO
close(8)
!ia(1)=0 ! if the balmer flag is used, force vsini fit to be zero.

ENDIF

!****************************************************************************
WRITE(*,*)’RUNNING MAIN PROGRAM’

!NOW GET THE FIRST MODEL TO FIT RV
if (ia(2).NE.0)THEN

CALL s3_disc2(synth_spec,a(1),inst,nsynth,synthx,synthy)
IF (NRM_FLG.NE.0)THEN

CALL NORM_BLMR(synthy,nsynth)
ENDIF

ENDIF

!OUR FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS IS TO DETERMINE THE DOPLER SHIFT
if (ia(2).NE.0)then

write(*,*)’FITTING RV USING ’,TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC)
CALL RV_FIT(specx,specy,sig,synthx,synthy,a(2),NPTS,nsynth,10.,0)

endif

!NOW SHIFT THE OBSERVED SPECTRUM
CALL RV_SHIFT(specx,a(2),NPTS,xfit)
if (wrtspc.eq.1)then

OPEN(1200,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.allspec’)
WRITE(1200,*)’#’,FLENGTH
CALL WRITE_SPEC(xfit,specy,NPTS,fname)

endif

OPEN(18,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.used_spec’,status=’unknown’)
do i=1,npts

write(18,*)xfit(i),specy(i),sig(i)
enddo
close(18)

!**************************************************************************

!use the RV SHIFTED SPECTRUM IN EXTRACTING ONLY THE REGIONS WITH TEMP
!SENSITIVITY
IF (LSENS_FLG.GT.0)THEN

WRITE(*,*)’USING SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS’
WRITE(*,*)’GETTING REGION SENSITIVE TO TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS’
CALL LSENS_DET(xfit,specx,specy,sig,npts,lsens_flg,SYNTH_SPEC,nsynth,&

a(1),inst,senslngth,sens_lst_lngth)
write(*,*)’FINISHED GETTING REGION’

!CALL GET_SENS_REGION(xfit,specx,specy,sig,NPTS,senslngth)

!write(*,*)senslngth
!write(*,*)flength
!write(*,*)npts

ALLOCATE(sensx(senslngth))
ALLOCATE(Sensy(senslngth))
ALLOCATE(senss(senslngth))
ALLOCATE(sens_fit(senslngth))
! ALLOCATE(sens_dev(senslngth))

OPEN(16,file=’./tmp/tmp.sens_used’,status=’old’)
do i=1,senslngth

read(16,*)sensx(i),sensy(i),senss(i)
enddo
close(16)
!flength=npts

ENDIF

!****************************************************************************

!NOW SEARCH FOR THE BEST MODEL
OPEN(111,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.modlst’,STATUS=’OLD’)
OPEN(112,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.chisq’,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)
OPEN(113,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.chisqr’,status=’unknown’)
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write(112,*)’# ’,npts,’ 0’

!only run regular search if flag > 0; else only run error analysis
!SET MOD_DEV and sens_dev TO ZERO

!if (LSENS_FLG.EQ.1)then
! do i=1,senslngth
! sens_dev(i)=0
! enddo
!endif

allocate(mod_dev(1))
allocate(err_lst(1,2))
err_lst(1,1)=1;err_lst(1,2)=npts
err_lst_lngth=1
mod_dev=1.

!***************************************************************************
! searching for best model...

if ((bootstrap_num.ge.0).and.(ln_var_err_flg.eq.0))then
if (LSENS_FLG.GT.0)THEN

CALL SEARCH(0,synth_spec,inst,nsynth,ia,a,sensx,sensy,senss,&
senslngth,mxvsini,wrtvsini,synthx,synthy,sens_fit,&
blmr_sig,wrtspc,blmr_flg,bstmodel,best,bst_v,mod_dev,err_lst,&
err_lst_lngth)

ELSE
CALL SEARCH(0,synth_spec,inst,nsynth,ia,a,xfit,specy,sig,npts,&

mxvsini,wrtvsini,synthx,synthy,yfit,&
blmr_sig,wrtspc,blmr_flg,bstmodel,best,bst_v,mod_dev,err_lst,&
err_lst_lngth)

ENDIF
else

bstmodel=model ; best=0 ; bst_v=a(1)
endif
CLOSE(111)
CLOSE(112)
CLOSE(113)

!****************************************************************************

!NOW FINAL FIT OF RV WITH BEST MODEL IN CASE THE INITIAL GUESS WAS
!INSUFFICIENT
if (ia(2).NE.0)THEN

write(*,*)’LAST FITTING OF RV FOR BEST MODEL’
write(*,*)trim(bstmodel)
CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// bstmodel,a(1),inst,nsynth,synthx,synthy,&

wrtvsini)
IF (NRM_FLG.NE.0)THEN

CALL NORM_BLMR(synthy,nsynth)
ENDIF
CALL RV_FIT(specx,specy,sig,synthx,synthy,a(2),NPTS,nsynth,5.,1)

ENDIF

!IF (ia(1).NE.0)THEN
! WRITE(*,*)’LAST FITTING OF VSINI FOR BEST MODEL’
! write(*,*)trim(bstmodel)
! CALL VSINI_FIT(xfit,specy,sig,a(1),FLENGTH,nsynth,bstmodel,chisq,i,
! inst,mxvsini,cntdev)
!ENDIF

CLOSE(111)

!WRITE BEST FIT TO FILE
WRITE(*,*)’WRITING BEST FIT TO FILE’
CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// bstmodel,bst_v,inst,nsynth,synthx,synthy,&

wrtvsini)

! IF (LSENS_FLG.NE.0)THEN
! CALL INTERP(sensx,synthx,synthy,senslngth,nsynth,sens_fit)
!ELSE
! CALL INTERP(xfit,synthx,synthy,npts,nsynth,yfit)

! ENDIF
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CALL RV_SHIFT(synthx,-a(2),nsynth,synthxfit)
CALL INTERP(specx,synthxfit,synthy,NPTS,nsynth,yfit)

IF (NRM_FLG.NE.0)THEN
CALL NORM_BLMR(yfit,npts)

ENDIF

!yfit=yfit+cntdev

!GET THE CHISQ ONE MORE TIME CREATING A FILE WITH ALL THE NECESSARY
!CHISQ INFORMATION
WRITE(*,*)’GETTING FINAL CHISQ VALUES’
CALL GET_CHISQ_LST(specx,specy,yfit,sig,NPTS,best)
OPEN(112,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.fit’,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)
open(113,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.used_fit’,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)
DO 104 i=1,NPTS

WRITE(112,*)specx(i),yfit(i)
WRITE(113,*)xfit(i),yfit(i)

104 ENDDO
CLOSE(112)
close(113)

!FINISH UP BY WRITING ALL OUR INFORMATION TO A FILE AND THE SCREEN
WRITE(*,*)’FINISHED’
WRITE(*,190)’BEST MODEL=’,trim(bstmodel),’WITH VSINI=’,bst_v,’AND RV=’,a(2)
IF (LSENS_FLG.NE.0)THEN
! WRITE(*,*)CHISQ,senslngth
WRITE(*,*)’REDUCED CHISQ=’,best/senslngth

ELSE
!write(*,*)chisq,npts
WRITE(*,*)’REDUCED CHISQ=’,best/npts

ENDIF

WRITE(110,190)’BEST MODEL=’,trim(bstmodel),’WITH VSINI= ’,bst_v,’AND RV=’&
,a(2)

IF (LSENS_FLG.NE.0)THEN
WRITE(110,*)’REDUCED CHISQ=’,best/senslngth

ELSE
WRITE(110,*)’REDUCED CHISQ=’,best/npts

ENDIF

190 FORMAT(1x,a11,a22,1x,a11,1x,f5.1,1x,a7,f6.1)

WRITE(*,*)’CREATING CHISQ DIFFERENCE MAP’
OPEN(112,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.chisq’,STATUS=’OLD’)
OPEN(113,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.chisqd’,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)
!OPEN(114,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.chisqr’,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)
116 FORMAT(1x,a11,a22,1x,a11,f5.1,1x,a7,f5.1)
READ(112,115)tmp
WRITE(113,115)tmp
!WRITE(114,115)tmp

115 FORMAT(A70)
READ(112,*,IOstat=eof)chsqdout(1),chsqdout(2),chsqout,tmp,chsqdout(3)
tmpold=chsqdout(1)
DO while(eof.NE.-1)

IF (chsqdout(1).NE.tmpold)write(113,*)’ ’
tmpold=chsqdout(1)
WRITE(113,114)chsqdout(1),chsqdout(2),chsqout-best,’#’,chsqdout(3)
!IF (LSENS_FLG.GE.0)THEN

!WRITE(114,*)chsqdout(1),chsqdout(2)/10.,chsqout/SENSLNGTH
!ELSE

!WRITE(114,*)chsqdout(1),chsqdout(2)/10.,chsqout/npts
!ENDIF
READ(112,*,IOstat=eof)chsqdout(1),chsqdout(2),chsqout,chsqdout(3)

ENDDO
WRITE(113,*)’ ’
WRITE(113,*)’# ONE SIGMA CONFIDENCE LEVEL IS GIVIN BY DELTA-CHISQ OF’
write(113,*)’# 1 .00, 2.30, 3.53, 4.72, 5.89’
WRITE(113,*)’# FOR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5’
write(113,*)’# FITTING PARAMETERS’
CLOSE(112)
CLOSE(113)
close(114)
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114 FORMAT(F7.0,2X,F4.0,2X,E21.15,2X,A1,F6.2)

!*********************************************************************

!running error analysis portion

open(112,file=’./tmp/tmp.chisq’,status=’unknown’,position=’append’)
open(113,file=’./tmp/tmp.chisqr’,status=’unknown’,position=’append’)
open(120,file=’./tmp/tmp.error_anal’,status=’unknown’)

a(1)=bst_v
boot_num=iabs(bootstrap_num)

! if (lsens_flg.eq.0)then
! write(*,*)’ERROR ANALYSIS ONLY RUN ON TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE LINES’
! WRITE(*,*)’GETTING REGION SENSITIVE TO TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS’
! CALL LSENS_DET(lsens_flg,SYNTH_SPEC,nsynth,a(1),inst)
! write(*,*)’FINISHED GETTING REGION’
! lsens_flg=1
! end if

if (boot_num.gt.0)then
!write(*,*)boot_num
WRITE(*,*)’ ’
write(*,*)’RUNNING ERROR ANALYSIS ’,BOOT_NUM,’ NUMBER OF TIMES’
OPEN(111,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.modlst’,STATUS=’OLD’)
open(121,file=’./tmp/tmp.dev’,status=’unknown’)

!err_lim=sum(sig)/npts
!err_lim=1.-4*err_lim

!**************************************************************************

deallocate(err_lst)
deallocate(yfit)
if (lsens_flg.eq.0)then

write(*,*)’DETERMINING LINE REGIONS’
write(*,*)’WITH LINE LIMIT LESS THAN’,err_lim

call line_det(xfit,specy,sig,npts,err_lim,err_lst_lngth,err_lngth)

!open file at the end to get the number of lines
open(15,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_list’,status=’old’)
allocate(err_lst(err_lst_lngth,2))

else
write(*,*)’USING TEMP-SENSITIVE LINES FOR ERROR ANALYSIS’

open(15,file=’./tmp/tmp.sens_pix’,status=’old’)
err_lst_lngth=sens_lst_lngth
ALLOCATE(err_lst(sens_lst_lngth,2))

1303 FORMAT(F10.4,1x,E12.5,1x,E12.5)
open(16,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_spec’,status=’unknown’)
DO i=1,senslngth

write(16,1303)sensx(i),sensy(i),senss(i)
enddo
close(16)
err_lngth=senslngth

endif

ALLOCATE(errx(err_lngth))
ALLOCATE(erry(err_lngth))
ALLOCATE(errs(err_lngth))
ALLOCATE(yfit(err_lngth))
ALLOCATE(yerr(err_lngth))

IF (LSENS_FLG.EQ.0)THEN
OPEN(17,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.err_spec’,status=’OLD’)
do i=1,err_lngth

read(17,*)errx(i),erry(i),errs(i)
enddo
close(17)

else
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errx=sensx
erry=sensy
errs=senss

endif

CALL INTERP(errx,synthx,synthy,err_lngth,nsynth,yfit)

!************************************************************************
! get the max deviation list

deallocate(mod_dev)
allocate(mod_dev(sens_lst_lngth))
allocate(ran_dev(sens_lst_lngth))
allocate(mod_err_lst(sens_lst_lngth,2))

!read in the list or regions of interest (starting pixel, ending pixel)
!rewind(15)
i=0
do i=1,sens_lst_lngth

read(15,*,iostat=eof)err_lst(i,1), err_lst(i,2)
enddo
close(15)

!convert err_lst from original pixels to err_spec pixels

mod_err_lst(1,1)=1
mod_err_lst(1,2)=err_lst(1,2)-err_lst(1,1)+1

open(121,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_lst_pix’,status=’unknown’)
write(121,*)mod_err_lst(1,1), mod_err_lst(1,2)
do i=2,err_lst_lngth

mod_err_lst(i,1)=mod_err_lst(i-1,2)+1
mod_err_lst(i,2)=err_lst(i,2)-err_lst(i,1)+mod_err_lst(i,1)
write(121,*)mod_err_lst(i,1),mod_err_lst(i,2)

enddo
close(121)

call GET_DEV(errx,erry,yfit,err_lngth,mod_err_lst,mod_dev,err_lst_lngth)
open(121,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_spec_pix’,status=’unknown’)
do i=1,err_lngth

write(121,*)i,erry(i)
enddo
close(121)

open(121,file=’./tmp/tmp.dev’,status=’unknown’)
do i=1,err_lst_lngth
write(121,*)mod_dev(i)

enddo

!SANITY CHECK
open(1402,file=’./tmp/tmp.sanity_check’,status=’unknown’)
CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,err_lngth,mod_dev,mod_err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)
do i=1,err_lngth

write(1402,*)i,erry(i),yfit(i),yerr(i)
enddo
close(1402)

!**************************************************************************

IF(WRTSPC.LT.0)then
CALL WRITE_SPEC(xfit,specy,npts,fname)

endif

ran_dev=mod_dev
init_a=a
do i=1,boot_num

best=0.
WRITE(112,*)’ ’
write(121,*)’ ’

call randev(mod_dev,ran_dev,err_lst_lngth)
do j=1,err_lst_lngth
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write(121,*)ran_dev(j)
enddo
a=init_a
call search(1,synth_spec,inst,nsynth,ia,a,errx,erry,errs,err_lngth,&

mxvsini,wrtvsini,synthx,synthy,yfit,&
blmr_sig, wrtspc,blmr_flg,bstmodel,best,bst_v,ran_dev,mod_err_lst,&
err_lst_lngth)

tmp=TRIM(bstmodel)
write(120,*)tmp(2:6),’ ’, tmp(8:9),best/err_lngth,’#’,a(1)

IF (wrtspc.lt.0)then
CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// bstmodel,bst_v,inst,nsynth,synthx,&

synthy,wrtvsini)
! deallocate(yfit)
! allocate(yfit(npts))
CALL INTERP(errx,synthx,synthy,err_lngth,nsynth,yfit)
CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,err_lngth,ran_dev,mod_err_lst,err_lst_lngth,&

yerr)
call write_spec(errx,yerr,err_lngth,bstmodel)
! deallocate(yfit)
! allocate(yfit(err_lngth))

endif
rewind(111)

enddo

rewind(120)
write(tmp,*)bstmodel(2:6)
read(tmp,*) bst_t

ave_t=0
sig_t=0
i=0
do while (eof.ne.-1)

read(120,*,iostat=eof)err_t, err_g, err_chisq
sig_t=sig_t+(bst_t-err_t)**2
ave_t=ave_t+err_t
i=i+1

enddo
sig_t=sig_t/(i-1)
sig_t=sqrt(sig_t)
ave_t=ave_t/(i)
write(*,*)’STANDARD DEVIATION IN Teff USING BEST Teff IS’, sig_t
WRITE(110,*)’STANDARD DEVIATION IN Teff USING BEST Teff IS’, sig_t
WRITE(*,*)’AVERAGE Teff IS’,ave_t
WRITE(110,*)’AVERAGE Teff IS,’,ave_t

! rewind(120)
! sig_t=0
! i=0
! do while (eof.ne.-1)
! read(120,*,iostat=eof)err_t, err_g, err_chisq
! sig_t=sig_t+(ave_t-err_t)**2
! i=i+1
! enddo
! sig_t=sig_t/(i-1)
! sig_t=sqrt(sig_t)
! write(*,*)’STANDARD DEVIATION IN Teff USING MEAN Teff IS’, sig_t
! WRITE(110,*)’STANDARD DEVIATION IN Teff USING MEAN Teff IS’, sig_t

endif

CLOSE(120)
!***************************************************************************

!running alternate error analysis portion

if (ln_var_err_flg.ne.0)then

WRITE(*,*)’FITTING INDIVIDUAL REGIONS FOR UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATION’
OPEN(111,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.modlst’,STATUS=’OLD’)

a(1)=bst_v
deallocate(err_lst)
deallocate(yfit)
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if (err_lim.gt.0)then
write(*,*)’DETERMINING LINE REGIONS’
write(*,*)’WITH LINE LIMIT LESS THAN’,err_lim

call line_det(xfit,specy,sig,npts,err_lim,err_lst_lngth,lerr_lngth)

!open file at the end to get the number of lines
open(15,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_list’,status=’old’)

else
WRITE(*,*)’USING SENSITIVITY REGIONS FOR LINE ANALYSIS’
open(15,file=’./tmp/tmp.sens_pix’,status=’old’)
err_lst_lngth=sens_lst_lngth
lerr_lngth=senslngth

endif

allocate(err_lst(err_lst_lngth,2))
allocate(yfit(npts))
allocate(lerr_tmp(err_lst_lngth))
allocate(lerr_chsq(err_lst_lngth))
allocate(lerr_npts(err_lst_lngth))

open(120,file=’./tmp/tmp.error_anal’,status=’unknown’)
OPEN(111,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.modlst’,STATUS=’OLD’)

i=0
do i=1,err_lst_lngth

read(15,*,iostat=eof)err_lst(i,1), err_lst(i,2)
enddo
close(15)

rewind(111)

READ(111,*)SYNTH_SPEC

try=1
DO WHILE(TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC).NE.’END’)

tmp=TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC)
read(tmp(2:6),*)ltmp
write(*,125)’GETTING MODEL’,synth_spec

CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// synth_spec,bst_v,inst,nsynth,synthx,&
synthy,wrtvsini)

CALL INTERP(xfit,synthx,synthy,npts,nsynth,yfit)

do j=1, err_lst_lngth
tmp_chsq=0
tmp_npts=0
do i=err_lst(j,1),err_lst(j,2)

tmp_chsq=tmp_chsq+(specy(i)-yfit(i))*(specy(i)-yfit(i))/&
(sig(i)*sig(i))

tmp_npts=tmp_npts+1
enddo
! write(333,*)ltmp,tmp_npts,tmp_chsq
if ((tmp_chsq.le.lerr_chsq(j)).or.(try.eq.1))then

lerr_chsq(j)=tmp_chsq
lerr_npts(j)=tmp_npts
lerr_tmp(j)=ltmp

endif
enddo
READ(111,*)SYNTH_SPEC
try=try+1

enddo

125 FORMAT(1x,a13,1x,a15)
126 FORMAT(1x,a1,1x,a15)

do j=1,err_lst_lngth
write(120,*)lerr_tmp(j),model(8:9),lerr_chsq(j),lerr_npts(j)

enddo
close(120)

open(120,file=’./tmp/tmp.all_error_spec’,status=’unknown’)
if (wrtspc.ne.0)then
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write(*,*)’WRITING BEST FITS TO FILE’
rewind(111)
read(111,*)synth_spec
DO WHILE(TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC).NE.’END’)

write(*,125)’GETTING MODEL’,synth_spec
tmp=TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC)
read(tmp(2:6),*)ltmp
CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// synth_spec,bst_v,inst,nsynth,synthx,&

synthy,wrtvsini)
CALL INTERP(xfit,synthx,synthy,npts,nsynth,yfit)
write(120,126)’#’,SYNTH_SPEC
do j=1,err_lst_lngth

if(ltmp.eq.lerr_tmp(j))then
write(120,*)’#’,j,lerr_chsq(j)/lerr_npts(j)
do i=err_lst(j,1),err_lst(j,2)

write(120,*)xfit(i),yfit(i)
enddo
write(120,*)’ ’

endif
enddo
read(111,*)synth_spec

enddo
endif
close(120)

ENDIF

CLOSE(110)
close(111)
close(112)
close(113)
close(120)
close(121)

END PROGRAM SPEC_FIT

!****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE EXT_SPEC(FNAME,FLENGTH,npts,LW,UW,nan_angs,minx,maxx,ign_lst,ylim,&
lsens_flg)

! FNAME=INPUT FILE NAME, FLENGTH=FILE LENGTH, LW= LOWER WAVELENGTH CUTOFF,
! UW=UPPER WAVELENGTH CUTOFF, NAN_ANGS=FLAG FOR NANOMETERS/ANGSTROMS,
! MINX=LIST OF LOWER WAVELENGTH OF IGNORE REGIONS,
! MAXX=LIST OF HIGHER WAVELENGTH
! CUTOFF REGIONS,IGN_LST=NUMBER OF IGNORE REGIONS, YLIM=UPPER
! Y-LIMIT CUTOFF TO IGNORE
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER :: FLENGTH,i,j,k,l,numords,NCOLS,nan_angs,iostat,ign_lst,eof,&

ords_flg,npts,sens_lngth
! NCOLS DEFINES THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS OTHER THAN THE WAVELENGTH
CHARACTER :: FNAME*80,line*100
REAL :: wvlngth, intsty, sigma, wprev,minx(ign_lst),maxx(ign_lst),ylim
REAL :: orderwv(39),tmp1,tmp2,tmp3,lsens_flg
!set for ESPADONS data, the middle wavelength of the cross over region
REAL :: LW,UW !DEFINE THE UPPER AND LOWER WAVELENGTH
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: sens_list
!INITIALIZE SOME VARIABLES
flength=-1; ncols=-1;eof=0;npts=0
OPEN(10,FILE=trim(FNAME),STATUS=’old’)

!READ THE FIRST LINE OF TEXT (DON’T CARE ABOUT IT)
READ(10,201)line

201 FORMAT(A100)

!GET THE LENGTH OF THE SPECTRUM (INCLUDING OVERLAP) AND THE NUMBER OF
!COLUMNS
READ(10,*)FLENGTH,NCOLS

!WRITE(*,*)FLENGTH,NCOLS
202 FORMAT(I7,1x,I1)

IF (FLENGTH.LT.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT LENGTH IN SPECTRUM FILE’)
IF (NCOLS.LE.0)CALL NRERROR(’INCORRECT NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN SPECTRUM FILE’)
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!INITIAL SIGMA, IN CASE IT IS NOT INCLUDED
sigma=1.
wvlngth=0.
i=1

!CONVERTS FROM ANGSTROMS TO NANOMETERS IF NECESSARY
IF(nan_angs.EQ.0)THEN

LW=LW/10.
UW=UW/10.

ENDIF
!write(*,*)lw,uw
!GET THE INITIAL PORTION UNTIL THE REGION OF INTEREST
DO 210 WHILE (wvlngth .LT. LW .AND. i.LT.FLENGTH)

IF (NCOLS.EQ.5) READ(10,211,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.4) READ(10,*,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,tmp1,tmp2,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.2) READ(10,*,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.1) READ(10,*,IOstat=eof)wvlngth,intsty
!write(*,*)wvlngth

210 ENDDO
211 FORMAT(1x,F9.4,1X,E11.4,37X,E11.4)

!READ REGION OF INTEREST INTO TEMPORARY FILE AND CONVERT TO ANGSTROMS
!(IF NECESSARY)
!AND GET POSITION OF DIFFERENT ORDERS
OPEN(11,FILE="./tmp/tmp.ords",STATUS="unknown")

!INITIALIZE THE ORDERS ARRAY
orderwv(1:39)=0.0

numords=1
IF (nan_angs.EQ.0)THEN

wvlngth=wvlngth*10.
lw=lw*10.
uw=uw*10.

endif

ords_flg=0
!READ THE FILE AND REGION OF INTEREST
DO 220 WHILE (ords_flg.ne.1.and.eof.ne.-1)

wprev=wvlngth
WRITE(11,212)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.5) READ(10,211,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.4) READ(10,*,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,tmp1,tmp2,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.2) READ(10,*,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.1) READ(10,*,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty
IF (nan_angs.EQ.0) wvlngth=wvlngth*10.
IF(wprev.GT.wvlngth)THEN

orderwv(numords)=(wvlngth+wprev)/2
numords=numords+1
IF(wprev.ge.uw) ords_flg=1

ENDIF
220 ENDDO

wprev=wvlngth
! CONTINUE GETTING THE REST OF THAT ORDER
IF (EOF.NE.-1)THEN

DO 221 WHILE (WPREV.LE.WVLNGTH.and.(eof.ne.-1))
wprev=wvlngth
WRITE(11,212)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.5) READ(10,211,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.4) READ(10,*,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,tmp1,tmp2,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.2) READ(10,*,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
IF (NCOLS.EQ.1) READ(10,*,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty
IF (nan_angs.EQ.0) wvlngth=wvlngth*10.

221 ENDDO
ENDIF

212 FORMAT(F10.4,1x,E12.5,1x,E12.5)
CLOSE(10)
CLOSE(11)

!REWRITE THE SPECTRUM WITHOUT THE ORDER OVERLAP
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OPEN(11,FILE="./tmp/tmp.ords",status="old")
OPEN(12,FILE="./tmp/tmp.spc",status="unknown")

eof=0
wvlngth=0.
k=0
DO 230 i=1,numords-1

READ(11,212,IOstat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
DO 231 WHILE((wvlngth .LT. orderwv(i)).and.(eof.NE.-1))

WRITE(12,212)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
k=k+1
READ(11,212,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma

231 ENDDO
!WRITE(12,214)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
DO 232 WHILE((wvlngth .GE. orderwv(i)).AND.(EOF.NE.-1))

READ(11,212,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
232 ENDDO

DO 233 WHILE((wvlngth.LE.orderwv(i)).AND.(eof.NE.-1))
READ(11,212,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma

233 ENDDO
WRITE(12,212)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
k=k+1

230 ENDDO

!GET THE REST OF THE SPECTRUM
DO 235 WHILE(EOF.NE.-1)

READ(11,212,IOStat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
WRITE(12,212)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
k=k+1

235 ENDDO
CLOSE(12)
close(11)

! NOW EXTRACT ONLY THE REGION OF INTEREST
OPEN(12,FILE="./tmp/tmp.spc",status=’old’)
OPEN(13,FILE="./tmp/tmp.spec",status="unknown")
OPEN(14,FILE="./tmp/tmp.ignr",status="unknown")

wvlngth=0.
k=0

!write(*,*)uw
!write(*,*)wvlngth
eof=0

i=0

READ(12,*,iostat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
DO WHILE((wvlngth.le.uw).and.(eof.ne.-1))

do l=1,ign_lst
IF (((minx(l).LE.wvlngth).and.(wvlngth.LE.maxx(l))).OR.&

(intsty.GT.ylim).OR.(abs(sigma).ge.1e3))THEN
sigma=9.99e15
!npts=npts-1
write(14,*)wvlngth,intsty

endif
enddo

WRITE(13,212)wvlngth,intsty,sigma
if (sigma.lt.1e3) npts=npts+1
k=k+1
READ(12,*,iostat=eof)wvlngth,intsty,sigma

ENDDO

FLENGTH=k
CLOSE(11)
CLOSE(12)
CLOSE(13)
CLOSE(14)
CLOSE(20)
RETURN

END SUBROUTINE EXT_SPEC
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!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE RV_FIT(specx,specy,sig,synthx,synthy,vel,ndata,nsynth,velchng,lst)
! DETERMINES THE RADIAL VELOCITY SHIFT OF AN INPUT SPECTRUM BY
! CHISQ REDUCTION
! COMPARED TO A SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM.
! SPECX=OBSERVED WAVELENGTH, SPECY=OBSERVED SPECTRUM, SIG=SIGMA OF
! OBSERVED SPECTRUM
! SYNTHX=SYNTHETIC WAVELENGTH, SYNTHY=SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM, VEL=INTIIAL
! VELOCITY AND FINAL DETERMINED
! VELOCITY, NDATA=LENGTH OF OBSERVED SPECTRUM, NSYNTH=LENGTH OF SYNTHETIC
! SPECTRUM, VELCHNG=THE INITIAL
! VELOCITY SHIFT STEP SIZE, LST=FLAG TO SPECIFY IF THE LAST RUN OF RV_FIT
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER ndata,nsynth,i,lst
REAL :: vel,specx(ndata),specy(ndata),sig(ndata),synthx(nsynth),&

synthy(nsynth)
REAL :: yfit(ndata),xshft(ndata),dvel,velchng,best_v
REAL :: sgn,chisq, ochisq, chisqu, chisqd, best_c
!double precision :: chisq, ochisq, chisqu, chisqd, best_c

!INITIAL VARIABLES
dVel=0.
xshft=specx
write(*,*)’INITIAL RV IS’, vel

!FIRST FIND THE CORRECT DIRECTION TO MOVE
!BY CALCULATING THE CHISQ IN BOTH DIRECTIONS
chisq=0.
ochisq=0
chisqu=0.
chisqd=0.

!GET CHISQ AT INITIAL POSITION
CALL RV_SHIFT(specx,vel,ndata,xshft)
CALL INTERP(xshft,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,ochisq)
!WRITE(*,*)’INITIAL CHISQ’,ochisq
best_c=ochisq
best_v=vel

IF (lst.NE.1)THEN
!NOW DETERMINE WHICH DIRECTION TO GO
CALL RV_SHIFT(specx,vel+5,ndata,xshft)
CALL INTERP(xshft,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,chisqu)
!WRITE(*,*)’CHISQU’,CHISQU

CALL RV_SHIFT(specx,vel-5,ndata,xshft)
CALL INTERP(xshft,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,chisqd)
!WRITE(*,*)’CHISQD’,CHISQD

!NOW THAT WE KNOW THE DIRECTION TO GO, KEEP GOING UNTIL
!THE CHISQ IS THE SAME OR WORSE

IF (chisqd.LT.chisqu)THEN
sgn=-1.
chisq=chisqd
IF (chisqd.LT.ochisq)THEN

ochisq=chisq
best_c=chisq
best_v=vel-5

ENDIF
ELSE

sgn=1.
chisq=chisqu
chisq=chisqd
IF (chisqu.LT.ochisq)THEN

ochisq=chisq
best_c=chisq
best_v=vel+5
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ENDIF
ENDIF

ELSE
sgn=1.
dVel=velchng
chisq=ochisq

ENDIF
dVel=sgn*velchng

DO 300 WHILE(abs(dVel).GE.1)
vel=best_v+dVel
ochisq=chisq
! write(*,*)’TRYING RV OF’,vel
CALL RV_SHIFT(specx,vel,ndata,xshft)
CALL INTERP(xshft,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,chisq)
! write(*,*)’chisq’,chisq
IF (chisq.LT.best_c)then

best_c=chisq
best_v=vel

ELSE
dVel=dVel/2.

ENDIF
!WRITE(*,*)’BEST VALUE’,best(2)

300 ENDDO

!NOW CHECK THE OTHER WAY JUST TO MAKE SURE WE DIDNT PASS IT

!WRITE(*,*)’GOING THE OTHER WAY’
dVel=-sgn*velchng/4.

DO 301 WHILE(abs(dVel).GE.1)
ochisq=chisq
vel=best_v+dVel
! write(*,*)’TRYING RV OF’,vel
CALL RV_SHIFT(specx,vel,ndata,xshft)
CALL INTERP(xshft,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,chisq)
! write(*,*)’chisq’,chisq
IF (chisq.LT.best_c)THEN

best_c=chisq;best_v=vel
ELSE

dVel=dVel/2.
chisq=ochisq

ENDIF
301 ENDDO

vel=best_v
write(*,*)’FINAL RV IS’,best_v
RETURN

END SUBROUTINE RV_FIT

!*******************************************************************************
!*******************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE RV_SHIFT(specx,vel,ndata,xshft)
! SHIFTS GIVEN WAVELENGTH REGION BY A SPECIFIED VELOCITY
! SPECX=OBSERVED SPECTRUM, VEL=VELOCITY SHIFT, NDATA=LENGTH OF SPECTRUM,
!XSHFT=OUTPUT SPECTRUM
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL :: C,specx(ndata),vel,xshft(ndata)
INTEGER :: ndata,i
xshft(1:ndata)=0.
C=2.9972458E5

xshft=(1-VEL/C)*specx
!DO 400 i=1,ndata
!xshft(i)=(1-VEL/C)*specx(i)
!400 ENDDO
RETURN

END SUBROUTINE RV_SHIFT

!*****************************************************************************
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!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE INTERP(SPECX,SYNTHX,SYNTHY,SPECL,SYNTHL,SYNTHOUT)
! INTERPOLATES A SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM ONTO TO THE OBSERVED SPECTRUM WAVELENGTH
! GRID
! SPECX=OBSERVED WAVELENGTH, SYNTHX=SYNTHETIC WAVELENGTH, SYNTHY=SYNTHETIC
! SPECTRUM
! SPECL=OBSERVED SPECTRUM LENGTH, SYNTHL= SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM LENGTH,
! SYNTHOUT=OUTPUT SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER :: i,j,SPECL,SYNTHL
REAL :: SPECX(SPECL),SYNTHX(SYNTHL),SYNTHY(SYNTHL),SYNTHOUT(SYNTHL),x0

DO 500 i=1,SPECL
!XO IS THE CLOSEST POINT BEFORE THE WAVELENGTH VALUE
x0=0.
j=1
DO 501 WHILE (x0.LE.SPECX(i))

x0=SYNTHX(j)
j=j+1

501 ENDDO
!CHECK IF THERE IS NO NEED TO DO INTERPOLATION
IF (SPECX(i).EQ.SYNTHX(j-1)) THEN

SYNTHOUT(i)=SYNTHY(j-1)
ELSE

!DO LINEAR INTERPOLATION
SYNTHOUT(i)=SYNTHY(j-1)+(SYNTHY(j)-SYNTHY(j-1))/&

(SYNTHX(j)-SYNTHX(j-1))*(SPECX(i)-SYNTHX(j-1))
ENDIF

500 ENDDO
RETURN

END SUBROUTINE INTERP

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE VSINI_FIT(specx,specy,sig,vsini,ndata,nsynth,synthinput,chisq,&
frst, inst,mxvsini,wrtchsq,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth)

! ROUTINE TO FIT THE VSINI OF SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM TO AN OBSERVED SPECTRUM.
! SPECX=OBSERVED WAVELENGTH, SPECY=OBSERVED SPECTRUM, SIG=OBSERVED SIGMAS,
! VSINI=INITIAL AND FINAL VSINI
! NDATA=LENGTH OF OBSERVED SPECTRUM, NSYNTH=LENGHT OF SYNTHETIC SPECTRUM,
!SYNTHIN=NAME OF SYNTHETIC MODEL,
! CHISQ=CHISQ, FRST=FLAG TO INFOR IF FIRST RUN OF VSINI_FIT,
! INST=INSTRUMENTAL BROADENING, MXVSINI=MAXIMUM ALLOWED VSINI
! CNTDEV= CONTINUUM DEVIATION FROM CONTINUUM FITITNG, WRTCHSQ=FLAG TO
! INDICATE IF CHISQ OF EACH VSINI FIT SHOULD BE WRITTEN TO FILE
! (ONLY VALID FOR FIRST RUN).
IMPLICIT NONE
CHARACTER :: synthin*120,synthinput*120
INTEGER :: ndata,nsynth,i,frst,try,wrtchsq,k,err_lst_lngth
REAL :: vsini,specx(ndata),specy(ndata),sig(ndata),yfit(ndata),&

yfitc(ndata),mod_dev(err_lst_lngth),inst,mxvsini, &
synthx(nsynth),synthy(nsynth),dVel,velchng,bst_v,sgn,cntdev,ivsini,&
chisq,ochisq,chisqu,chisqd,bst_chi,err_lst(err_lst_lngth,2),yerr(ndata)

!double precision :: chisq,ochisq,chisqu,chisqd,bst_chi
!wrtchsq=1

dVel=vsini*0.2
bst_v=0.
synthin=’./models/’// synthinput
!write(*,*)synthin
!write(*,*)’fit number’,frst
IF (frst.eq.1.and.wrtchsq.eq.1)then

open(222,file=’./tmp/tmp.vsini’,status=’unknown’)
endif
!write(*,*)’INITIAL VSINI IS’, vsini

!FIRST FIND THE CORRECT DIRECTION TO MOVE
!BY CALCULATING THE CHISQ IN BOTH DIRECTIONS
chisq=0.
ochisq=0
chisqu=0.
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chisqd=0.
ivsini=vsini

!HANDLE INPUT VSINI GREATER THAN MAX VSINI SO THAT IT WILL STILL
!ATTEMPT TO GO LOWER
IF (vsini.GT.mxvsini)then

vsini=mxvsini
ivsini=mxvsini

endif
!write(*,*)ndata

!GET THE INITIAL MODEL
CALL s3_disc2(synthin,vsini,inst,nsynth,synthx,synthy)
CALL INTERP(specx,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)

IF (err_lst_lngth.gt.1) then
CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,ndata,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yerr,sig,ndata,ochisq)

ELSE
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,ochisq)

ENDIF

!WRITE(*,*)’INITIAL CHISQ’,ochisq
IF (frst.eq.1.and.wrtchsq.eq.1)write(222,*)vsini,ochisq/ndata
bst_chi=ochisq
bst_v=vsini

!NOW DETERMINE WHICH DIRECTION TO GO
IF (frst.eq.1)then

dvel=vsini*0.2
else

dvel= vsini*0.025
endif

!if (dvel.le.1.)dvel=1.

CALL s3_disc2(synthin,ivsini+dVel,inst,nsynth,synthx,synthy)
CALL INTERP(specx,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)

!yfit=yfit+MOD_DEV
IF (err_lst_lngth.gt.1) then

CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,ndata,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yerr,sig,ndata,chisqu)

ELSE
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,chisqu)

ENDIF

IF (frst.eq.1.and.wrtchsq.eq.1)write(222,*)ivsini+dvel,chisqu/ndata
!WRITE(*,*)vsini+dVel,’CHISQU’,CHISQU

vsini=ivsini-dVel
CALL s3_disc2(synthin,vsini,inst,nsynth,synthx,synthy)
CALL INTERP(specx,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)
!yfit=yfit+MOD_DEV
IF (err_lst_lngth.gt.1) then

CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,ndata,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yerr,sig,ndata,chisqd)

ELSE
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,chisqd)

ENDIF

IF (frst.eq.1.and.wrtchsq.eq.1)write(222,*)vsini,chisqd/ndata
!WRITE(*,*)vsini-dVel,’CHISQD’,CHISQD

IF((ochisq.lt.chisqd).and.(ochisq.lt.chisqu))then
bst_chi=ochisq;bst_v=ivsini
velchng=vsini*0.1
sgn=1.
try=1
!WRITE(*,*)’LESS THAN’,dvel, ’difference’

else
IF (chisqd.LT.chisqu)THEN

sgn=-1.
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ochisq=chisqd
bst_chi=chisqd
bst_v=vsini
!write(*,*)’going down’

ELSE
sgn=1.
ochisq=chisqu
bst_chi=chisqu
bst_v=ivsini+dVel
!write(*,*)’going up’

ENDIF

IF (frst.eq.1)THEN
velchng=vsini*0.2
try=0

ELSE
velchng=vsini*0.025
try=1

ENDIF
endif

!if (velchng.le.1) velchng=1.
!write(*,*)’iteration’,frst
dVel=sgn*velchng
!write(*,*)’dVel=’,dvel
!write(*,*)abs(dvel)/vsini

!NOW THAT WE KNOW THE DIRECTION TO GO, KEEP GOING UNTIL
!THE CHISQ IS THE SAME OR WORSE

! write(*,*)’current vsini’,bst_v,bst_chi
!write(*,*)dvel/bst_v
DO 800 WHILE(((abs(dVel)/bst_v).GE.0.0249).AND.vsini.LE.mxvsini.AND.&

vsini.GE.0.1)
!write(*,*)’try’,try
!write(*,*)dvel/bst_v
vsini=bst_v+dVel
!write(*,*)’TRYING VSINI OF’,vsini
IF (vsini.Gt.0)THEN

CALL s3_disc2(synthin,vsini,inst,nsynth,synthx,synthy)
CALL INTERP(specx,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)
!yfit=yfit+MOD_DEV
IF (err_lst_lngth.gt.1) then

CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,ndata,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yerr,sig,ndata,chisq)

ELSE
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,chisq)

ENDIF
!write(*,*)’chisq’,chisq/ndata
IF (frst.eq.1.and.wrtchsq.eq.1)write(222,*)vsini,chisq/ndata

ENDIF
IF (chisq.LT.bst_chi)then

! write(*,*)’got better fit’,CHISQ
bst_chi=chisq
!write(*,*)’best chisq’,bst_chi
bst_v=vsini
if (frst.eq.1) then

if (try.eq.0)then
dvel=sgn*bst_v*0.2

else
dVel=sgn*bst_v*0.2/(2*try)

endif
else

dVel=sgn*bst_v*0.025
ENDIF

ELSE
if (frst.eq.1)then

try=try+1
dVel=sgn*bst_v*0.2/(2*try)

else
dVel=0.0
! write(*,*)dvel

ENDIF
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endif
800 ENDDO

!NOW CHECK THE OTHER WAY JUST TO MAKE SURE WE DIDNT PASS IT,
!BUT ONLY ON THE FIRST ITERATION
!OR WHEN THE ABOVE HAS FAILED

if (frst.eq.1)then
dVel=-sgn*0.025*bst_v
try=0
!write(*,*)’frst’,frst
! IF (frst.eq.1)then
!WRITE(*,*)’GOING THE OTHER DIRECTION’
!write(*,*)’dvel’,dvel
DO 801 WHILE(((abs(dVel)/bst_v).GE.0.0249).AND.vsini.LE.mxvsini.&

AND.vsini.GE.0.1)
!write(*,*)dvel/vsini
vsini=bst_v+dVel
!write(*,*)’TRYING VSINI OF’,vsini
IF (vsini.GT.0)THEN

CALL s3_disc2(synthin,vsini,inst,nsynth,synthx,synthy)
CALL INTERP(specx,synthx,synthy,ndata,nsynth,yfit)
!yfit=yfit+MOD_DEV
IF (err_lst_lngth.gt.1) then

CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,ndata,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yerr,sig,ndata,chisq)

ELSE
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,ndata,chisq)

ENDIF
IF (frst.eq.1.and.wrtchsq.eq.1)write(222,*)vsini,chisq/ndata
!write(*,*)’chisq’,chisq/ndata

ENDIF
IF (chisq.LT.bst_chi)then

! write(*,*)’got better fit’,CHISQ
bst_chi=chisq
bst_v=vsini
dVel=-sgn*bst_v*0.025

else
dVel=-sgn*bst_v*0.0125

endif
!write(*,*)dvel

801 ENDDO
endif

!write(*,*)’best vsini’,bst_v,’chisq’,bst_chi
vsini=bst_v
chisq=bst_chi
write(*,*)’FINAL VSINI IS’,vsini,’Reduced chisq’,bst_chi/ndata
close(222)
RETURN

END SUBROUTINE VSINI_FIT

!******************************************************************************
!******************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE GET_CHISQ(y,yfit,sig,ndata,chisq)
! DETERMINES THE CHISQ BETWEEN Y AND YFIT
! X=OBSERVED X,Y=OBSERVED Y, YFIT=THE BEST FIT TO Y,SIG=OBSERVED SIGMAS,
! NDATA=LENGTH 0F INPUT FILE, CHISQ=DETERMINED CHISQ
IMPLICIT NONE
real :: y(ndata),yfit(ndata),sig(ndata)!,chisq,dy,wt!,ylim
real :: chisq, dy, wt, diff(ndata),sig2(ndata)
!double precision ::
integer :: i,ndata!,lst,j
chisq=0.
DO 1501 i=1,ndata

dy=y(i)-yfit(i)
wt=1./(sig(i)*sig(i))
chisq=chisq+dy*dy*wt
!write(15,*)dy*dy*wt

1501 ENDDO
RETURN

END SUBROUTINE GET_CHISQ
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!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE GET_CHISQ_LST(x,y,yfit,sig,ndata,chisq)
! DETERMINE CHISQ, USUALLY ONLY RUN ON LAST RUN SINCE IT CREATES AN
! OUTPUT CHISQ SPECTRUM
! X=OBSERVED X, Y=OBSERVED Y, YFIT=FIT TO Y, SIG=OBSERVED SIGMAS,
! NDATA=LENGTH OF SPECTRUM
! CHISQ= CHSIQ
IMPLICIT NONE
real :: x(ndata),y(ndata),yfit(ndata),sig(ndata)!,chisq,dy,wt!,ichisq(ndata)
integer :: i,ndata!,lst,ign_lst,j
real :: chisq, dy, wt
!double precision ::
OPEN(905,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.signal’,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)
chisq=0.
DO 901 i=1,ndata

dy=y(i)-yfit(i)
wt=1./(sig(i)*sig(i))
! WRITES THE CHISQ VALUE AT EACH POINT, THE TOTAL DEVIATION (dy)
!SQUARED AND THE WEIGHTING AT EACH POINT
WRITE(905,*)x(i),dy*dy*wt,dy,sig(i)
chisq=chisq+dy*dy*wt

901 ENDDO
CLOSE(905)
RETURN

END SUBROUTINE GET_CHISQ_LST

!****************************************************************************
!****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE nrerror(string)
! AN ERROR REPORTING ROUTINE TAKEN FROM NUMERICAL RECIPES IN C, 1990
implicit none
CHARACTER(LEN=*), INTENT(IN) :: string
write (*,*) ’nrerror: ’,string
STOP ’program terminated by nrerror’

END SUBROUTINE nrerror

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE WRITE_spec(x,y,ndata,name)
! WRITE A GIVEN SEQUENCE OF VALUES INTO A FILE
! NAME IS THE NAME OF THE SPECTRUM
IMPLICIT NONE
CHARACTER :: name*120
real :: x(ndata),y(ndata)
INTEGER :: ndata,i
OPEN(1200,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.allspec’)
WRITE(1200,1201)’#’,trim(name)
DO i=1,ndata

write(1200,*)x(i),y(i)
ENDDO

1201 FORMAT(1X,A1,1X,A40)
WRITE(1200,*)’ ’
RETURN

END SUBROUTINE WRITE_spec

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE GET_MODLIST(model,tmin,tmax,grng,krcz_flg,micro)
! DETERMINES WHICH MODELS SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN OUR SEARCH LIST
! MODEL IS THE INITIAL GUESSED MODEL, TRNG=TEMPERATURE RANGE
! (ABOVE/BELOW MODEL)
! GRNG= LOG(G) RANGE (ABOVE/BELOW MODEL)
IMPLICIT NONE
CHARACTER (LEN=32) :: model,tmp,line,modlst
INTEGER :: temp,logg,strt,stp,flength,rtemp,rlogg,tmin,tmax,grng,eof,&

otmp,olgg,krcz_flg,micro
otmp=0.; olgg=0.
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model = TRIM( model )
!strt=INDEX(model,’t’)+1
!stp=INDEX(model,’g’)-1
WRITE(tmp,*)model(2:6)
READ(tmp,*)temp
WRITE(tmp,*)model(8:9)
READ(tmp,*)logg
!write(*,*)temp,logg
IF (KRCZ_FLG.EQ.1)THEN

if (micro.eq.0) modlst=’models.0’
if (micro.eq.1) modlst=’models.1’
if (micro.eq.2) modlst=’models.2’
if (micro.eq.3) modlst=’models.3’
if (micro.eq.4) modlst=’models.4’
if (micro.eq.5) modlst=’models.5’

else
modlst=’models.lst’

ENDIF
OPEN(1000,FILE=’./models/’//modlst,STATUS=’old’)
OPEN(1002,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.modlst’,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)
OPEN(1003,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.sens_mods’,status=’unknown’)
rtemp=temp
READ(1000,’(A32)’,IOStat=eof)line
DO WHILE(eof.NE.-1)

! READ(1000,’(A32)’,IOStat=eof)line
WRITE(tmp,*)line(2:6)
READ(tmp,*)rtemp
WRITE(tmp,*)line(8:9)
READ(tmp,*)rlogg
!WRITE(*,*)i,rtemp,rlogg
IF (rtemp.LE.tmax.AND.rtemp.GE.tmin)THEN

IF (rlogg.LE.logg+grng.AND.rlogg.GE.logg-grng)THEN
WRITE(1002,*)line
IF ((rlogg.eq.logg).and.((rtemp.eq.temp+200).or.&

(rtemp.eq.temp-200)))then
write(1003,*)line

endif
!write(*,*)line

ENDIF
ENDIF
!write(*,*)eof
READ(1000,’(A32)’,IOStat=eof)line

ENDDO
WRITE(1002,*)’END’
CLOSE(1000)
CLOSE(1002)
close(1003)
! NOW CHECK TO MAKE SURE THE LIST ISNT EMPTY
OPEN(1002,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.modlst’,STATUS=’OLD’)
READ(1002,*)line
IF (TRIM(line).EQ.’END’) CALL nrerror(’THERE ARE NO MODELS IN THIS RANGE’)
CLOSE(1002)

1001 FORMAT(1x,I5,1x,I2)
1003 FORMAT(A1,I5,A1,I2,A4)

RETURN
END SUBROUTINE GET_MODLIST

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE BLMR_ANAL(y,sig,ndata)
IMPLICIT NONE
real :: y(ndata),sig(ndata),mx
integer :: i,j,ndata,pos,k

i=1 ;k=0
do while (i.le.ndata)

j=1
k=k+1
mx=y(i)
pos=i
! write(201,*)k
do while (j.le.50.and.i.le.ndata)
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if (y(i).ge.mx)then
pos=i
mx=y(i)

ENDIF
! write(201,*)i,y(i),mx,pos

j=j+1
i=i+1

END DO
i=i-j+1
!write(201,*)’ ’
j=1
DO WHILE (j.le.50.and.i.le.ndata)

if (i.ne.pos)sig(i)=1e15
! write(201,*)i
i=i+1
j=j+1

enddo
END DO
do i=1,ndata

!write(200,*)i,y(i),sig(i)
enddo

END SUBROUTINE BLMR_ANAL

!************************************************************************
!************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE NORM_BLMR_SPEC(y,ndata,sig)
IMPLICIT NONE
real :: y(ndata),yout(ndata),y1,y2,m,yline,b,sig(ndata)
integer :: i,j,ndata,pos,x1,x2

y1=0
i=1
DO while (i.le.ndata/4)

if (y(i).gt.y1)then
y1=y(i)
x1=i

endif
i=i+1

enddo

y2=0
i=ndata-ndata/4
DO while (i.le.ndata)

if (y(i).gt.y2)then
y2=y(i)
x2=i

endif
i=i+1

enddo

m=(y2-y1)/(x2-x1)
b=y2-m*x2

i=0
do while (i.le.ndata)

yline=m*i+b
yout(i)=y(i)/yline
sig(i)=sig(i)/yline
i=i+1

enddo
y=yout

END SUBROUTINE NORM_BLMR_SPEC

!**********************************************************************
!**********************************************************************

SUBROUTINE NORM_BLMR(y,ndata)
IMPLICIT NONE
real :: y(ndata),yout(ndata),y1,y2,m,yline,b
integer :: i,j,ndata,pos,x1,x2

y1=0
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i=1
DO while (i.le.ndata/4)

if (y(i).gt.y1)then
y1=y(i)
x1=i

endif
i=i+1

enddo

y2=0
i=ndata-ndata/4
DO while (i.le.ndata)

if (y(i).gt.y2)then
y2=y(i)
x2=i

endif
i=i+1

enddo

m=(y2-y1)/(x2-x1)
b=y2-m*x2

i=0
do while (i.le.ndata)

yline=m*i+b
yout(i)=y(i)/yline
i=i+1

enddo
y=yout

END SUBROUTINE NORM_BLMR

!**************************************************************************
!**************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE LSENS_DET(xfit,specx,y,sig,spec_lngth,limit,synth_name,nsynth,&
vsini,inst,npts,sens_lngth)

IMPLICIT NONE

character :: synth_name*120,synth_l*120,synth_h*120
integer:: nsynth,t,i,strt,fnsh,inst,eof,spec_lngth,npts,sens_lngth,j
real :: synthx(nsynth), synth(nsynth),synthl(nsynth),synthh(nsynth),&

vsini,dev(nsynth),mean,limit, &
specx(spec_lngth),yfit(spec_lngth),xfit(spec_lngth),y(spec_lngth)&
,sig(spec_lngth)

REAL, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: sens_list

open(1301,file=’./tmp/tmp.sens_mods’,status=’old’)
open(1302,file=’./tmp/tmp.sens_list’,status=’unknown’)
open(1304,file=’./tmp/tmp.variance’,status=’unknown’)
open(1305,file=’./tmp/tmp.varh_lim’,status=’unknown’)
open(1306,file=’./tmp/tmp.sens_pix’,status=’unknown’)
OPEN(1307,FILE=’./tmp/tmp.sens_reg’,status=’unknown’)
open(1308,file=’./tmp/tmp.sens_used’,status=’unknown’)

read(1301,*,IOSTAT=eof)synth_l
IF (EOF.EQ.-1) CALL NRERROR(’UNABLE TO USE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS. &

A TEMPERATURE RANGE OF GREATER THAN >=200 K MUST BE USED’)

read(1301,*)synth_h

CALL s3_disc2(synth_name,vsini,inst,nsynth,synthx,synth,0)
CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// synth_l,vsini,inst,nsynth,synthx,synthl,0)
CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// synth_h,vsini,inst,nsynth,synthx,synthh,0)

DO i=1, nsynth
dev(i)=(synth(i)-synthl(i))**2+(synth(i)-synthh(i))**2
write(1304,*)synthx(i),dev(i)

enddo

mean=sum(dev)
mean=mean/nsynth
limit=limit*mean
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CALL INTERP(xfit,synthx,dev,spec_lngth,nsynth,yfit)

if (yfit(1).ge.limit)then
strt=1
write(1305,*)xfit(1),yfit(1)
write(1307,1303)specx(1),y(1),sig(1)
write(1308,1303)xfit(1),y(1),sig(1)
npts=1

else
strt=-10
npts=0

endif

sens_lngth=0
1303 FORMAT(F10.4,1x,E12.5,1x,E12.5)

do i=2, spec_lngth-1
if (yfit(i).ge.limit)then

npts=npts+1
write(1305,*)xfit(i),yfit(i)
write(1307,1303)specx(i),y(i),sig(i)
write(1308,1303)xfit(i),y(i),sig(i)
if (yfit(i-1).lt.limit) strt=i
if (yfit(i+1).lt.limit) then

fnsh=i
write(1302,*)xfit(strt),xfit(fnsh)
sens_lngth=sens_lngth+1
write(1306,*)strt,fnsh

endif
endif

enddo
!write(*,*)sens_lngth

close(1301)
close(1302)
close(1304)
close(1305)
close(1306)
close(1307)
close(1308)
close(1309)

end SUBROUTINE LSENS_DET

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE randev(mod_dev,ran_dev,lngth)
implicit none
integer, dimension(1) :: old
integer :: idum,k,lngth,i,ran, ran2
real :: mod_dev(lngth), ran_dev(lngth), ran1

!initialize the random variables
call random_seed
call random_seed(size=k)
call random_seed(get=old)

idum=-old(1)
do i=1, lngth

ran=int(ran1(idum)*lngth)
ran2=anint(ran1(idum))
if ((ran.eq.0).or.(ran.gt.lngth)) ran=int(ran1(idum)*lngth)
ran_dev(i)=mod_dev(ran)**(-ran2)

enddo
end SUBROUTINE randev

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

FUNCTION ran1(idum)
implicit none
INTEGER idum,IA,IM,IQ,IR,NTAB,NDIV
REAL ran1,AM,EPS,RNMX
PARAMETER (IA=16807,IM=2147483647,AM=1./IM,IQ=127773,IR=2836)
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PARAMETER (NTAB=32,NDIV=1+(IM-1)/NTAB,EPS=1.2e-7,RNMX=1.-EPS)
INTEGER j,k,iv(NTAB),iy
SAVE iv,iy
DATA iv /NTAB*0/, iy /0/
if (idum.le.0.or.iy.eq.0) then

idum=max(-idum,1)
do j=NTAB+8,1,-1

k=idum/IQ
idum=IA*(idum-k*IQ)-IR*k
if (idum.lt.0) idum=idum+IM
if (j.le.NTAB) iv(j)=idum

enddo
iy=iv(1)

endif
k=idum/IQ
idum=IA*(idum-k*IQ)-IR*k
if (idum.lt.0) idum=idum+IM
j=1+iy/NDIV
iy=iv(j)
iv(j)=idum
ran1=min(AM*iy,RNMX)
return

END FUNCTION ran1

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

subroutine search(mode,synth_spec,inst,nsynth,ia,a,xfit,specy,sig,npts,&
mxvsini,wrtvsini,synthx,synthy,yfit,blmr_sig,wrtspc,blmr_flg,bstmodel,&
best,bst_v,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth)

INTEGER :: FLENGTH,i,ia(2),ma,nan_angs,clnum,nsynth,lst_lngth,trange,&
grange,wrtspc,ign_lst,eof,wrtvsini,itmp,ilgg,gmin,gmax,&
tmax,tmin,blmr_flg,krcz_flg,npts,nrm_flg, micro, senslngth,j,kwit,&
frst,err_lst_lngth

CHARACTER :: SYNTH_SPEC*120,FNAME*80,MODEL*80,BSTMODEL*80,tmp*80
REAL :: a(2),specx(npts),specy(npts),sig(npts),yfit(npts),xfit(npts),&

synthxfit(nsynth),synthx(nsynth),synthy(nsynth),blmr_sig(npts),&
mod_dev(err_lst_lngth),err_lst(err_lst_lngth,2), &
UW,LW,inst,mxvsini,tmpold,cntdev,ylim,bst_v,chsqdout(4),chisq, &
ochisq, best, chsqout, yerr(npts),lgg

READ(111,*)SYNTH_SPEC

i=1

if (mode.eq.0)then
frst=1

else
frst=2

endif

WRITE(*,*)’ ’
! write(*,*)’RUNNING IN MODE’,mode
!flag to determine if loop should be quit
quit=0
DO WHILE(TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC).NE.’END’.and.(kwit.ne.1))

!SYNTH_SPEC=TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC)
! write(*,*)synth_spec
ochisq=chisq
!NOW FIT VSINI
IF (ia(1).NE.0)THEN

write(*,*)’FITTING VSINI FOR ’,TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC)
CALL VSINI_FIT(xfit,specy,sig,a(1),NPTS,nsynth,SYNTH_SPEC,chisq,frst,&

inst,mxvsini,wrtvsini,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth)
IF (BLMR_FLG.NE.0)THEN

CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// synth_spec,a(1),inst,nsynth,synthx,&
synthy,wrtvsini)

CALL INTERP(xfit,synthx,synthy,NPTS,nsynth,yfit)
IF (NRM_FLG.NE.0)THEN

CALL NORM_BLMR(yfit,flength)
endif
!yfit=yfit+mod_dev
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,blmr_sig,NPTS,chisq)
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WRITE(*,*)’REDUCED CHISQ WITH BALMER ANALYSIS IS’,chisq/npts
ENDIF

if (wrtspc.eq.1)then
call s3_disc2(’./models/’// synth_spec,a(1),inst,nsynth,synthx,&

synthy,wrtvsini)
CALL INTERP(xfit,synthx,synthy,NPTS,nsynth,yfit)
IF (NRM_FLG.NE.0)THEN

CALL NORM_BLMR(yfit,NPTS)
ENDIF

IF (err_lst_lngth.gt.1)then
CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,npts,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)

call write_spec(xfit,yerr,NPTS,synth_spec)
else

call write_spec(xfit,yfit,NPTS,synth_spec)
endif

endif
ELSE

write(*,*)’GETTING MODEL FOR ’,TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC)
IF (BLMR_FLG.NE.0)THEN

CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// synth_spec,a(1),inst,nsynth,synthx,&
synthy,wrtvsini)

CALL INTERP(xfit,synthx,synthy,NPTS,nsynth,yfit)

IF (NRM_FLG.NE.0)THEN
CALL NORM_BLMR(yfit,flength)

endif
!yfit=yfit+mod_dev
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,blmr_sig,NPTS,chisq)

WRITE(*,*)’CHISQ WITH BALMER ANALYSIS IS’,chisq/npts
ELSE

CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// synth_spec,a(1),inst,nsynth,synthx,&
synthy,wrtvsini)

CALL INTERP(xfit,synthx,synthy,NPTS,nsynth,yfit)
IF (NRM_FLG.NE.0)THEN

CALL NORM_BLMR(yfit,NPTS)
endif
! yfit=yfit+mod_dev
IF (err_lst_lngth.gt.1)then

CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,npts,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yerr,sig,npts,chisq)
else
CALL GET_CHISQ(specy,yfit,sig,NPTS,chisq)
endif
write(*,*)’REDUCED CHISQ=’,chisq/npts

ENDIF
if (wrtspc.eq.1)THEN

IF (err_lst_lngth.gt.1)then
CALL GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,npts,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)

call write_spec(xfit,yerr,NPTS,synth_spec)
else

call write_spec(xfit,yfit,NPTS,synth_spec)
endif

endif
ENDIF

!IF THE CHISQ FOR THIS MODEL IS BETTER THAN OUR PREVIOUS GUESSES
!THEN SAVE THIS INFORMATION
IF (chisq.LE.best.OR.i.EQ.1)THEN

bstmodel=TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC)
best=chisq
bst_v=a(1)

else
if (mode.eq.1) then

kwit=1
!write(*,*)’QUITTING’

endif
ENDIF

CALL s3_disc2(’./models/’// bstmodel,bst_v,inst,nsynth,synthx,synthy,&
wrtvsini) !CONTINUE READING THE OTHER MODELS

i=i+1
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frst=frst+1
tmp=TRIM(SYNTH_SPEC)
read(tmp(8:9),*)lgg
lgg=lgg/10
! write(*,*)synth_spec
! write(*,*)tmp
write(112,*)tmp(2:6),’ ’, tmp(8:9),chisq,’#’,a(1)
write(113,*)tmp(2:6),’ ’, tmp(8:9),chisq/npts, ’#’,a(1)
READ(111,*)SYNTH_SPEC
! write(*,*)’here’
! write(*,*)quit

ENDDO
end subroutine search

!**************************************************************************
!**************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE LINE_DET(x,y,sig,slngth,limit,tot,npts)
IMPLICIT NONE

integer:: t,i,strt,fnsh,eof,tot,slngth,npts
real :: dev(npts),mean,limit,x(slngth),y(slngth),sig(slngth)

open(1302,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_list’,status=’unknown’)
open(1303,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_spec’,status=’unknown’)

if (y(1).le.limit)then
strt=1
write(1303,1304)x(1),y(1),sig(1)
npts=1

else
strt=-10
npts=0

endif

tot=0

1304 FORMAT(F10.4,1x,E12.5,1x,E12.5)
do i=2, slngth-1

if (y(i).lt.limit)then
write(1303,1304)x(i),y(i),sig(i)
npts=npts+1
if (y(i-1).ge.limit) strt=i
if (y(i+1).ge.limit) then

fnsh=i
write(1302,*)strt,fnsh
tot=tot+1

endif
endif

enddo
! write(1302,*)tot
close(1302)
CLOSE(1303)
end SUBROUTINE LINE_DET

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE GET_DEV(x,specy,yfit,spec_lngth,err_lst,mod_dev,err_lngth)
implicit none
integer :: spec_lngth, i, j,err_lngth, err_lst(err_lngth,2),min_i(1)
real :: specy(spec_lngth), yfit(spec_lngth), dev(spec_lngth),&

sig(spec_lngth), x(spec_lngth), &
mod_dev(err_lngth),mn

!initialize the mod_dev array

do i=1,err_lngth
mod_dev(i)=0.

enddo

!determine the deviation between the best fit and the observation
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open(1400,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_ratio’,status=’unknown’)
open(1401,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_ratio_pix’,status=’unknown’)

do j=1,err_lngth
!i=err_lst(j,1)
!dev(i)=(1.-specy(i))/(1.-yfit(i))
!mn=specy(i)
!min_i=i
!mod_dev(j)=dev(i)
!write(1400,*)x(i),specy(i),yfit(i),dev(i)
do i=err_lst(j,1), err_lst(j,2)

dev(i)=(1.-specy(i))/(1.-yfit(i))
!dev(i)=specy(i)/yfit(i)
write(1400,*)x(i),specy(i),yfit(i),dev(i)
!if (yfit(i).le.mn)then
! mod_dev(j)=dev(i)
! min_i=i
! mn=specy(i)
!endif

enddo
min_i=minloc(yfit(err_lst(j,1):err_lst(j,2)))+err_lst(j,1)-1
mod_dev(j)=dev(min_i(1))
write(1401,*)min_i(1),specy(min_i(1)),yfit(min_i(1)),mod_dev(j)

enddo
close(1401)
close(1400)

END SUBROUTINE GET_DEV

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE GET_ERR_MOD(yfit,ndata,mod_dev,err_lst,err_lst_lngth,yerr)
IMPLICIT NONE
integer :: ndata, err_lst_lngth, i, j, err_lst(err_lst_lngth,2)
real :: yfit(ndata),sig(ndata),yerr(ndata),mod_dev(err_lst_lngth)

! set yerr equal to yfit in case of any errors
yerr=yfit

!open(1401,file=’./tmp/tmp.err_mod’,status=’unknown’)

do j=1, err_lst_lngth
do i=err_lst(j,1),err_lst(j,2)

yerr(i)=1.-(1.-yfit(i))*(mod_dev(j))
IF (yerr(i).le.0)then

yerr(i)=1.-(1.-yfit(i))*(mod_dev(j)**(-1))
endif
!yerr(i)=yfit(i)*mod_dev(j)+(1-mod_dev(j))
write(333,*)i,yerr(i),yfit(i)

enddo
enddo

write(333,*)’ ’
END SUBROUTINE GET_ERR_MOD

!*****************************************************************************
!*****************************************************************************


